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without contradiction. He went on to aigu?
that it would be utterly impossible to ever convict the late Secretary of War, or anv other
Cabinet officer, except by the testimony of accomplices, and yet the House was now to he
told that an accomplice should not testify before a Committee except at his own
peril.
It was against that that lie protested. He intimated that the phrase “Let no guilty man escape” would be construed by the country to
mean “Lid no man
escape who dare tell on
those who are in authority.” He warned the
House that the voluminous investigations that
were, now progressing would be
stopped, and
that it. would be utterly impossible to carry
them further successfully unless there was it
declaration that the testimony of witnesses
should not he used against them.
Mr. Lamar said there should not he any exhibition of party feeling or excitement in the
presence of such solemn events as were throwing their shadows over the House. It seemed
to him that the voice of faction should at last
be hushed. II** regarded this mandate, or summons, or subpu-na, issued to members of the
Committee b. the Supreme Court of the District ot Columbia, as an outrage on the privileges of this House. He did not say that the
object of the Court was to hush or suppress investigations. The question was one purely of
parliamentary privilege. He regarded it as a
violation of the privileges ot tin* House for a
Court to issue a summons to a member and order him to bring Along with him the records of
the House, and to remain in Court and not depart until allowed by tin* Court or District At-

Spring.

T he

lengthening days again remind us
that spring is approaching, when the farmer must begin again his usual routine of
agricultural operations, and when a lew

hints may not be amiss.
Kvervthing in the shape of manure
should be saved,
l ake the hen manure
from the hen house and compost it very
early in the spring, with an equal bulk ol
-u
amp mud or loam, with a sprinkling ot
plaster, and give it sullicient time to heat
slightb and pitch it o\ cr as often as needtul to keep it from burning, giving it stilliam time to bee one mellowed beloreitis
lake all the ashes that
Used in spiing.
v oi may have «-av ed since last
spring, mix
a
quarter or one-hall ol the bulk of bone
meal in a molasses hogshead with them,
wet down not excessively, cover the top
u ith two or three incites ol leant or
dry
-wamp mud. to keep the gasses trom escaping. let it remain till wanted in the
-pi in ;, tea mix it well \\ ith ttie compo.'ted lien manure, and you will have a strong,
reliable tie tili/er 'o -ti eu in the furrows
it your 1 liter corn, or drop in your eab■aje hills, or to ,'ow and harrow in when
in almost
on sow your wheat, or to use
any othei place where manure is needed
for

a

start

quick

stuck raising has not yet depreciated
a
othei lariu interests have, it
-hould be tiie care el the farmer to raise
what balder lie a., lor that purpose. Turn
ill the dry poor land
vie in the spring
belt ymi have in your fields that will not
produce a ton of grass to ail acre, and
plant to I odder eoiei. oi turrows, three feet
opart The cultivate, run between (lie
A-,

most

a-

;;
lew times i- nil the cultivation neary. ( ut up wlieu siillieiently matured,
d in bundles and shock in the liehl to
cumin till duly cured for the barn. Also,
.•••r this purpose the gn at Detroit seeds11en. D -M ferry A to., recommend the
l.incrian Migar t 'aue. the seed lor said by
>1
a
eu at
pound—one pound lor an
in icredible amount raised
re of lam

:ow<■-

according t, their reeomforgotten how Hindi,
iug l.ieil seed catalogue at hand) ;

en

an

iiere.

ndation

n

1 line

■

Iia\
;■ in all other kinds
-o. -oid to !-■• -epio
.rtli' o el:mate, as the seed
urc .1
I !..
ill "ijiiei
xpi ii-e el seed is but
M

1

ittle, and

I

may pay

try it.

to

tin- p iiato takes little else from the
exi'll! ;■ Mash. 1 eonsid. r it not s
a- a
crop of oats or
mst.og i" the so
1
tf late years I have followed the
lias been well
ru crop, where the land
: inured, br •inleast. with early rose pota-

reai'/eig twice the profit therefrom,

M'i s,

in-1] polo iocs :oe only titty cents per
.-In 1 than eaii be gained trom oats or
far li ss dept eeiation oi soil,
■w dovv i: to grass seed at early
digging
roe, in

the following spring with grass

ed and out.-, to lie cut green for fodder,
s oats cut in
that state are said to take
• as front the
soil.
Don't give over housing cattle every
ght. niter pasturing time arrives, where

can be done,
-spread under them loam,
a.on]) mud. or lorcst leaves, anil let it go
down mjo the barn cellar to the hogs, and
ei
will I e surprised to see, next fall,
li it an amount ot good manure you will
e. instead ol a small moiety ot leached,
Mindried yard manure that you have usuo'ly had
A moderately wet Img yard or liarn edit is best i ,i making manure with
hogs,
id where you can get forest leaves
be
'"Ugh. although they may
nothing
ut [line b a
with the seurl
s, raked up
; the ground, to soak up the liquid ol the
gs oi cattle, never haul in heavy loam
o.
iug lio vegetable matter ami being of
benefit to the soil besides its absorbing
ipaeity to the liquid manure; besides, it
'iio lieai
y to haul out again to njiplv to
ie soil.
N 11. I armer.

Scab
1 lit

following

lligl

t..

in

Sheep.

is trout tlie transactions
ii tural
\
Society ol

eotland,
It is clear.} a- ct'iaiuuJ In .scientific men
nit tlie scab ill sheep, like the itch in tlie
nan being, is connected with and propitid by certain minute insects belongto the class of ac.iri. which inhabits
.in 1 .its
or
pustule-, lint the question
iturailv irises, how came it first into ex1 his problem i- very diilieult oi‘
tern'.
n, and pu/.z les the in. t eminent
i
igjsi- lint, as 1 have already said
navi ii"\ cr known iL to break out
sponmi
a il ck
1* sheep properly
m
—

tears' experience
-nepherd in pa-toral districts. \ ariand coidlicting opinions exist as to

iiiageil, during thirty
s

a

as

hat extent I he disease is infect i..us. Some
dlirm that it requires sheep t.o come in
iact with the disease belore it can be
'lnniunicated, while others maintain that
i.
di-case i- pr. ipagated by the mere tracing "ii the road- --udi as a public drove
rid
from large markets or fairs.
1,
u. ver, do not think
the disease is so
catching as the latter advocates affirm.
ample. 1 acted a shepherd for sixears o!
various larm where the
mad from Falkirk to the south passti>rougii the sheep pastures, and every
me ol the lots of sheep were more
less all'cctcd with seal), and during all
.a;
period not a single Uecp ot which 1
:. cl
charge caught the disease.
l ln cure of the scab lies in the de.-lrucf the insect, but the important quos:
what is the best composition or ini'
f r that purpose? The remedies
■

—

■

■

numerous,
commonly applied
the most effectual, with the least daninjury to the animal, that 1 have ever
ii
applied, is the common spirits ol tar;
'■liicli, if properly applied, will penetrate
md di
iy the I lsect concealed in the
istulcs or buried beneath tlie skin. The
u

are

a

at
:

ol

i.antit}" applied may vary according to
the sheep, but tor hill, or ordi-

lary-lireediug

stock,

one

bottle of

spirits

tar, mixed with twelve times the quanI water is sufficient lor twelve sheep;
a.'
uimon wine-glass of tlie spirits

tar, mixed with twelve times the
ount ot water, is sufficient for one.
If
nog lor u hundred, six gallons of water,
m!i -ix pounds of common soda, ought to
u armed to the
boiling pilch, then add
in- spirits of tar.

m

■

Yards

for

Pit's.

file Live Stock Journal gives the lulling : ‘1 believe that one great reason
wiiv pigs do not prove more profitable on
great many farms, is* because they do
"l have more clean
yard room in which
1,1 run and
forage. TooolLen they are conned to a small pen and a very small yard,
oth of which are dirty.
They have not
'cn a clean grass spot, or grass or other
"ceil tuod to eat, but must constantly
stay
a close
yard or pen. For large hogs
us restriction is
injurious, hut lor little
pigs it is very much worse. Voting animals went liberty to exercise their muscles
md clean grass on which to feed. A few
t inners let their
pigs run at will, but they
ire
apt to do a great deal of mischief One
"I my neighbors, who raises a
great many
pigs, used to let them run into my garden,
1 "i'n and
potatoes, tread down my grass,
m"1 they did a great deal of damage to
m;- crops; hut he always had nice pigs,
an-l there was no evident reason except
that lie allowed them full liberty out of
doors. Now 1 do not approve ot havin'?
a drove ot
pigs running through gardens
and crops, but I think it would pay even
small farmers to fence in an eighth or a
fourth ot an acre of land adjoining their
nog yards, and let their pigs run a part of
file time every day in this enclosure.
hen they get large enough to root turf
md. they can he shut into their ordinary
v aids
or else have the tendons of their
noses cut or
rings put in to keep them
fre-in deing mischief. But whether it is
used for large hogs or not, it would certainly pay farmers who raise many pigs to
furnish them such a yard.”
An

orange tree in Columbus county,
presents the uniipie spectacle ol
last year’s crop halt
ripe, anil buds lor
another crop in its branches.
1

lorida,

"tie of the happiest and most
inuependof human
occupations is that of an inland
is
whose
telligent farmer,
paid for
and who
keeps out of debt.
"nt

Hipe strawberries,

grown in the open

air, were to be seen at
as
early as Feb. 7th.
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which he had once belonged, ami served
Kelp as a Fertilizer,
Twilight.
to revive in bis soul a few strains of the
l.iimer.s along the seashore know very Lone watcher, I lingered, on hill top benighted,
As dreaming lay beautiful valley below;
music of humanity which had well-nigh
well tlie importance of collecting all the Above
me the star-sprinkled sky, dimly lighted,
become silent, lie was more crazy than
And westward the jewels of sunset aglow.
kelp, rock weed and other refuse of the sea
ever to get off: but there he was and there
and apply it to thei land. 1 lie use ot these
A ribbon of silver encircled the mountain,
he must stay all night.
substances in Europe isol wry considerable
And rising like incense from altars of prayer,
Thinking it over, he concluded to put
Mi<ts
as the drops from the baptismal fountain,
near
the
the
ol
land
cultivators
pure
antiquity,
(Mowed, shimmered, and faded on wings of the it]) at the Central Hotel—a tongish, many
sea
comof
a
made
having long
practice
air!
windowed building, dingy with dirt from
posting and using seaweed as a manure.
the sidewalk, but perhaps the best house
< hir own larniers have lor
Lo! green-walled Ascutney night’s purple had tintfolmany years
of its kind the place could muster. There
ed,
lowed the same practice, and it is apparent
His forehead cloud-hooded anti silvered by time:
was the usual bar-room loafing; the usual
that any tanner who owns a right to take From summit to summit the rosy haze printed
round of course jokes and tobacco spitting;
The rich, tender smile of a tropical clime!
kelp from the bench has a great advantage
the usual rush ol'all parties to the station
over one trho has nut.
I Ids is made mani- flit Pleiades
fondly their silver braids twining
when the train from tlie east whistled
fest by the experiments made last, year upOn .Night’s placid brow set their jewels once more;
in the distance. With this last movement
Not a sound stirred the air save the owlet repining,
on the
farm
of
ol
E.
t\Sanford
Spottswood
Or w bite heron piping its note on the shore.
do himselt fell in. and idly watched with
Nantucket. I Hiring the winter ol ls7 1 7> the
laborers upon his larm carted Iron) the sea- ^ >Yr calm lake encircled, of summer.time dreaming, tlie others tin- mail-bag, tlie two pine boxl'lie woods hung their banners of frost-smitten
es, the old gentleman, and the girl with
shore Got) loads ol kelp, which was spread
lea\es;
the scarlet braided sample, come off the
upon twelve acres, it was spread six inches I lie red shield of Mats from his blue tent was gleam
train. Then apparently satisfied with these
ins,
thick, and when ploughed in the spring
And evening winds Sip;],I'll II, rough the harps of small items ol interest, the crowd dispersone man following the coulter to clear it
the sheaves!
ed.
from the kelp. Eight acres and threeI :i our hero's wake as he sauntered hack
Ah! day and night's nuptials were viewless lips
with
the
balwere
corn,
quarters
planted
singing
to his lodgings, was a young man whom
ance with
aud
earThe star of the evening, the planet of love.
turnips, beets, potatoes
I have no excuse in the world for introducbridesmaid, her censer of glory was swinging,
rots.
1’umpkin seeds were put in the com AsWhile
smiled her attendant' and beckoned abo\ e
ing to you except tor the fact that lie by
hi!!-.
I pon this land was produced (iOU
lie
some way introduced himself to Jo.
bushels ot handsome she)! corn, 1 JOt) bush- Sandnlphon, majestic, as hribegroom preparing,
chatter
was full of that
His flower-wreathed feet on a ladder ol gold,
good-natured
is turnips, dot) bushels carrots, and boil
j! bushels of beets. Some of the carrots Ten thousands of stars in the gladness are sharing, which your western yeoman takes pleasAnd Saturn’s bright lingers the wedding rings
ure in, and Jo, among other things, learnhold.
measured bun teen inches in circumlerence.
ed that there was a night school in the
In addition to this was harvested liIt\
place, that his companion attended, and
Doctor Jo.
heavy loads of pumpkin.-.
that i\ met that night,
Mr. Sanford laid down lifleeu acres the
lie
■Iti was tired ot border life at last.
“Would the stranger go dong ?
last season, to oats and grass seed, where
was a sort of free-and-easy scape-grace, J
“Yes, he believed he would,” indiffercrops were cultivated the year previous.
if
tell you at once,
you meet ently replied Jo.
The oats were cut in tin milk and pro- may as well
a
And he went. When he had seated himyoung man on the border who is not
duced twenty tons.
He lias made -ince
there for speculation, who is not in search self and looked about him. lie opened his
January 1st, ls75. two thousand pounds of of a home,
who is not dabbling in Indian
file best quality ot butter, which lie sold
eyes very wide indeed. Behind the desk
affairs, whose occupation, in short, will sat the scarlet
for liftv cents a pound.
In addition to this
jacket which had conic off
tor his presence—
the train.
In it was a slender little creatlie made three hundred pounds which was not sufficiently account
set him down as one
ure, with eyes as black as sloes, and a
Used in his own family. His crop of hay you may pretty safely
civilization does not vouchsafe
the last season was not so large as some to whom
great lleece of black hair combed back,
him.
1
as
suits
as
leave and tied with a scarlet ribbon. This
much freedom
former occasions, yet he has cut enough
glowfor those whom the heroines
to winter thirty-live head of cattle, with a due margin
ing fairy ot the ferrule, so to speak, was
in the newspaper stories jilt and send
ruling things with a high hand in that
prospect of having a surplus for the markwish they hadn’t. It is school-room, tier
et.
It is evident that there are thousands West, and then
pupils were, lor most
the local
of acres of land about the New England curious to observe, by-the-way,
part, boys and grown men, though a dozin the directions which these en or so
shores, n..w comparatively of but little changes
girls back in one corner served
characters take. Eu- to soften the scene.
value, that may lie made rich and remun- much-manipulated
be
considered
the
for
instance, may
erative by tolliowing the example of Mr. rope,
“A regular Yankee,” thought Jo—missof the “crossed” ol New Engit as you will see.
Sanlord, by using the "kelp ot the sea” sanitarium
Nevertheless, he
ing
which is found in great abundance upon land and the Atlantic sea-board generally. watched the proceedings with interest,
Such
ones eagerly court the dangers ot an
the sea coast.
and was not loath at the end to be taken
ocean voyage, only to teer sclear of them
to the desk and presented to her sprightall and turn up. safe though unforgetting
If the truth must be told, a
Pure Milk.
Your disappointed in- ly highness.
in Home or Paris.
thrill or two ran up bis arm as betook her
Purr cow's milk is made up as Pillows: lander. on the other hand, depends upon
mite ot a hand in his big one. With some
Water
.Mj.i'S the railroad, lie commits himself, with
effort he picked up his llaggiug knowledge
Putter.
.1.38 all his troubles, to the care ot the tirst
of the
of the world, and talked with
Sugar milk.:>-JT snorting steed of iron which passes with her forways
lull live minutes. During this
Caseine.;i 80 its fiery head turned westward. Not the
time he managed to learn that she had
Soda, lime, magnesia and iron.O.T'J centres, but the rarefied suburbs, of civilset aloot this night school to supplement
Tin- specific gravity oi cow's milk ran- ization are congenial to his soul,
lie
the da}’ school, which all who ought to
from
Pops
Ills
to
the
free
winds
to
lint
care
the
determiJ.UPi,
would
ges
gi\c
could not attend. She was from Illinois.
nation ot’ this point is a very uncertain rather than have it jostled out at his elHer name was Miss licck. She lived at
test oi its purity.
human
Cream being lighter bows in crowds of
beings.
next station—with her laSmocking—the
than milk, its removal leaves the fluid
But none of this is pertinent to Jo. The
ther, who had brought her there three
comparatively heavier. Water might be simple fact concerning him was this: lie
added to this, and the speeilic gravity thus had quarreled with his father, a comfort- years ago.
By this time she was drawing on her
brought up to that of genuine milk. The able. Pennsylvania farmer, who had sethis
and her escort was wailing. Jo
gloves,
of
his
is
a
increase
used
lor
heart
the
prop- bade her
galaetoineter
thrifty
ascertaining
upon
good night, and both went their
ot
his
son
when
he
and
the
in
hands
the
the
lactometer,
.specific gravity,
erty
ways.
be
laid
on
the
shell.
Jo's
instrument
the
Mew should finally
only
employed by
lie remarked how chilly the air was as
"1 ork health authorities, lixes the amount bias was quite otherwise, and the whole
he went to his hotel, i I is teeth almost
of cream present. Put, according to good allair ended in his giving up his own pet
chattered.
He wondered later why he
authorities, the employment ol both, not plan and crushing that of his father at one
couldn't sleep. Bong alter midnight his
one. is necessary to reach a correct constroke. For one day he cutloose from the
were staring up at the
clusion as to tiie impurity or purity of old home moorings, and was carried, like wide-open eyes
-He thought he had never felt
mill:, i! would seem that tin; test required a piece ol drift, westward. Whereupon ceiling.
so before.
By and by still more novFate, to whom he committed himself, just
by law i- an actual chemical analysis.
el sensations took possession ot him. An
Nebrasback
and
forth
from
shuttled him
irresistible desire to yawn took possession
and from Texas to Kansas,
A man residing near Santo r e.. Mew ka to Texas
of him. An irresistible desire to yawn
occasional
side
ventures which carwith
iMexico,
said l- own eighty thousand
seized his jaws, and it seemed as if those
So lie had
head ot cattle, which roam over sixteen ried him out on the plains'.
usetul members were in danger of dislocaOnce hava nomad lor two years
been
thousand sections o| land, lie can till an
tion. lie could have drunk a tubful ot
ol
it
the
role,
the
taken
had,
rover,
up
order tor twenty thousand or even lorly ing
so thirsty was lie.
Icy ripples bein turn, taken possession of him, for he water,
j
thousand hem es upon ten days' notice by
to chase each other up and down his
not keep his heart out of whatever gan
could
and toes were, oil, how
back. Ilis
telegraph irom the Hast, and to guard his he did. lie did not make his own
plung- cold ! Thenlingers
immense herds lie employs one hundred
lie shook—shook tiil the bed
as
1
he
was
comes so to
said,
speak ; lor.
stead writhed under him, and the covers
boys and as many trained horse men.
mitted to Fate. But once in, lie accepted
slid to tlie Hour time and again. There
Miss Hot,ait, a Massachusetts girl who the new element, and proceeded to ride was on
hope of mistake about it. lie
the wave with enjoyment if not with indeacres
ot
land
in
recently purchased twenty
was in an ague lit himself this time, and
Westminster. • al is putting out ten acres pendence. Jiis manners sunk by degrees laid
up for one day at least.
ot onions, and will soon sink an Artesian to the level of his life; not that he became
The landlord mustered a doctor, such as
it—but
that
he
a
from
bore—far
simply
well in the place,
.'such is the torce with
he was. Quinine, ot course. He knew
which w ater is discharged Irom a well in followed the law of conformity which
us
more or less
and
makes
ague, if nothing else, and with wisdom
that vicinity that iocks Measuring three rules us all,
from experience he administered a
iiiclis in diameter arc frequently thrown like our nearest neighbors. Perhaps his born
out with great violence.
experience was not calculated to put any dose large enough to throw the most stubborn chills on the defensive, if not rout
very line edge upon his morals, lor that
'i he prairie sections of southern -Minnethem from the field, .to swallowed it, and
will
be
extra
which
must
indeed,
panoply
sota arc fast being covered with a forest
sank back, yellow, haggard, disgusted,
one entirely from the rough atprotect
growth since the stoppage of prairie tires. mosphere ot the frontier. J have called upon liis pillow, while the wholesome
Willow, wild apple, hazel, oak and aspen him a
sun streamed across his bed, as
scape-grace; but, after all, it might morning
trees spring up spontaneously.
The tann- have been a
II to tantalize him.
Visions came and
great deal worse.
ers, too, have taken pains to cultivate
And lie was tired of border life at last; went. Shapeless monsters, tiny as a peptrees, and groves have become so numer- so it came into his head to turn his back per-corn at their interception, growing,
ous that they are never lost sitflit of in
till they tilled the whole room,
upon iL once tor all. Jle had acquired growing,
I ravelling.
assailed the sightlessness of his closed
his
show
for
and
to
time,
enough money
eyes. Now and then he opened his lids
A
singular epidemic, resembling the more luggage than he could have imag- to
tree himself from the bewildering hidloot and mouth disease in cattle, lias brok- ined himself to have before essaying to
en out amongthe inhabitants ot a village
pack it up. Then there were the sparsely eousness ot it all; closing them again he
would witness tiie same horrid rapidity of
near
Holton, ling., and in some eases scattered shanties of the settlers to visit
whole tamilies have been prostrated by it. before going—-shanties to which Jo’s re- growth; the same unearthly forms would
Tin- most probable explanation ot the mat- sistless good nature insured his free-and- swell, swell, until they seemed ready to
latch- swallow not only him, but the whole earth.
ter is that the village milk
supply was de- easy access. lie never found a one
However he fell asleep at last, dragons
of
so
it
came
about
in
and
in;
rived trout diseased animals.
string
*.
his parting visits that the nerve of his old and all. That night he “missed his chill”
(.
I.
1 trake, ot Cartilage, Me., raised the desire was
unexpectedly set a tingling. —the sign ot success.
past season seventeen heads of oats Iron) For what visitor but Jo would, on that
But he did not get away the next day,
one kernal of the seed, sown on new
day, have been welcome at Mrs. White’s ? nor the next. The third found him able
ground, which happened to fall near the The two beds in the only room of the to drag himself out into the street at noon
edge ol the main piece; several of the dwelling were, apparently, full of chil- and try his strength.
heads produced 17b kernels each, and the
He had almost forgotten the lady of the
dren, who cried or shook or tossed with
aggregate production was 310:5 kernels.
lever, as the several stages of the generic night school; for, reader dear, ague is the
The largest and finest bull ever in Phila- ague lit overtook them. Mr. White him- grave of romance. Try it and see. And
delphia was slaughtered on Tuesday, the self was in the trembling act of surrender jo might have gone East with only a lurklive weight being two thousand live hun- to the same arch enemy, while the imple- ing memory of Miss Beck in his mind,
dred pounds, and tlie dead weight one ments of his fruitless warfare—tea-cups, but for one thing.
As he half staggered along the sidethousand six hundred and forty pounds, bottles, spoons, hot-irons, etc.—were scataveraging seventy-two pounds to tile hun- tered about on the hearth at his feet. walk, he met her fair and square. She
Now and then he ventured upon a chat- glanced up once, twice, then recognized
dred.
jest with the cheery neighbor wo- him. Out came her little gloved hand.
Some of the Vermont formers are organ- tering
man who had come in to lend a hand, or
“I thought you would be in Ohio by
a
izing
registry of pure-bleed Spanish exchanged notes with his sallow spouse this time.”
merino sheep, ami will confer with tlie
with whom it happened to be an off day
Jo brightened at ibis. She had thought
Ohio Wool-growers’ Association, with a
for chills. Thus did Jo find the house- ot him, any way.
view to tin1 formation ot a National Regishold.
“No with chills and quinine, you see
Instantly the situation inspired
try.
him. An old passion flamed anew in his what 1 am—a wreck,” he answered, turnHe felt the thrill of an instinct ing and walking back with her to her
in Lehigh county, i’a.. there is a hog heait.
which is expected to weigh one thousand which had been the beckoning spirit ot boarding place. They talked on of this
pounds by the time the centennial opens. his former dreams, luring him on to op- and that, and when the}' reached the gate
It weighs eight hundred now and is not pose his will to that ot his father. It was she said, “Good-by. You’re coming West
the instinct for relieving physical suffer- again after a while, you say. if you come
fat.
ing—the prime prerequisite ot the good near Smocking, don't pass us by.'’
A warm sun is hatching out
grasshop- physician. Ills eye snapped at the pres“1 surely will not,” said Jo. "Goodpers by the millions in Minnesota.
ent chance.
How he longed to hound by ! ”
that ague down ! But the slender knowlHer frankness charmed him, but it must
the poor resources at hand, were be confessed that he wondered at it. PerThe Sailor of the Past and Present. edge,
giants in his way; so he merely sat and haps you arc wondering too; so 1 may as
\ ainly now do you look Jor the
jaunty looked on while Mrs. White poured the well explain. Miss Beck knew who he was.
trousers—which the wearer was always inevitable white powder on a bit of dried In fact, Jo’s own cousin, Bella Worth,
hitching up—anil the sailor hats familiar apple in a spoon, and capped the whole was the bosom-friend of'Miss Beck. They
to fiction. Our sailors wear fur
caps pull- mass with another piece of apple designed had roomed together at sehool, had taught
ed down over their ears, and jack hoots. to conceal the medicine.
On his way together in Michigan, had clung together
Nor would a much more picturesque cos- home he dropped his head and ruminated with tears in an unobserved corner of the
tume obtain were it summer, I
more than was his wont.
“Blamed if I ladies’ sitting-room in an Illinois depot
fancy.
The roman-e lias gone from the sea. don't!” he jerked out at last, as he kicked just before the engine which was to
proThe steamer sailor, alike with the sails, is into a bunch of fallen cotton-wood leaves pel Bella eastward came
blustering up.
with
in
his
sent
its
smoke.
and
isstiil
in
had
Letters
between
them
with degrimy
done,
path,
parts flying
Furling
passed
but reeling is a tiling of the past—instead, every direction.
voted frequency, and Bella had once writon
less
coal
and“slow the engine.”
After that he lost no time. The next ten :
they put
Instead of laying the main yard aback, morning he might have been seen in his
“I have a cousin out there somewhere—
uow-a-days, witli a good many hands on Sunday best, whatever that was, seated by Joseph Wallace. If he should ever cross
the ropes, vast vociferations, and but an the side of a teamster, who was driving your path, be good to him. I fear he is
inconsiderable amount of hauling as of him to the nearest railroad station, it had not always good to himself.”
old, the captain or pilot just rings a bell been raining, and they must needs travel
But all this had not flashed on the mind
and the engineer backs water.
slowly. It seemed to Jo that they fairly of Miss Beck at once. It was not until
Donkey engines mail halyards, board crept through all that long day, and he next morning that she thought of it at all,
the fore and main tacks, and heave at the ground his teeth, if not worse, when they and then Bella’s
photograph, in its little
windlass—to say nothing of kicking up a drove tip to the station at sunset, and saw frame on her table, happened to suggest
disturbance over the heads ot quiet lami- in the distance the smoke of the departing it to her when she lifted the precious
thing
lies all night long, which
All her muscles ceased action
-to dust it.
prevents any- East-bound train.
body troiu sleeping. Even the ship is
Plenty of time to look about, but little for a minute, save those which seemed to
steered by steam.
to look at.
Half a hundred one-story draw her face into an expression of surAble seamanship is at a discount, and houses scattered about with some
pre- prise.
not far distant is the day when the mari- sumptuous
Somehow Jo found in himself an unacattempt at regularity, which
ner able to “hand reef anil
was
worse
than
steer, knot and
any degree of disorder countable inclination to remain another
splice,” will he rated no higher on a steam- were not inviting to the e3'e, a newish, un- day. But he was well enough to travel,
er’s books tnan lie whose ofliee it is to finished, weather-boardy
place, for which and could render no reason for not doing
the railroad was wholly responsible—a so. So he went. 1 will not say that he
sweep out the coal hole.
To the theatre, good friends, and there, place, albeit, which the enterprise of the leit his heart behind, but he
certainly carwhile you may, gaze your last upon the circus, and the patent medicine had evi- ried off with him the memory of a scarlet
typical tar. For depend upon it that anon dently followed closely up. It had been jacket. A few days passed away, and he
the drama of “Black-Eyed Susan” shall be livelier two or three years before than it stood knocking at the door of a medical
revamped, and instead of sweet William’s was now, the3T told him lor at that time it school, which proves that he was really in
sliding down the mast in spotless trousers had been the terminus of the road. But for it. Ilis uneventful but studious histodressed to greet his sweetheart—as sailors that ruthless maker and unmaker of cities ry for the two following years it is not my
did in the good old days of tarred rigging and towns had crept on in course of time pleasure to record.
and slush-buckets—you shall see him and lelt this possible
He comes out in due time, full fledged,
metropolis a “laidastride oi a smokestack or mounted on the out” city in a double sense. It was now with “all the world belore him where to
back of a donkey engine. And the inquiry only one of the many unimportant beads choose.” East and West are
carefully balof Susan shall be amended to—
which the track had strung on its line, anced. For reasons best known to himand so business was dull. Yet to Jo it self, East at last Hies to the beam, and
Tell me ye sailors, tell me true.
If my sweet William's scraping down the line. was
suggestive of the bustling world to West gets him.
...

I have

nothing

why lie should
the

more

than

have taken

starting-point

a

suspicion

Smocking

as

of his travels when he

to east himselt about front one Western town to another in search of a location.
.My suspicion is strengthened, however, by

began

■

the fact that he was seen to leave the
above mentioned place after a single day’s
sojourn with an unaccountably perplexed
and dissatisfied expression on his face.
Meantime Mary Ileck had returned to
Illinois. Just w here she was no one happened to knowr. All that could be ascertained was that she “had gone tor good.”
“Married?” indifferently inquired l>r.
Jo, while Ins heart stood still to hear the
answer.

"No."

“allowed” that she was
She and her father
had been suddenly called away by some
intelligence or other, it could not lie ascertained that she was in correspondence
with any one in Smocking. One or two
had known her destination at the time ot
her departure, but it had faded from their
minds. They could not think of it now
“to save their lives,” and Jo forbore, from
modest scruples, to push his inquiries,
l or, after all, with his slight, tenure on her
interest, w hat right had he to be searching
her out as il she were appurtenance or
even triend of his?

teaching

It

was

somewhere.

To his credit, he went on with his
plans, and found himself settled in a couple ot months. His “starving experience

shorter than lie could have hoped, for
memorable sickly season came on as the
summer waned.
Baleful fever floated on
every bre ith, and it tlie number ot physicians had been doubled and their ijuality
improved tenfold, they could scarcely
have kept the guant toe at bay. Now was
l>r. .Jo in his element. Now were body
and brain busy day and night, scarcely
stopping to take needed rest. Now did his
hand and voice grow gentler than a woman's as lie bent over his stricken patients,
and by the very intensity ot liis will almost
commanded the disease to depart out of
them. 1 Lis lather should have seen him
justify himself then.
Well, the light was over at last, and life
was more monotonous.
But he had a fair
start now, and kept to his business when
there was business to be done. And yet
sometimes as lie sat alone in his office a
dreary cloud would fold him in its gloom,
and a sense of loneliness would, for the
moment, wring the bravery all out of bis
heart. On such occasions he was apt to
drop iiis chin into the collar of his coat and
lix liis eyes on some distant point in space,
the walls of his room apparently offering
no obstruction to liis vision. And once be
was heard by some second party to exclaim, as he rose from liis chair and shook
himself, “But what's the use? 1 can’t go
and canvass all Illinois !”
was

a

He wondered why the azure eyes ot Jennie West, so potent with other men, took
He had
no permanent hold on his laucv.

unwitingly surprised them into tenderness
once; had telt the temptation ot vanity
rise to Ins tips thereat, and had suddenly
checked an impulse which in former days
would have urged him on into the tollies

Whence the influence?
ol a flirtation.
Under what benign spell was he coming to
be a better man ? Was it principle, or was
lie only knew that he
it prepossession ?
remembered Mary Heck. Sometimes lie
called himselt a fool for thus treasuring up
a brief glimpse ol a girl who, after all,
might not have enough in common with
him on which to base even Iriendship.
Hut months came and went, and the vivid
Heeling picture was stilt with him. He telt
bound to call himselt

a

fool oltenor than

ever.

One summer came a letter bordered
with black, and Jo's father was dead,
next morning found him ni route for Pennsylvania. Perhaps his fellow-travelers may
have noticed the man who sat with bowed
head, manifestly absorbed in gloomy reflection. but no one ventured to speak to
him. lie was wrestling with remorseful
thoughts—those hard bequests ot the dead
Now and then he wearily
to the living.
looked out over the spinning expanse ot
prairie or the waltzing trees as he sped
past them lint that was all And now he
had crossed the .Mississippi and was whirling through Illinois. Oh, 1)r. Jo, this is
sacred ground!
Why do you forget?
There is lull one chance in -a thousand,
but why not watch for that? Vou “cannot canvass Illinois,” that's true. Hut you
can scan the slender belt of it over which
you are traveling, and perhaps, perhaps—
No, let him alone with his grief. She is
nowhere near. Among all the eyes which
glance up Irom the platforms at the stations, or look out of windows as the train
sweeps past, none are black enough for
hers.
Indianapolis. The light of a sunrise
unwontedly red and glowing streams in
nt one end ot the great depot, and throws
its vivid halo over the bustling crowd ot
workmen and passengers until they are

transfigured.

Jo

stops

a

moment in the

midst of his coffee and sandwiches to survey the scene, and finds that a newly arrived train is disgorging its contents in
the immediate vicinity of his retreshment
stand. The crowd of sleepy looking passengers come stumbling over the rails
toward him, heading lor the waiting

rumpled, grimy, unkempt

set
they arc, and Jo is about to return to his
breakfast, as a mattei of greater interest,
rooms.

A

when suddenly the arm which rising the
coffee to his lips is arrested midway and
its owner stares outupon the crowd. The
next minute he is forcing himself through
it, vainly trying to recatch a glimpse of
what he had seen before. Meantime the
bell ol his train begins to ring furiously,
and more frantic grows his search. There
is not a moment left; his train is moving.
He jumps on behind and strains his eyes
to catch one more glance at the interior
of the great building, till he is whirled out
of sight.
So near!
not cheated

Ills

one

bnel

glimpse

had

him. It was indeed Mary
Beck. But she was lost again as hopelessly as at lirst. llis gloom was now
He even wished he had not
doubled.
He was getting on without
seen her.
her, and why had she crossed his path
only to create this fruitless disturbance of
mind in him ? Surmises as to her destination tormented him with their hopeless
uncertainty; but among all conjectures
the true one evaded his mind. For all
that forenoon she was no near to him that
he might have met her lace to face had
he merely entered the next coach in front
of his own.
At noon he changed cars.
So did she.
Again both boarded the same train ; and,
as before, they sped on in unconscious

companionship.
Law was doing her

best for Jo, but Accident must needs step to her assistance.
And so it happened, during the afternoon,
that the fastening of one of the car windows gave way and a lady’s voice was
heard to break out in a sharp exclamation
of pain.
Half a dozen gentlemen sprang
to extricate her hand, and it was found
that the wrist was injured. 'The lady
turned pale, but set her teeth and kept
back all further expression of suffering.
“You are a physician, I believe,” said
the conductor to Jo a lew minutes after.
“A lady in the next coach has hurt her
wrist. Will you come in and examine
it?”
His own hand shook violently as he took
hers. A pair of black eyes sought his face
in wonder for a moment, and then withdrew to the contemplation of the injured
wrist. Xot a token ot recognition. It
was well lor Jo that he vvas thus left to
recover frpm his surprise, else his reputation among the passengers tor professional skill must have gone to the dogs. Even
as it was, he was sure he had never bungled so belore.
The poor member was duly bandaged
at last. The lady picked up her saeliel
and began awkwardly to fumble with her
left hand for her pocket-book.
“What is my bill, Sir?”

Jo flushed scarlet. With whatassh loity
have set gratuitously twenty
sprained wrists for her!
“I can’t make it out just at present,’’ ho
replied. “It is an unusual case.”
Then followed an awkward pause. Jo
racking his brain to know what to say
next.
He did not like to be rude, arid yet
he did not know how to find out where
she lived without bluntly
asking her.
Plainly she did not recognize him, and
this fact did not add to lus comfort just
then. And now ho began to be conscious
that he was being intently observed
"Excuse me,” said tbe lady. "You remind me strongly of some one else that 1
could not help looking.”
"Well.l hope I remind you pleasantly.
"Very—of a friend I once met in the
iar West.”
‘-‘You live in the ‘far West,' then?”
"No; in Chicago. 1 once lived in the
suburbs of civilization, however, fiat you
are not making out my bill.”
“No. Well, I’ll send it il you will give
me your address.”
Miss lleck was puzzled
llad she been
a prude, she would have sent him about

I

lie would

I
j

I

Trying

to

Save

Belknap

from

Im-

peachment.
Washington. March T.
in the house to-day was the most
extraordinary of all that have'been acted during this ihe most remarkable session for manv
years. The excitement that it caused was so
great that it i- nearly impossible even now,
after a lapse of three hours, to look at it calmly.
At times the applause, shouting and laughter
The

were

scene

outrageously uproarious,

more

befitting

the theatre or the circus than the House of Representatives of the American Congress. Indi; vidualsgot angry and lost control of themselves,
as the Associated R'ess
report will show, hut
the crowd, the imo>, was good-humored and
It
was
Jolly.
impossible to resist the impression
that the purpose of the Republicans was to torney.
Mr. JRlaiiu—Does not the gentleman from
davken counsel with a multitude of words, in
order to obscure tin,* true issue, which was Mississippi, and does not the whole country
whether the use that it. was attempted to make j see, that having possession of the evidence oil
of the fnited States Courts in frightening away which an indictment can he found, and having
in its possession every paper in the ease, the
witnesses in the lieiknap case should be counHouse puts itself behind its technical privileges
tenanced l>v Congress. All the cjuibbling that j
and throws itself across the indictment of Belwas had was artiully intended but failed of its I
I knap, and that to-day it stands as the obstacle,
purpose. That a great deal of feeling lias been and the sole
obstacle, to the indictment of the
worked up by
h*te Secretary of W ar.
tiie cornsi- of mi: pukmdkni
Mr. Lamar
Neither the
from
j in directing tin; Pierrepont letter to be written Mississippi, nor the country, gentleman
nor the gentleman from Maine sees anv such tiling.
some
cks ago with reference to the whiskey
\y«
Mr. Blaint—It i> nothing but that.
trials, i> evident, and it is mdeworthv iliat the
Mr. Lamar—It i> anything but that. The
suspicions aroiwd by that performance haw
not been at all ullavcdby tin*cvplanatorv letter
question is simply whether tin* lloux* will perhis business; but alter considering a momit its records to he at the heck and call of a
of the Attorney-(icneral sent y >u last nigiit. J.i
ment. she scratched down the number ol
point of tact that letter, while it was intended District Court. There is no doubt but that
her residence and gave him the paper.
when the investigation is coin* leted it will be
to smooth the troubled waters, lias onlv intenHis hat was in his hand. lie laid it on sified tin* fear and continued the belief that the within tin* discretion of the IP use to permit tin*
tiie seat in front ol her while lie put the President has gone as far as lii- n doriously elas- Courts of tin* country to come in and get evitic conscience would permit in in in the defence dence. hut ot y/emC.vo- 1H> while the investislip ol paper into his note-book. Jlcreye, of hi- Private secretary.
i’hi- atmosphere • ! gation is going on and while the Committee icaught hy the vivid blue of his hat lining, suspicion is daily thickening about tin* Presi- taking further testimony. Such a proposition
rested upon it for a moment, and what dent, and such >ccues as those cf to-dav onlv was monstrous and ridiculous.
Mr. Blaine said he agreed with Mr. Lamar
aggravate it. There was more re lily
should she discover there but a label ?
that while tin* affair was hi finiini it would be
15U1IJ.IANI FOUENSir DIs'M.vy
l)r. J. Wallace,
for a Court to interfere. But that was
improper
-, Kansas.
to-day than then' 1ms been before during the not the case here The question was whether
the
House
would permit the testimony and paShe started and bit her lip. “Oh, what session, and yet the House had tie appearance
have I said?” was her lirst thought.
But of a inoh of hair-splitting lawyers intent upon a pers in the hands of its < ommittee to be sent to
ot their skill and knowledge.
Mr. La- the qurt. file Iloiis* could refuse it or could
display
siie held out her well hand at once, and
send it: ami now. -aid In- (impetimuslv,) I lare
mar said, to-night, he u cut into the lebate with
begged the pardon of I)r. Wallace.
great reluctance, but that lie felt that Blaine that side of the House to r- lose it. [Applause
A hy didn’t you tell me?” said she.
had endeavored for months to draw him into on the Republican side, and great excitement, j
Mr. Lamar continued his remarks which In“1 honestly meant to do so in the til- i some such quarrel, and the temp ation lecaine
Blaine seem' to have had closed by offering a resolution reciting the histure,” he humbly explained. "It 1 may, to-day irresistible.
for some time the idea that possibly Lamar was tory of the case, declaring tin* mandate of the
1 will stop in Chicago as l come back.”
Court to he a breach of the privileges of tin
a foeman worthy of his steel, and has been tilled
lie might, lie did. He found he had ; with a desire to measure swords with him.
House, and directing tin members of the Committee to disregard such mandate.
a bill rcaily to present when his visit was ;
IJLAIX1-: (1U1 A YF.UY 151.ACK KYi:
Mr. Kassoti. of Iowa, invited tin* House t<>
at an end, but someway he did not dare |
to-day. This i' tin; almost unanimous verdict look
at the situation d»*\ eloped this mornjust yet. There was no way ol fathoming j to-night. While as a parliamentarian he lias de- ing. coolly
The question was raised lien* as a question
monstrated himself the master of the House, of privilege on the part of a member of the
the heart ol Mary Beck till she
as a general deb itor he ;s happy and
House, who had received a judicial in \ it at ion to
pleased. But in a year or so he plucked j and while
telling, he cannot expound law. He lm> never aid in t he indictment and punishment of a crimup his courage and sent the bill hy mail. had any education in the direction of the law. inal. It was an
extraordinary case, and one
It ran thus:
and it was unfortunate for him that in his without precedent ami against
precedent, lb*
Miss Mary Beck.
speech to-day. while In* pretended to be answer- asked whether there had ever been any such
in accouiu with Dr. .1. V\ aiiitee.
Dr., ing Bright, ui ieimessei-, he Was looking a.id proposition as had been suggested to tli* House
The hand itself. talking at Lamar. He waked up tin* wrong cus- condemning tin- -worn executor of the laws beTo one mended hand,
tomer. As a reward for his temerity he got th*
cause he had direc ted his subordinates to enshe
Which, duly receipted,
keeps to this worst drubbing lie lias ever received in his life. force these laws. The (irand
Jury was sworn
For the first time in all his Congressional t x
day.
to indict men guilty of crime within their jurisiiericnee Blaine found himself utterly unable to diction, and the House ami the Committee hud
reply, lb could not utter a word, and > it the no right t*» embarrass the Crum! Jury in the
A Little Elephant.
image of chagrin and mortification, lie succeed- execution of tin* laws of the laud.
ed well in Butler's old role of bullying and
Mr. McCrairy, of Iowa, reminded his colurrespomleiici* of tie- New
[IJostoa (Feb. ‘-'1st
taunting the opposition into indiscreet utteran- league that the Committee had in its possession
York Herald.
ces, but all his ingenuity failed to throw the
tin* contract, which must be the foundation of
1t is becoming a seriously considered
wily Lamar otf lii< guard. With to-day's defeat any proceedings for an indictment of this offendquestion here in Boston now whether the goes glimmering his last littul hope tor the pres- er, and that that contract was probably the very
the Belknap affair has
thing the Craml Jury would get hold of.
saintly Winslow is, alter ail, the terrible idency. Indeed,hesince
has in his hearrhad but litMr. < lymer remarked that that contract was
sinner that public opinion held him to be become public,
tle hope. His friend' begun three or four days between < aleb R. Marsh and John S. Lvans, and
before his arrest in London, lie has, at
that tic- Secretary of War knew nothing of it
ago to east the weight of their influence for Brisleast, been a cheeky deceiver, and by his tow. But if Belknap had not killed him his when it was made, nor for two years after(acuities doubtless succeeded in raising brief career a< a !aw\er to-day would certainly wards.
Mr. Kasson. in tin.* course ot some turtlicr rehandsome sums of money from the unso- have linished him.
marks, referred to tie* interview which Mr.
DEMOCILATIt' ilE IOP IN< i.
phisticated ; but the suspicion is gradually I
Blackburn bad had with some of the parties
I'lit* Democrats of Congress are in iiigli idee
dawning upon tiie community that lie has
implicated, and suggested that the (irand Jury
not been such a wholesale forger as lie ! to-night over tlieir signal success in tin* House might have a desire to examine him about it.
That lie has to-day. They say that the party in the House
was originally represented.
Mr. Blackburn repli d, with some heat ol
is just getting ready and in good trim for a real
manner, that it the gentleman from Iowa said
committed crimes ot this description anil 1 contest
with then* we!!-trained oppon-mts.
that
he had had conversations with Mrs. Belis likely to go to prison for them is uu- ; They have helped to-day to knock clear off the
knap, and at great length, he would copy the
1‘re-done Ueptiblieaii eandidah* for the
it
is
to
track
but
quite likely
questionably true;
remark of a Senator, and would authorize the
dcne\, and it is their purpose to hit on the head
turn out that lie had accomplices who may
from Iowa, whenever he heard anyin a siinilai manner overv Presidential a-pii ant gentleman
and
share
bo obliged to
body making any sm*h statement, to say that he
punish- who mak* s Ids appearatiee.
ignominy
his
had
Blackburn*')
authority for telling that
ment with him.
\1I I It 1.1
I HE IMPEACH MEN 1
man that he lies.
f(in*ut excitement.]
While it was believed that \\ insfou
I
Mr. lvasson—1><>
understand the gentleman
The .1 udieiary Committee is '/•ad) to report
would reach Rotterdam, and thus be >e- ; to th* lloiiM1
to say that lie had no conversation on the subat the earliest opportunity the
cured from apprehension by American au- 1 l'.elkuap artieies Of impearhlnelo aiul also a hill ject involved in this prosecution, involved in
thorities, there was apparently great re- to protect witnesses who ma> testify before this criminality, outside of the committee-room ?
Mr. Blackburn—1 have tiled a statement on
I n \ estimating Commit te -.
grot among financiers and his alleged vic- Cougres-iomd
the subject which neither the gentleman from
tims. Xow that lie. has been raptured and
Iowa, nor nn\ other mail, can impugn.
i»i:i: \ ri: in
m: m«»i si:.
t mi
is likely to be brought hero lor trial these ;
Mr. K t'sou—Then l appeal to that statement
In Hu1 Hun-, of Representative*, to-d ;y. Mr.
disturbed
more
than
and
ask it that is not so.
If the interview was
men
same
appear
Ch iner, of LYimsvl vania, rising to a. quest ion
to the ease why was it
impertinent
it
would j ol
ever, and from their movements
privilege, stated that a Mlbpun had been and made public? And, if pertinent to reported
the ease
veiling, issiu-d 1»\ tin- miseem that Winslow’s absence was neees : served oil him last
why an• not th< criminal courts of the country
< ourt of t!»*• I>istriet *»t < oiumbia,
sitting entitled
sary to cover up some queer transactions [ prein*
on
the
to iiv
[Applause
Republican
as a criminal eoiirt, to appear before tint; Court
in other quarters.
side, j
and bring with him ali the papt rs, cheeks, docMr.
tic
Blackburn—Wiil
from
gentleman
The rumors that many of the notes, at i uments, et
and to testily in regard to the
first pronounced forgeries, have been ad- charges pend inn in tli a' < nirt against th«‘ late Iowa inform tie House whether newspaper reithat
In*
and
his
true
waited
in
colleagues
mitted to be genuine since Winslow’s ar- i, jSe.-retai .if \\ ar. l wooi hi- colleagues Rob- port
a body on tin* former Secretary of War?
been
has
Ihaeklnirn
and
bins
similarly
subpn*Four
of
them
not
contradicted.
rest are
Mr. Kasson—l w ill an-wer the question with
( lymeiq bad appeared !». tore that
ii
naetl
more cheerfulness than the gentleman has anhave already been paid up, the aggregate j
Court, and had Hated that m obedience to the swered mine-.
amount of them being not less than safo.- law lie
appeared at its bar to obey its order;
Mr. Blackburn—Then I trust
OOU. llow much moreot his paper, alleged but that a- a member of a Committee of the will tell us what occurred and the gentleman
whether lie is
to bear fraudulent indorsements, will lie | House iie thought that it would !>•• prejudicial the
repository of the confession of guilt.
eountrv that himfound backed by genuine signatures re- j to the higli. -t interests of the
Mi. K.'"on—I will respond to a -ubpo na to
seli and colleague* should he compelled to state
mains to be seen ; but there is a general I what had transpired in their committee room, give an> statement of fact in aid of the prosecution of tlii- crime. \\ ill the gentleman do -n
will
bo
sufficient
di<there
that
lie (Clymer) believed -ill'll a course would not
impression
much or will he plead hi- privilege and decline
covered to materially reduce tiie number 1 only close ih> mouths of all witnesses, hut that to aid in the
prosecution? Before the commitfrom
the
it
would
drive
them
ru-«in
many
and magnitude ol the .Methodist par.-on’s
its report there came a request to tin*
that while tee made
had
-aid.
furthermore,
ih
land,
entire Iowa delegation, in both Houses, to call
crimes. Tiie reported astonishment oi i not
pleading the privileges as members of the
W inslow when informed that he had been | iioti-e, they 11111-1 nevertheless protect again-1 on the Secretary of \\ ai. a- he wtinted to se»
We went in the evening (Senathat day.
indicted by the Grand .Jury tor forgery, j being examined, and would only consent to be them
tors and members.) and we met tlii- statement*
when taken in connection with his appa- so examined after an order being made special- from him : ••When I "cut for you, gentlemen. I
end hv the < ourt. The (’ourt had
rent anxiety to lie brought to Boston at ly to that
that there would be some opportunitaken time for deliberation and bad determin- supposed
ol
an
facts
are
impression ed. if it needed their attendance thereafter, to ty to be heard in the House on the subject. I
suggestive
once,
that lie can make pretty good defense send for them, lie had felt it liis duty to bring have now learned that 1 am impeached, so that
it is useless to trouble you with what I was goto tin* attention of the House in oragainst tiie multitude of crimes which the matter
ing to say a- to the evidence in this ease.” Aud
have been charged against him. indeed, der that the House might take such action in we left him.
matter a- would be right, ju-t and necesthe
Mr. Ainsworth, ot
low a. asked win the
it is not impossible that iiis arrival and
sary.
low;t delegation had I It him out. [Laughter
trial here will be productive of even a
Mr. Blaine asked Mr. < 'lymer if the court had
1 >emocratie side of the House.]
tlie
on
greater sensation than was tiie first an- asked or had desired to a-k for any information
The debate was continued amid great excitenouncement of his crooked transactions. that vva- not contained 111 the published report, ment, and with
frequent demonstrations of apMr, A. I. Kenyon, President ot the Ex- and wa- not a matter of record and ot general plause and laughter on either side. The debate
He could very well conceive that
notoriety.
was
of
such
iia.s
lengt h, extending over four hours,
resigned suddenly by the gentleman from lYmi*vlvunia might not
change Bank,
invitation of tiie Directors; and the taut wish' to he called upon in that Court to le-tify that it i- impossible to give a connected sumIt was
in by Messrs.
mary of it.
that tiie institution over which he presided of what is -till a committee .-oerct, but what Robbins, or North < participated
i. olina.
singleton. ot Miswas a heavy loser by Winslow (or said to
point of delivery could arise as to those matters sissippi. Hanford.«.«»(' Ohio, Beebe, of New
which were as common a- history could mike
of New York, Bright, of Tessesscc,
York, <
be) would seem to indicate a possible dif- them, he could not see.
Hoar, of Massachusetts, Knott, of Kentucky,
The
account.
on
that
Ex-President,
ficult}'
Mr. Clymer replied that the Court had not
and Hooker, of Mississippi. The Republicans
however, may bo able to defend himself proposed to a-k them any questions ar all. intimated
that the witness Marsh had been alio !m\aiuiiud beloiO the (tl’lllld
against these current rumors are! suspi- d'iie\ weie the
lowed to escape the country through some mowere to be asked by
If
Jtirv.
questions
cions of tiie street.
tive which the Democrats had, and it was
the Court in the presence of the public, he
The cable lias reported that, when archarged that the President and Cabinet were
not have -•> great an objection, blit lie
might
rested, Winslow stated that lie had left his and bis colleagues felt that if they were Togo instrumental in dri\ ing him out of the countrr
intimidation. His c-eape was characaffairs here in tiie hands of an attorney, before .1 < * rand Jury whose proceedings were through
terized by Mr. Beebe as that ol ail obscure petbut that lie refused to indicate who tiie at- necessarily secret that fact would strike terror i ty thief, and In* suggested that tjic Democrat*
throughout the land, and would were so intent on
greater game that thev had
torney was. Various parties have been everywhere
close al. the avenues of testimony to the House |
allowed that miserable otfender to slip through
of
them
interviewed
and
some
suspected,
and its committees.
their hands through the machinations ot the
William (J. Green said
on tiie subject.
Mr. Blaine reminded Mr. Ciymer that his Executive and Cabinet otlieers. The Demothat lie had done business for him, but own privilege as a member protected him, and crats, however, he said, proposed to pursue,
that he had employed other lawyers be- there was no power to compel them to testify. not the .Marshes but the villains in high places,
Mr. Clvmer repeated that he had stated to the
sides, but lie would not give their names. Court that he did not intend to plead his privi- and in that connection lie quotes the doggerel
One of tiie other lawyers referred to is .J, lege, so that it might not he said that lit* intend- rhyme :
“Some bait their hooks with mites of chee-e.
1!. Goodrich, and another’s FT F. Porter; ed to exclude anything which should bo rightAmi -it on a kennel t<> bob l'«»r tleas;
but both of these gentlemen, like Air. fully known to the public.
Others bait their hook- with tigers’ tail-,
of
the
Comanother member
Air.
Robbins,
inAnd sit oil a rock and bob for whales.”
that
inclined
to
are
not
Green,
divulge
mittee, made a like statement in reference to
The gentlemen on the other side might purformation which tiie public is so anxious to his being subpu-naed, etc., and declared in his
sue their th a-eatching if they pleased; hut the
learn.
belief that the etfeet, if not the design, was to
Democrats would drag from their turbid waIlow soon Winslow can lie brought here intimidate witnesses and throttle the investiga- ters of
pollution the whales, and would suppleis a question considerably discussed, lor it tion.
ment
it, perhaps, hv dragging out the leviathan
of < >hio, another member of the
Air.
I'anford.
may be that before the arrival of tiie offi- Committee, said he had no subpo int to go be- himself and exposing him to the indignation of
an outraged community.
cers events may transpire to cause tiie
fore the Court, but he would like to know from
Finally the debate was closed, and the House
prisoner to change his mind and decline the Chairman whether anv additional testimony proceeded
to vote on the resolution offered by
to come, unless actually forced to. It this had been taken before the Committee.
Mr Hoar, of Massachusetts, a- a substitute of
Air. Lamar objected to that question.
should be tiie case, the laws of England,
Mr. Lamar, and which proposed to declare that
Mr. Blaine—The objection must come from a
the members subpoenaed were at liberty to ataccording to the Opinion ot an eminent most inconceivable motive.
tend the Criminal Court and to) give such eviwhole
that
a
Boston lawyer, are such
year
Air. Lamar—It may be a motive that you
nevertheless it i- a motive dence and produce such document* as related
might elapse before the proper authority misconceive, but
to the charge against W. \\\
tor receivfor his extradition is granted. That Wins- which 1 have, and that is the preservation of ing a bribe from one Marsh. llelknap
order. 1 maintain that no memlow might change his mind is possible parliamentary
The
substitute
was
st, nays
rejected—veas
ber has the right to reveal the secrets o»‘ the
12s.
from the fact that there could probably be committee room.
Mr. Lamar's original resolution was then
a larger subsci iption raised in Boston to
Mr. Clymer said that there had been no additional testimony taken before the Committee, agreed to—yeas 130, navs 75.
keep him away than to bring him here.
but he repeated that the attempt to drag forth
what occurred in the committee room could reA Providence gentleman, Mr. Iv., who
sult in nothing else but detriment to the public
At a masquerade ball recently given in At- weal.
is quite a prominent business man, ami
lanta, Cia., a young Benedick personated the
Air. Blaine—There should be no division or whose wife alone declares him handsome,
devil. Those who saw him in costume say lie
seeming div ision between the two sides of the was
was horrible to behold. During the evening, at
riding in the cars, when an elderly,
House in regard to the vigorous prosecution of
ear and
a time when the gay maskers were having their
criminals. AY hat was the object of this fanner-looking man entered the
public
best joy, this personatin' was requested to go to
took a seat by his side. As Iv. is a season
to bring the offenders to
except
investigation,
the door. There he found a summons from criminal
justice? Committees could nut punish ticket Holder, when the conductor came
home to run for a doctor. In the excitement lie
anybody. Everybody knew that this was a along the farmer observed that while he
and
to
the
dochis
rushed
forgot
impersonation
hrf/tum fulmni.
demanded a ticket ot him, he passed his
tor’s office and rang the bell. The ringing was
Air. Clymer—f have stated the facts of the
of such terrific vehemence that it caused the case to the
and if a necessary imputa- neighbor in silence, and turning to him
House,
and
in
out
of
bed
rush
doctor to get
neglige tion arises that some ode in this district wishes inquired how it happened that he traveled
costume to the door. He took one sudden, has- to close the avenues of evidence all over the
without a ticket ? Mr. K., his neighbor,
ty glance at the disturber of his slumbers, and country, it is not 1 who makes the charge, but
then ran. Being an important case the young
replied, "1 travel on my good looks;”
the
ease.
the facts of
when the old gentleman, looking again
man rushed through the doorway ami began a
Air. Blaine—The gentleman closes the avenue
aud more carctully at him, said : "Then I
vigorous search for the fugitive physician. He himself.
found him under the bed with a pistol in each
It
Air. Clymer—l will not permit the gentleman guess that you are not going lar.”
hand. It took him a long time to convince the from Maine to
impute to me motives which l need not bo recorded that the company
doctor that he wasn’t the personage he repredo not understand, or to put insinuations in mv was
convulsed, while the lace of the gensented.
mouth which 1 have not uttered.
a
Mr. Blackburn, of Kentucky, another mem- tleman, which is nevermore pale, wore
roseate hue, and yet, being tond of fun,
he was not surprised
The C'ongregationalist gives a terse ber of the Committee said
at the uneasiness and nervousness manifested
be enjoyed the joke as much as any one
statement of the principle on which church
by the gentleman from Maine. 1 le (Blackburn) present, and, we hear, tells it himself.
the
tail's work as follows: Some ladies borrow did not intend to charge that it was
purpose
to
money from their husbands, buy material of the Executive to intimidateto witnesses,
afford
immuand
the
throttle
investigation,
and make up fancy articles, which they
A lumberman in Michigan, being poornity to criminals; but he did say that unless
givo to the fair. Then they change places this gag process was stopped the country ly provided with materials of sustenance
borrow more money and buy the articles would believe that was the purpose, and he for his men, fed them with pork cooked
would believe it too. [Applause on the Dem- with the rind upon it. A
back again.”
young man of the
ocratic side, and a question by Air. Blaine:
company, not liking that outer portion of
‘‘AVhat gag process?”]
A yankee has invented a milking- maIt had gone forth to the country that the the food, was observed by the host to be
chine that can be carried in a pocket-book. Committee had connived the absconding of an carefully removing the outside covering,
Now if he were to invent a milch cow that important witness against tbe protest of the whereupon the latter said, “Young man,
members, but it was needless for we eat rind and all here,” To which the
could be carried in the coat-tail pocket, Republican
him to say that that charge was flatly false, and
his machines would sell more rapidly. he only wondered that those Republican mem- youth replied “All right, old man, I’m
bers had allowed it to go out on their authority cutting it off for you.”
[Norristown Herald.
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Blaine and Lamar.

Trouble in the Grant

On the outside of to-day’s paper will be
found a very interesting sketch of the debate in the House

on

Mr.

the

obey

—BY—

tigating committee, which, according to
the pious Zaeh Chandler, is about equal WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
to being "in h—1 without a fan,’’ matters
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

the evidence in
the Belknap case before the Supreme
Court of the District. It will be found interesting; but it does not give a report
sufficiently full to be properly appreciated
of the scone between Lamar of Mississippi
summons

Blaine.

and

produce

to

Accordingly

we

append

connected with his domestic happiness
are not prosperous.
Some time ago it appears, Orville rented a house on Capitol
Hill, within sight of the Goddess of Liberty which crowns the dome, furnished it
in good style, and installed a Miss Nellie
Campbell therein as its mistress. The
place gradually became a rendezvous lor
Indian agents, post traders, contractors,
and other prominent persons connected
with the administration.
Miss Nellie
seemed to have a considerable number of
young lady visitors constantly going and
coming, and tlie neighbors, who are all
respectable people, first became suspicious
and then indignant concerning

a

fuller report. Lamar contended that the
House having begun proceedings against

Belknap,
out

was

entitled to finish them with-

interference.

Mr. Laimir—I

bility

of

ready to take the responsimeeting this thing in limine. These
am

papers, this evidence, this testimony, are in the
possession of thi* House through its committee;
it has exclusive control and custody of them
and if it allows a judicial tribunal to take them
from its control, you are dispossessed of them,
and that too while this impeachment trial may
be going on. William W. Belknap is in the custody of thi' House, sir. He is undergoing a
trial.
Mr. Blaine—I hope the gentleman—
Mr. Lamar—Wait until i get through mv

THE

CHARACTER OF THE ESTABLISHMENT.

was conducted in
the most orderly manner and nothing occurred upon which a complaint to the authorities could be based. Orville made this
his headquarters while in Washington, and
during his absence Miss Nellie did notappear to want for company. In order perhaps to help pay expenses, Miss Nellie
held a position in the Pension Ollice, said
to have been procured for her by the President's brother. The furniture, carpets
and everything ior the house were purchased in the name of. and ostensibly7 by,
Miss Nellie Campbell. Mr. Orville Grant,
becoming surety for flic deferred payments only a small portion of the money
being paid at the time ot purchase. Miss
Nellie shopped like other fashionable women in Washington, and when she lacked
the cash referred to < Irville as her “triend.’'
The tradespeople whom she layered with
her custom, in order the better to protect
their interests put themselves in communication with Orville and he replied

Everything however,

sentence.

The Speaker j>r<> tempore—The gentleman
from Mississippi declines to be
interrupted, and
the gentleman from Maine will observe that
fact.
Mr. Lamar—1 repeat, sir, In* i> in the legal
custody of this House, under its constitutional
control, if the gentleman from Maine means to
-ay we have not the bodily possession of him by
arrest, so be it: but we have got control of him.
Mr. Blaine—We never intended to arrest
him.
Mr. Lamar—We may arr. st him, and will do
it if it is noci'-sary, and can <io
i)o you deny
our

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
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Clymer’s request

to be instructed whether or not to

Family-

[Special Dispatch to the Boston Herald.]
Washington, 1). C\, March 11. Mr.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1876.
Orville Grant's troubles, like those of
other men, do not come singly. While
he is in the hands of a Democratic inves- PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

competency?

Mr.

Blaine—Undoubtedly in an impeach1 deny it, and say it is perfectly absurd.
Mr. Lamar—You also said it was absurd to
>ay there was anything punishable in an impeachment ; and when my friend from Tennes[Mr. Bright] the distinguished gentleman
Irom that >tuie, said of two
concurring jurisdictions, that one having already acquired it by
initiating the proceedings could not be ousted,
the gentleman indicted upon him that most terrible of ail punishment'., the forfeiture of his
respect for him as an attorney. [Laughter.] I
Irust the gentleman will survive, and, in full
Hew "l that penalty nnself, 1 assert, sir. ii is
true, and that an impeachment i> a penal trial;
that there Is judgment, conviction, and. in the
very words which the gentleman used "punitive punishment.”
Mr. Blaim—Then the gentleman takes the
ground that the man could lie twice punished
lor the same offence?
I say that impeachment
U protective and that the criminal
jurisdiction
i" punative.
1 hat i< what J say. and J go on to
say lurther that then* never has been an impeachment in the United S:ates in which there
was any attempt to
possess the body because of
the impeachment. The possession of the body
i' of no account in
impeachment. The judgement which deprives the man of the
light to
hold office is just as effective if the man were
absent as in the case of Ins being present: and
then never was an arrest of a man for impeachment in this country.
Mr. Lamar—Are you sure of that?
Mr. Blaim—Yes. sir.
Mr. Lamar—tln n let ns form this issue, plain
and complete. The gentleman says there cannot lie two punishment* inflicted on an individual for the same offence. JL re is the constitution. which 'ays that tlie officer shall not only
by removed Irom office on impeachment and
disqualilied to hold office thereafter, but that he
'hail be subject to indictment, conviction, and
punishment by a jury besides.
Now, sir, there js the constitution. That
answers the question of the
gentleman. And 1
am afraid that the gentleman will lose his refor
the
spect
constitution when it responds to
his question, by saying that a man guilty of an
impeachable offense shall lie punished not only
ment.

“IT

IS ALL

purchases

embraced everything pertaining to a womans wardrobr, from a pair ot shoes to a
silk dress; and her liberality in providing
for the wants ol her household received
the commendation ol'the butcher, the baker and the grocer, all ol whom knew that
Orville was her “friend."
For some reason or other, as yet unknown to the public. Miss Nellie became
greatly alarmed when she read in the
newspapers that the Democratic investigators were looking for her “friend” Orville. Whether she possesses some important information which the investigaing committee should have, or whether
she discerned in the apprehension of Orville the downfall of h< r establishment on
Capitol Hill, is not known Very suddenly she became con-, inced that Washington
was not exactly the kind of a
place in
which she liked to reside. She thought ol
Horace Greeley’s advice and
DETEKMIXKD TO GO

PROCEEDED TO ST.

WE.V1.

Mr. Blaine—ll the gentleman -p< al.- of its
moral punishmentMr. Lamar—No, sir.
Mr. Blaine—It In- speak- ol its being a moral
punishment, he may 1 m* right: hut a legal punishment it is not.
Mr. Lamar—1 a-k the gentleman not whether
it is a moral punishment or not, but K il not a
legral punishment ?
Mr. Blaine—It i- not.
Mr. Lamar—Then the gentleman says that a
removal from olliee. a disqualification to hold
ortiee, while a moral retribution or something
■I that kind, is not. in the eontem
plation of the
law and the constitution, a penalty, a legal
punislimeiii. Very well.
Mr. Blaine—Now read tin; next part.
-Mr. Lamar—1 am coming to the next part.
That is one thing. Then t ii i-- pr<»\ i-ion of‘the*
onstitution goes on to sav :
But the party convicted—
What, sir? "The party cnnricteil/-% It is
not “judgment" this time.
It j- conviction.
And what >- eou\ n iiou, -ir, hut the
judgment
\ r\ well.
in^i penal trial!
1 v\ iij carry you
further directly.

pected departure by

being

in

Disqualification
cases—

I have

punishment

as

great mind, sir, to let my friend oil—
N1.hat do you say, gentlemen! Shall I go on?
iCries of “do on,” “punish him.”]
Disqualification from office may b6 punishment as
1,1 cases
of conviction upon impeachment.
a

Mr. Illuiiio—Let me state what ] mean. The
gentleman read the opinion of the Supreme
< ourt which -aid that
disability may he punishment.
Well, that is just as gentlemen take it.
t he gentleman from
Mississippi did take it as a
punishment, but another gentleman from Mississippi. .Jeff Davis, regards it as no punishment.
(Cries of •'(>;•• ■•(>;•• on tile Democratic
side of the House.)
Mr. Lamar—"May be punishment.” Does
tltc gentleman mean to sav it is punishment or
not as the recipient considers it? Is that what
this decision means? Weil, sir, let us see what
it says: it says that disqualification from office
may he punishment as in cases of conviction of
impeachment. It may not be punishment in
other cases, hut it is in cases of conviction upon
impeachment. Note the language of the court:
The disabilities created by the constitution of Missouri must be regarded as penalties ; they constitute
punishment. We do not agree with the counsel of
Missouri, that "to punish one is to deprive him of
life, liberty, or property, and that to take from him

anything

less titan these is

no

punishment

ut all.”

The learned counsel does not use these terms
—life, liberty, and property—as comprehending
every right known to the law. He does not include under liberty freedom from outrage on
the feelings as well as restraints on the person.
He does not include under property those estates which one may acquire in
professions,
though they are often tile source of the highest
emoluments and honors. The deprivation of
any rights, civil or political, previously enjoyed,
may be punishment, the circumstances attending and the causes of the deprivation determining this fact. Disqualification from office may
lie punishment, as in eases of conviction
upon

of

a

Congress.

removal from office and dis-

from office may be

reception

■ ■

Now notice this language again.
Perhaps 1
can convince the gent Ionian :
Judgment in case** of impeachment -hall not ex-

plause]

the

number ot letters from tin too confiding
tradespeople, all marked ••in haste! important! and confidential.” These letters
reminded Mr. Grant that he had made
himself responsible for Miss Nellie
Campbell, and as she had left sundry little bills
he
would
call
and
settle
withthey hoped
out delay.
In each case Mr, Orville Grant
responded as he had done in the first inIt is ail right,”
stance,

But tillparty convici.-d shall nwrtln'leas be liable
and subject to indictment, trial,
judgment, and pun
Kliment according to law.

■

I.OU1S,

Mr. Orville Grant did not arrive here
until Monday evening, and seems to have
been in blissful ignorance ol the operations
of his friend. Miss Nellie. On
Tuesday
and Wednesday, however, he was made
aware
of
her
sudden
and unexpainlully

punishment?

to
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i in- Senate Tuesday tlie 7th. passed a hill for
the appointment of a commissioner to report
upon the ravages ot insects upon agriculture,
so amended as to include cotton and tobacco
worms.
Consideration of the Pinchbaek resolution was resumed. Tlie house passed a hill
declaring subject to State taxation lands heretofore granted to Pacific railroad companies so
amended as to make it apply to all land grant
companies. The House resolved after four
hours debate that tlie mandate of the Supreme
four! of the District of Columbia was a breach
ot tlie privileges ot the. House and directed the
members of the committee on expenditures in
the AVur department to disregard' such a mandate.
The Senate Wednesday resolved not to admit
Pinchbeck as Senator from Housiana, yeas 32,
nays 2‘J. The Hill for admission of New Mexice
into the i'nioit was taken up. The House instructed the naval affairs committee to carry on
the investigations at Hie Charlestown and Kittery navy yards. The judiciary committee reported articles of impeachment against ex-Secretary Jielknap with the recommendation that
they he re-committed and it was so resolved.
The House passed a Hill to protect from justice
witnesses who may testify in certain cases. A
hill to punish those who should wilfully absent
themselves to avoid testifying was re-committed.
The Senate devoted Thursday to a discussion
of Senator Gordon's resolution
instructing the
committee on finance to ascertain if possible
what amendments to our revenue laws are
necessary to secure economy and certainty of
the collection of tlie internal'revenue and
preys lit a recurrence of official
frauds in that
bram-h oft no public service. Tlie House passed
a bill authorizing tlie sender of any third
class
mail matter to write on the outside of the
wrapper 11 is name and address, with tlie name and
number ot articles enclosed: also a resolution
to investigate the management of tlie Soldiers
Home and National Home for disabled volunteers.
In committee of the whole tlie bill to
ent ry into effect the Hawaiian treaty was
considered.
The Senate, Friday, passed the hill for tlie
admission of N'ew Mexico into flic Fnion, yeas
30, nays 10. The house in committee of Hie
whole considered the legislative and judicial
appropriation bill. Messrs. Hass civiiier and
Mackburn, members of Hie committee on expenditures of the war department, made personal explanations, somewhat
contradictory of
each other, in regard to the escape of tlie witness Marsh.
The House Saturday passed a bill appropriating 81,000,UOO for the Sioux Indians. In cotnmittebf the whole tlie judicial and
legislative
appropriation bill was considered.
The Senate Monday considered the bill to
regulate the counting of votes for President
and A'iee President. In the House Mr. Maine
introduced a bill tor the more certain
resumption of specie payment on Jan. 1st, 1870. The
House refused to suspend the rules and
adopt
a resolution that the constitution
was formed
by the people acting in their individual capacity, yeas 91, nays 72 (the Republicans voting in
the affirmative), and resolved that the
government is federal, a union formed
by the people
of the several States in their
sovereign capacdy, yeas 150, nays 42. All the Democrats and
a lew Republicans voted for the
resolution.
The report ol the conference committee on the
District of Columbia interest bill was
accepted.

Hampshire.

Concord, March 15. The summary of
all the returns received np to one o’clock
is as follows: 199 towns and wards
give
Cheney 31,703; Marcy 28,936; Kendall
and scattering 310. The same towns last
year gave Cheney 30,393 ; Roberts 29,737 ;
White and scattering 591.
Republican

them is the

Among

ease

ol

MeLane,

a

for Postmaster General
Jewell, and who paid him by drawing on
the treasury, while MeLane was doing his
kind ot

runner

the old time majoritv. The Democrats
Another like case, that of were aware, when they
began the canthe notorious Hester, who was employed vass, that they contended against desperby the administration to inaugurate a reign ate men. the influence of nearly all the
of terror in Alabama to carry tin; election oilices,
state and federal in

Republicans there, was examined
at length by the House Committee on the
Expenditures of the Postoflice Department.
for the

est of the

♦ijr-In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

to which the paper is sent.

What

Republican Party. When lie
was appointed special agent, he says, lie
knew the compensation of special agents
was $1,600 per annum, but lie told Mr.
Jewell he would not go unless lie was
paid $10 per day for expenses. Mr. Jewell

said he should have it; that it was all
right; he wanted him to go to Alabama.
Hester said the understanding with the
Postmaster-General when he left Wash-

ington

was

bama he

that

on

Shall

be

Done 7

It
pervades the national government.
draws a terrible picture, in which it de-

clares that “it would be difficult to imagine a more piteous spectacle than that nowpresented in tins country—a numerous,

for which lie

Department,
perform merely nominal duty,

li

was

to

filially concluded, however, that he should
go into the service ot the Department of
was

Justice and return to Alabama and finish
his work, and he resigned his position in
the Postoflice
and
same

In

Department,received his pay
appointed a special agent the

was

day by the Attorney-General.
reply to questions, Hester admitted

he had been a

city, county,

the locality, besides the unlimited use <d
money. But they did not flinch one parOn the contrary, we never saw
them work with more determination and
courage than they did on that day against
the fearful odds
The result ot all (his
ticle.

tremendous Republican effort is that they
elect their Mayor by a majoritv that in an
honest reckoning is not over four \otes—
but which by illegal count they work up

eight! That is their great victory.
The two Democratic aldermen, Messrs.
Cottrell and Williamson, are among our

to

and reliable citizens, and
have two excellent men in the eoun-

most
we

intelligent

clirnen ot Ward ,'i
So, as a whole, the
Democrats have much reason to be satislied
New

his return from Ala-

to bo continued on the rolls

was

ot the

[ Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that, request of the Court, i

mined struggle. This year there was a
Republican effort to not only redeem the
city, but to pile up. a> nearly as possible,

dirty work.

business was to invent “Ku-Klux outrages” and intimidate voters in the inter-
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Election

lican majority in Belfast was 200. Last
September we achieved a Democratic
majority of two votes, after a most deter-
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attention.
^-Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is uu authorized Agent for the Journal.

City

gress, and that show corruption quite as
bad, if less conspicuous. The Postoflice
Department has a great many bad spots.

From his testimony, it appears that he
was paid $16 a day as special agent ot the
Postoflice Department, when the legal pay
is only $1,600 a year, and that his entire

rebel,

blockade runner,
real estate association (Ina

Hampshire

We

Washington.

from

Correspondence

of the

Journal.

Washington, March 11th, 18Ti>.
There doesn’t seem to be eyes or ears
lor anything else but the Belknap fall ami
the New Hampshire election. The first in
all its varieties and turns, and attendant
gossip, forms the never ending theme of
conversation at every turn and corner, at
all hours and upon all occasions wherever
one goes, whether riding, walking or eating, proceeding to morning I.enten servi-

returning from evening vespers.
The last is waited for. and talked about
with that restless expectancy that charac-

ces, or

terizes
never

all elections, but

nearly

to

certain

probably

quite such an extent as in the unpresent, when both parties seent

hanging in the scale, the prophets ot
neither being able to predict with certainty, as to which will be first to displace the

1

to be

beam, and
oera's or

November,

climbing

;

win the

loss of this state is to determine their i
chances in

and yet it seeins to

New Hampshire will
Chinese linkers
ill their bread.

are

April l;»th.

hung VYheutlwi put alum

they

which

in the

impossible
coming campaign.

the old rallying cry metamorphosed into "as goes
New Hampshire so goes the I nion."
case we

may live

ries and

In

to see

Meantime the llelknap exposure doesn t
preach its solemn lesson to any-

cream

damaging

down in

Montgomery.

Ala.

al Sheridan says |k» wouldn’t take the
was unanimously tendered him.

Presidency if it

centennial excursions to the I'nited StaL-s.
are
advertised throughout Europe at cheat*

publish some meagre returns horn
the (iranite State, by which it appears

seem to

that the Republicans claim to have carried the state by about gillie majority. We
think their candidate tor (iovernor is elected by a smaller majority. A more impor-

ing is slow to take efleet, since at no time
during the present congressional season
lias there been such an influx of gayly
dressed visitors as during the past two

tant matter is that of an I
S. Senator, to
I 'ho
be elected by the next Legislature.
Senate is doubtless Republican, but the
House is very close ami in doubt, it the

Visiting the capitoi and noting the
richly arrayed throngs that pour through

Hen. Foster, who died Wedm-sd a\ at Bh*<»mlield. N. .1., was a native of Tli.miaston, M
lie was an old journalist.

the rotunda, lill up the corridors and stairways, and overrun the galleries, one eouhl
not very easily he persuaded to the belied

pended Bueksport Savings Bank will
to pay 70 per cent. <*t the deposits.

body in

particular,

or

il it does the

warn-

weeks.

Democrats control the latter branch, they
may stave off the Senatorial election to an- in that incessant cry ot hard times, or to
other year. and save it to a Democrat.
If the fact that the country not only hovers
this shall prove to be the case, the gallant on the brink hut lias taken a long stride

rates.
St. Louis papers
the whisky trials
haunts

>av
are

that th*“ niwnr>a<s Cr..|i*
returning t<» ilmir ..id

to say; but what have we seen0

do

What

P And what are we yet to see ?
needless infliction to go over the
weary record ot our shame but we may
at least recall a tew ot its
distinguishing
It

we see

were a

features.

We have

collector of internal revenue removed from office for
making known to the government in 1873
the frauds that an honest secretary of the
treasury is prosecuting in 1876. We have
seen a

knave

vulgar

high officers

seen a

(McDonald) forcing
Washington and elsewhere

at

eral had become alarmed at the false and

exaggerated

of his operaThe examina-

given

tions in the new-papers.
tion lasted over five hours and demonstrated in the most unmistakable manner the

pose of carrying the election in the State
of Alabama for the Republican Party.

submit to his wishes by
them with the power of the

Why

Marsh

Ran

Away.

The witness Marsh disappeared i in mealter giving his testimony before
have seen
the committee that ferreted out the frauds
family (Atty.-Cen. Williams, Secretary of of
Belknap, an;! went to Canada The
tlie Interior Delano, Internal Revenue
in Congress, and their pressRepublicans
Commissioner Douglas and Secretary of
es throughout the country immediately
War Belknap) and scores of subordinate
set up tlie cry that lie had negligently
federal officials reluctantly forced to rebeen allowed to escape by tho chairman
sign, either in confessed disgrace or un- of the committee, who should have detainder suspicions that bring grave discredit
ed him. The fact is that, there would have
on their names.
been no trouble about Marsh, or any othis it any wonder that when the
country er witness, but for the interference of the
recalls the vapid succession of scandals,
President. On the fourth ot March there
each more lbul and enormous than the
was telegraphed ail over the country, and
last, which it lias had to see and hear in
appeared in all the papers, a despatch as
the last live years, it lives in constant
follows—
dread of what it may be compelled to see
The President stated to

president.

And if this be not enough, we
four members ot the executive

and hear next

0

Over this hideous group
ot national disgraces that constitute almost
our whole national
history since 1868,
there hangs the constant threat ot some
new

and

tiling yet

worse

We do

to come.

not know what it may be ; we do not like
to conjecture what it
may be. But there
is an

oppressive

that the richest placers—if we may use tlie term—of this foul
social and official rottenness have not
yet
been uncovered. Discovery follows swift
on the heels of
discovery, each
sense

disclosing

viler views of our condition than the last,
and, in our despair, we know not whether

to

drop
things

hands helplessly at our side
take their course, or apply

our

and let

some terrible
remedy to an evil that resists all ordinary remedial agencies. The

subject is

alarming.

not

merely disheartening;

II tlie offenders were

tlie offences accidental
tlie

with

we

it is

few, and

might

meet

exhibition of
difficulty
aroused public spirits. But when the offenders are scores of public men, and the
offences gives signs of being a general
contagion: when, in short, we begin to
tear that presidents, vice-presidents, cabia

stern

nets, congresses, and whole departments
and bureaus, have accepted gifts and presents to blind their eyes, and that the administration of tlie government is

warped

and distorted by bribery—the trouble is
beyond tlie reach of such soft influences
as

public spirit.

And yet, something must be done. It is
hard to say what that something ought to
be; but it is plain to see that the present
of

tendency
public life
must lie utterly reversed,

at

Washington
though the

even

process calls lor some violent and convulsive exertion of the popular will. The
whole country must act. Our public men

unfortunately,
indeed there

are

not

equal

to the

aL the administration of the
this country across the broad
Atlantic, the London 'Limes remarks—
“that the impression on the public mind is
that a nice sense ot honor and propriety

Looking

—

alfairs ot

outrageous character ot this “special
agent"’ of “Secretary” Jewell who was illegally paid to swear away the liberties
and lives ot honest people lor the sole pur- rioes

to tremble and

threatening

accounts

and with a pistcl shot herself through the
lungs. She will probably die.

diately

the Cabinet that
while he could take no steps which might look
like persecution of unv one, lie had determined
to shrink from no responsibility that rested upon him, and be therefore asked the AttorneyGeneral to take immediate steps to proceed
with criminal charges against Gen. Belknap
and Messrs. Marsh and Tomlinson, an all others shown by any evidence that shall be adduced to have had part in these transactions.

The

President could have taken no
eftectual way to stop proceedings,
not only in this case, but in all similar
cases.
The policy oi justice all over the
more

civilized world is to encourage and pardon those participants in crime who will

give evidence
But here

we

against their

associates.

have the President oi the

United States
those who do

giving public notice that
so will be prosecuted on
testimony that they have themselves furThis is simply outrageous,
nished.
ft
will be remembered, that during the
crooked whiskey trials, Attorney Gen.
Pierrepoint issued

a circular letter of simimport, in which he stated that those
participating in the frauds should not lie

ilar

allowed

have

not

in the official world of the

prevail

United States,’' Wonder what remark the
Englishman would make it he got so near
to Washington a- to be obliged to hold
his nose?
A

despatch

(nan

shower ot meat

a

la

state,

view

Kentucky announces
a
portion of that
this phenomenon, a

in

ot

New York paper says that the weather reports will soon announce something like
this-—
l’or \eu Lnglntld, the Middle State- and lamer
Lake region, tatting harumeter, increasing cloudiness, with heel' steaks changing to mutton chop- in
the north tit port ot' ttn -e regions during tile night.

The Seaside Oracle publishes an original blood and thunder yarn entitled “The
Outcast and the Hermit, a tale ot love in
Kendal Days”—and on tin? other side of
the sheet records the editor’s
there is

no

to call lor

conduct

opinion mat
sufficiently depraved

capital punishment.

Iowa abolished tlie death penally for
murder a lew years ago. Murders multiplied as a consequence, and a bill for its
restoration lust week passed the Legisla-

by a large majority. Maine will do
likewise, after a lew families have been
ture

slaughtered.
Daniel Drew, the celebrated New
York speculator, has failed. Daniel is
very pious, and while attending a protracted meeting lie neglected his speculations, and so want came upon him like an
—

armed

man.

i'he Calais Advertiser speaks out in
favor ol llale's renomination—but not a
word from the Prog. Age. it began to
talk about the matter quite as early as this
—

in

1872,

when it

not the man

was

certain that Hale
wanted.
was

1 he

Indiana Republicans have resolved that “the Administration of (den.
Grant commands our fullest confidence
and support.” What a declaration with
—

immunity from punishment by furnishing testimony against their

which to go before the people !

late associates. A'o more eftectual way
could be devised tor thwarting the ends
of justice.
It begets a suspicion that

door ol the Senate, was given the cold
shoulder by the vote ol' the sth. He made
the atmosphere blue with cursing—or

to

those in

high places, whose duty it is to
aid the ends of justice, are deliberately
crippling its operations. Is the whole
public service

very corrupt that these
high officials do not dare to have it investigated ?
so

It is to be hoped that the liquor agency
in this city will not be reopened. But il
it shall be, one thing should be insisted
upon—and that is that the inexcusable
looseness in its accounts should no longer
be tolerated.

There should be an account
taken of the stock on hand, and recorded,

task; there should be an exact account kept of
public purchases, and the provision of law which

—1’inchback, alter weary waiting

perhaps

at the

blue-black.

—We have received from (». 1). Kus.sell &
new pieces of music. “My
ole Home in Alabama to’ de War,” is one of the

Co., Boston, two

touching and plaintive of negro melodies,
and is destined to be very popular. “Call Me
Home, Mother,” words by Aileen Percy, music
by K. Brooks, is very beautiful.

most

—It is

undoubtedly true

government did

not

that the British

request the recall

ol

Minister Schenck—and it is equally true
that no serious objection was ottered to
his

departure,

—'fhe Democrats are going into the coming
Presidential campaign with the single cry of
fraud, [lvcn. Journal.

Oh, no. They are going to intimate, in
requires an account of sales to each indi- a mild way. the need of reforming the
than leaders of tlie remedial movement; vidual. in amount and value, should be frauds.
it is they who are disgracing the country- enforced. At the end of the year another
—Bless us !—how the newspaper fraterWhat is done must be done by the people, account ot stock on hand should bo taken
nity are looking up. Capt. Nash of the
and their own virtuous and patriotic in- and the balance struck. The public should Kennebec Journal has been elected
mayor
too many of our
men who will have to be victims rather
are

bo informed how many gallons ol liquor
have been sold, and how much profit or

stincts must be their teacher.
Not

Master of the

House-

The republican organs ol' this state, who
are
incessantly and loudly blowing the
horn for Mr. Blaine, endeavor to impress
the public with a belief that the
representative of the Kennebec district is a man

loss has resulted.

These are but simple
requirements, and there can be
no good reason for refusing
compliance
with them. We intend to keep an eye on
and easy

this business, and let the public know
what is being done.

powerful and potent that no one on the
S. is the signature of one of the softer
floor oi the House dare cross swords with
net gain 2,552.
sex
who, through the columns of the
The Republicans have the Senate, but him in debate. Partly to show how falRockland Free Press, addresses the editor
lacious
is
this idea, we copy a portion of
the House is very close and in doubt. The
of this paper by the endearing term of
the report of debates in the House last
Democrats have carried the council.
We were quite unprepared for
impeachment.
week, on the subject of the Belknap im- “Simpy.”
a confession combining so much
The
for
which
passion
America
was
clipper
was
a
ships
DemOur
“Secretary Belknap
readers will see that in
regular
peachment.
ocrat all his life until he was invited to famous twenty-five years ago, are again being
and publicity. But we rallied sufficiently
a
discussion
of
the
in
and
with
put
on
the long
steam,
competition
scope
the War Department.” [Kennebec Jourmeaning of to take down the
Scriptures and read the
voyages of the Pacific. The steamers lose by impeachment, and in
nal of Monday.
understanding of account of Joseph’s victory over temptabeing obliged to stop at the coaling stations
“When appointed to the place of Secre- while the ships keep ou by the straightest the constitution, Mr. Lamar ot
Mississippi tion, as well as Solomon’s exhortations to
Recently an American barque left
tary of War there was not a stain upon his courses.
8au Francisco in company with a British steam- was the soundest in logic and the readiest a virtuous
character.” [ Kennebec Journal of Tueslife, and felt much strengthener, for Japan, and reached her destination 24 in debate—and that he taught our Maine
day.
ed. Really, Brother Sprague, we hope
hours ahead.
Je.t so.
“Evil communications corrupt
statesman a valuable lesson, as well as
Albion is a model
you will in future restrain that lady’s aris not only free
good manners,” and Belknap’s case should from debt and has notown—it
a decided victory. It is well worth
unsettled claims, but it gained
dent expressions. People might talk, you
serve as a warning to others.
[Standard. holds State Bonds to the amount of 82,000.
reading.
know.
so

of the

capital,

and takes his

place

as

the

leading city lather.
as

—The Kennebec Journal reports a robin
having been seen in that city on the 9th.

It does not say whether it
over-shoes and a muffler.

wore

arctic

—We send out to-day an extra sheet conthe public laws ot Maine passed

taining

last winter. We hope our readers will find
them entertaining reading.

—Judge Taft, the new Secretary
is

an

of War,

Ohio man, and it is said that he

wont steal.

The Centennial Commission. At a
meeting of the Centennial Commissioners
held in Augusta on Thursday evening,
the arrangement for the exhibition of
Maine goods wa3 planned by the members. It is understood that lion’s. C. II.
Haskell and Joshua Nye—with Judge
Knight, the Secretary,—will proceed to
Philadelphia on April 1st to receive the
contributions, and the two former will remain until after the opening.

the present hour, and see it she won’t elevate her eyebrows and -drug her shoulders alter that peculiar French style, and
reply languidly, with a very perceptible
shade of sail reproach in her musical voice
—“Ah, I perceive you are strong minded,
and come from ISoston,”— as il that last
contained the climax of all possible and I

impossible

crimes.

Ami

yet

\

army l air,

!**r

Winslow is t.» >ail for Boston on
Hie i*l >t, so that. he will he lmme again soon
after AH Fools' Day.

Bank Examiner Bolster

xiis

that tin*

'im-

he able

The ladies of Ellsworth gave a leap y**ar I* ;!1
in that place Thursday evening, March utli.aml
ii was in every way a gram] success.

-e\-

Pi

attempted

Bristow is onlv forty-two. He graduated at
Cannonsburg college,Washington count y.IVnu.
in B'oi. John C. N. w. treasurer of the'Cnitcd
States, attended tic -aine college at ilc -aim*
time.

thickly oiled.

go

house, on High -treet, ir being
windows, to make room for
families, in addition to its popula

McFarland

Lutheran

two

one or

more

tint).
l he

supporter-of (.rant claim that hi friend-will
him through tiiick and iIt! 11 and there cei
that they are a- true atainly is strong e\ idem
steal.
dirk

t*»

—

*•

that have consumed m< more than four
and have nursed half a dozen sickly
house plants through tin-winter without freezing,
Familie-

tons of coal

happy.

are now

Albert

I

years

a

home

iP adtield.

at

1 he*

Prog. Age of Inst week hu- the following
mysterious obituary notice
Mr*k Mary, widow of the laf *• Francis Itanon, wa
not Idr <iod fork her, Feb. / .ih
aged -d years and
months.

(-dice in

'[Hiring

while

a

stranger

a

for tlx?

into

come-

office in

our

then we
ape Ann Vd\ertiser.
know that some Gloucester man lias strayed tinway. and longs for a -iglit of hi- favorite home p«
(

per.

probabilities are that the
suspend operations

Tlx
will

l'.e|ia-t -hoe
for

soon

taodlie- rfi.it ha\

•

iug preparations
regretted.

to

I in

factory

time.

a

Some

found

employment there are mak
leave town, which is much to be

1,

no settb il 'lergyinan at tin* Head ot
week the ladies of that neighborhood
necktie party to raise funds with which t-•

v

Tide.

Lad

gave a
hire a

minister, ami realized
time.

having

upsides

excellent

an

We understand tii.it <>ak Lodge -t Woodford'-*
torner, and Belfast Lodge, I. o. <i. 1
which have
lately had the pleasant rivalry over the prize han
ners, propose having a picnic somewhere down tie
a-t this Miiiinii ".
Portland Argus
■

l tie Reformer
who helped the alien ft seize the
iiquors hat nr*■ now m jail, want to know how a
gimbh t hob- ame to be in the head of the cask
w hich Norton claims that the
liquor leaked through.
1 hey -ay the barrel- were tupped m the bilge.
l b*
i

:tn

little

daughter

of Samuel

half years old

a

i.ilium, three

B.

quite

nuted

an

excitement

liing at I In- Belfast Novelty Troup en
tertaimm tit, by her performance upon the piano.
>!.' is really a ehihl wonder. .Mr i.ilium propose*
"aturday

to travel with her.
>d Troy, Hon. N II
Hon. .lason L*t«
Hubbard
of'Winterporl. and Bullield l’lunum r, Ksq., of Win
been appointed commissioners toad
terport, ha
ju-' the equities between the towns in the setting
oil' of portion ot Montvilleto 1 iberfy.
llo v were
in session at Liberty -<u \\ duesdav.

An organ repairer has been in the city for some
time, overhauling and renovating the instruments
in the Lniversaii t and Unitarian churches. It is
ter Si.oh and tell him to put a Mop to it
V. y
contemplated to vi-.e him a job oil tin Republican
Herald.
Id. ulity. which has of late
[ new spaper organ of tli
.John 11. Hartford of Atigu-lu.ol tin- lirm ot
given uncertain sounds, and [r.djahly needs someHartford A Smith, lor many year- binders to thing expended n it
the State, and one of tip* nio-f prominent and
.-r their foolish excitement
People hav got
respected eiti/ens. died last week. II. w a- A
about the Sav ings Bunk
l hose who have given no
years old.
tic* of iill.-ntion
withdraw funds, are withdrawing
The Maim- Legislature author!.-id. and lim,
their notice-,
fhe -tateof the case -cents to be that
Connor ba- appointed, Noah Barker ot Lxeler
if they can ha\>* the money, they don't care for it
a commissioner to examine ami report on tic
claims of settlers on proprietor-* land- in north- but i:' not to be bad, they want it very much. I lu y
ern Maine.
can have it, n *-i y tim>

"Max" wants to know how he

may break

through the convenliomi it\ which « ompd- him
to leave his girl at half past ten.
a
mini-.

with all its frivolities ami nonsense, holds
supremest reign here at the capital < 1 the
nation, its votaries gathered up from every
city, town, village and hamlet, large and
small, this broad country over, righteous
Boston, the very centre of civilization, not
excepted. It is wonderful how an appetite
thrives by what it feeds on, and how soon,
how very soon, persons coming hero with
the simplest wants and tastes, get fastened
to this dazzling car ol fashion, power anil
A charge
>! bribery ba- b.-.-n
nrkr- 11 \
place, and long to drive at headlong pace brought against the Mahie 11 ll.»n-c. 'bat
to the envy ol all beholders, at a cost lar the sum of s |o,uoo wa- expended to iiiilicicexceeding their wildest and most visiona- the members to vote again-t a l.iil in regard t>ihe new State prison.
ry dreams of a few years betore, and to
tile uttei ruin ot both body and .soul. That
'The Nevada Traiiseripi a-know!• •. 1
the rethis is due to the pernicious system that ceipt of a box ot large, line, ripe strawberries,
in
a
in
tic*
grown
neighbor’s
garden
open air.
has sprung into vogue here of late years,
not thirt
miles di-taut there nr< -now
of making money and good clothes the though
banks four or ii\e fed deep.
only and absolute passports to what is
Wm. B. Smith of Augu-ta. .1. v Wheelwright
termed "best society,” is certain. And as
of Bangor. A. M. Burton ot Bortland. .1.
this same “best society” is :.t present man- Brooks
of Belfa-t and
11. Pill-bun of lewaged, any first class conk or pretty cham- is ton have been appointed a comiui--ioii to n
forward
with
not
look
unvise
the
bermaid may
savings bank- law ot Maine.
|
reasonable expectations of some day seeA man has been found w ho do.
ic: .-omplain
ing her name heralded as the stately .Mad- at the law*- delays. H** lives in a lions.- w hich
i- the subject of a law-suit, and having been oram-,ov the piquant, graceful Mrs.
who leads fashion and society at the capi- dered by both litigants t > pay no re it t >
other
lie hope- the coiite-i may
ontinic for
tal, wears the most expensive toilettes, \ ears.
brilliant
most
the
entertainments,
gives
The Canadians d>. not attend Till on'- |»>et u reand, in short, is just the most desirable
in large numbers.
Titos.* -low j.coph -!ill
person in all Washington to know.
marry and are given in marriage, rear children
Just at present, poor Mrs. Belknap is to which the head "i the family ha- -one
tile victim ot urn gigantic elephant ot em- claim-, and .are nothing f.n n:i-t\ \ucrcan
ulation and envy, ol a woman's vanity scandals.
and man's ambition, and is tiic target ol :
vouth Waldoboro mu.-t l»e a v»*r\ lc aithy
everybody's condemnation and eontjiinpt; |>la«*e to live in. Then? are -i\le.*n people 1 i\
and yet is not a whit worse than plenty ! ing in District No. Is vvliose united ag.*- are I,'Tin* youngest i- 71 and tic* oldest
year--.
ot others, except in getting found out. j
So.
will have to move out ot town ifllcw
There is not the least doubt that had it | ever'They
expect to die.
been the fashion to be plain, prudent and j
(reneral
Scheiiek will lind an added drop of
domestic. Airs, lielknap had not fallen,
bitterness in tin* cup prepared for him on ;ir
but would have excelled as pre-eminently
riving hotm*. Mrs. llicks, his iianc.-, -ailed lor
in these as she did in her Parisian littery Europe to meet him a lew days before hi- sudand gorgeous entertainments; since the den call to Washington, and they will pa-- a- h
natural ambition and energy of the wo- other on the ocean.
man would make her a leader anywhere.
1) E. Fields, a policeman, was -hot through
But what can you expect from a woman tin* arm at Ell-worth. Friday morning by -one
unknown. The officer had ju-t tri* d
person
trained from babyhood to consider only
the door ot the savings hank and had -topped
frills and bounces, laces and jewels, rib- hack on the stairs,
when hi- assailant tir.-d
bons and bows? Don't blame poor Mrs. from tlie foot of the stairs and then lied.
woman
but
her,
pity every
pity
Belknap,
I*
S. kobincm. the journalist, wh
brought up in tins horrible fashion, and torsWm.
over signature of ‘'Warrington.” have beblame this great, hideous Aloloeh that we
in i
come -o w idel v known, died at hi- lv-idem
call fashion.
Why don't the eloquent Malden, Saturday, aged ds. lb* wa-a vig*.;uu- j
turn
their
women of our day
attention, and able political writer, and has been intimate- j
not to making woman manly, but more lv associate.I with Mas-aehu-otts politic- for
womanly? Why don't they plead for a years.
different system of education for girls, inIn October la-t Fdwin chase >t llarlland,
picking a cap from a metallic cartstilling it into their minds by precept and Vtwas
when the -hc!i exploded and was driven
example that in their hands lies all the ridge
into his forehead to the brain, from which i-future glory and greatness of our beloved sued two
tablespoonfuls of brain matter, lie
country? Does anybody doubt that an has now nearly recovered the injury, i- of
womsound mind and at his usual business.
earnest, sensible, relined, prudent
anhood would not change and improve
C atarrh of the bowels, the disease with which
It they
the manhood id this country?
Speaker Kerr, of the national hon-e <>f repredo, let theip try the experiment for the sentatives, is ill, is not unlike catarrh of tinit's not much use to go to head and throat. The gastric juices hccoun
next century,
ordinary u-<- arc -u-pctidthe top ot tiie tree for retorm, hut incline diseased, and their inaction
of the bow el-. 'Flu•
j ed, producing total
the twigs in the right direction on start- disease* does not
yield readily to treatment.
a hotel table at nine
sat
at
1
once
ing.
Oliver Moses and Edward Sewall of Rath,
o'clock at night partaking, as a necessity,
Henry Ingalls of Wiseasset, Fdwin Flye of
ot a late supper, and beside me sat two Newcastle, 1> W.
Chapman of 1 >amari-cotta.
little girls, unattended by parent or ser- Edmund Wilson of Thomaston, Eranci- Cobb
T.
Rerry of Rockland, and Augu-tuvant, the eldest ol whom could not have and John
Wcst of Waldoboro ha\ e bc.-n cho-.-n direct -rseen more than eight years go by, aroftlie Knox A Lincoln Railroad ( ompaiiv.
rayed in the most elaborately trimmed
There has been a panic in all the printing oisilks, directing the servants hither and
thither with an assumption of dignity and tlces in New York city lately m regard to capiBs. lloweii, Beecher, Babcock. Belknap
superciliousness that would have been tal
and Mrs. Belknap all beginning with B. the Blaughable had it not been painful, and ran out, and Boston and Baltimon.eurring
ordering hot coffee and steaks at that late in paragraphs had to be laid over. Won’t the
hour with an air of long habit and cus- next sensation have the goodnes- to --trike on
Should perverted nature prolong another letter? [Jennie June.
tom.
their span of life, what will there be left
< -mipany
'l’lie Evans’ Rifle
for them at twenty but broken constitu- of Mechanic Falls, is Manufacturingadditionto
making large
tions, fretfulness, repining, and the vain its workshop. The number of employe- will
machines
the
most
unheardhe
new
to
kill
time
at
once
more
than
doubled,
by
attempt
II added, and the work will he carried on day and
of extravagances and dissipation?
are now at work on the first inthe political economists and statesmen of night. They
stalment of a probable order for ti\<- thou-uud
the
to
retorm
abusAmerica desire really
rifles for one of the South American Republic-.
es of our body politic, let them lay the
Within the last ten days very large orders hav <■
been refused, on account of the inability of the
axe at the root, and train the children in
the way they should go, and so make so- company to till them.
ber, sensible men and women ot them,
Last Sunday several young un n <4 I*• h iLin*l
instead of the dancing, brainless puppets took a sail down the harbor in a >m:dl sail-bout
and Haunting butterflies that they are which had been hauled up all winter. IP fore
starting they forgot to plug up the liole in the
now.
bottom which was made to let the water out
It is a pleasure to record, amidst so while hauled
up, and this carelessness nearly
much vanity and extravagance, that there cost them their lives. The hole was frozen up
is one sweet, modest little woman here in and remained so during a long sail until thev
returning within the breakwater, when
Washington, the wife of a real, live mem- were
ice melted and the boat began to till with
ber of Congress—a tall, broad shouldered, the
water. By hard rowing the occupants succeednoble looking man, who has sat lor many ed in reaching one
of the Grand Trunk whan e*
an
honor
to
his
in
Congress,
party just as the boat tilled and went down.
years
and liked by his opponents as a fair, conConductor Fanning, ot one of the freight
and that woman
servative opponent
trains on the Hartford, Providence \ Fishkill
hasn’t a silk dress in her possession. At railroad,
says that while in the caboose of his
the beginning ol this season her husband train, the other day, he thought he heard the
wanted to buy her a plain black silk- engineer whistle for brakes, and be immediate- !
think of it, a black silk, that almost every Jy set the brake of his caboose, but, on bis going forward, the engineer denied that he or
woman covets as an indispensable addianybody else had sounded the whistle. Fantion to her wardrobe—and the little lady
ning nevertheless ordered the train stopped at
would uot, on the ground that she bail a point which happened to be close to a bridge.
He then examined the train and found some
never had a silk dress before ho came to
sticks of lumber protruding from a ear in such
Congress, and thought just now when so
away that they would have destroyed the train
many of his constituents were suffering when they struck the bridge. Nobody but
from hard times and poverty7, it was not Fanning heard the whistle, and the sound Is
the right time to begin; and so a neat, thought to have been an “inner voice."

..

d

While .John F.eiv.hr>.a w.»- hoi-ting corn from sell.
A, tiI uesu.ty, at >wun x
wharf', his horse
ba-jk.-'i ofl the platform and fell se\ en or eight feet
"ii
to the deck oi the \«. -el, turning a coiuplett
.Mimuier-ault in .-*» doing
Prog. Age.
The animal

surprised to

doubt

was no

hoisting-

harness and

but it

emaneipati >n, i>.
perform:!n-

ircus

"I'll let

lh.it will

ller remark

iii tin Journal’

!■■

the-.-ribe

.is

t he shouldei

on t-

John in

see

queer wav to c* 1
-h a
"iuv throuch

was a

ebrate horse

Mie

pa-s.-d.

girl,

it I

w

Such

wa-

holding

was

hile the

ac tom

paining follow was skirmishing in tin region d the
'Meltings, buttoning up a hoot, or doing some such
servic.

weaker

t1

i-

And,

need.

-ii'

i-

There
ried
alw
■

than

"b-ei

at lir-t

"ii"

hack

a

comb,

imagine-.

u-

A msr-

■;
-ay- when he goes home h*
tins barometer to denote the state

e-

>f tlu-doin''-tic

If the comb nestles

tmo-phere

in

it- proper
is lifted up ami iak.--

quietly

in

in this

man

av

get into the Journal.

expression

nu*re

1 :i-1 i*

wnru

ess.-Is in distress sometimes

i"fi, it did

-Li"

e

—

—

thirtydive

Whcelock. for about

ficing pliv-i cia u o| 11»i- city, died of lung fever
.-umlay. flu* remains were taken to his former

j;fa<

<

a-

of the year when the sun ha- a
complexion, and the gen

season

effect upon the

lifted with

on

The forger

*-

ol assemblir.-.

I I.i- is tin*

of W al.-- ami

Charles E. Bidwell. hiishnnd of Dollje Bidwell, died in Newbury port, last Wednesday.
Helic

are making preparations to tmv
grand masquerade bn!! in connection with their

a

eour-c

The Serapis, with tin- Brimsuite, lias sailed for England.

fence.

over a

The Odd Fellow-

be pretty generally acknowledged that j John onions is an
Engligh composer. 1 i |
such an event will be more disastrous ! melodics easily move one to tears.
The famous Itite tavern in Boston was parto the party now in power than their op- j
tially destroyed by tire Thursday night.
ponents, and will set against them such a
The boys are treating the girls to strawberto
tide as
will lit11i almost
overcome

day la-t week Mrs. Jeremiah Jewett, living
outskirts of tin- town, broke her wrist in

One
in the

Generalities.

day. Neither !>etn- ;
Republicans concede that the i

so

Newt* of the City and County.
nice cashmere, prettily made, took the
place of the proffered silk. And there Spring begins next Monday.
are not belaced and
bejewelled and beLively times at the polls last Monday.
Uounced women enough in all WashingNext Friday will be Saint Patrick’s Day.
ton, however much they may shrug their
white shoulders, flirt their tans or drop
About time to hear about last day, Governor.
their eyelids, to shame this little wife
The days and nights are now of equal lengt h.
from her decision, or win even a glance
(•milet hole whiskey is a new brand, not safe to be
of allegiance from her husband’s merry
brown eyes. Over his heart and home stored at the jail.
(iov Connor has reappointed Judge Johnson, ol
she holds sway, as respected, honored,
and absolutely as any ijueen upon her K« Ita.-t Police Court.
And there are lots ot
fhe operations in ice have been suspended in this
royal throne.
women who would give all their wordiv city on account of the poor hauling.
possessions, and some ol their hopes ot
1 he officer- of Corinthian Ko\al Arch Chapter
heaven, to be just one hall as much ad- were installed on Monday night last.
mired by their lords and masters. All,
Bacon and eggs for breakfast now—that i-q for the
you vain women, you w ill sometime learn unregemmt who don’t observe Lent.
win
a
man's admirathat fine dress may
Lecture at the FnivcrsulKt church next Sunda>
tion. Imt never his heart or his judgment
Times.”
Without these, you had better let him go, i evening by the pa-tor. Subject—"llurd
vacation in the city -chools after this week, and
the farther from you the better.
1’Ma ii
great destruction to boots and trow sens will ensue.

president ot a
A Baris alumnae prophet threatens ! n *;
disposing of real estate by lottery, and adwith unheard <»t lieat this mining siiiinm
mitted having been arrested in New York light of our Democratic friends against downward into the abyss id bankruptcy, an offset for the winter's snew and cold.
prosperous and mighty people discovering tor
obtaining goods under lalse pretences the corrupting influences ol the Washing- however much they might have laitli that
How anxious Blaine is to have I»t* 1 k11:«T* punthat their national government is being
When asked why he was given such unus- ton administration will not have been in the prevailing signs ot extravagance would ished. It has taken ten years and a 1 h im.. rat\<transformed into a conspiracy of criminals
Congress to get his anxiety amused. | Boston
ual and unlawful compensation by the vain. We do not at this moment recall speedily bring about such a result. All Bust.
robbing the people without mercy, squan- Postmaster General, he said he
that
at
least
o!
part
supposed the exact requirements of the law regu- the world meets here,
The retiring mayor and hoard of aldermen of
dering the public revenues in excesses, it was for the
it represented by the United States, and Rockland partook of a banquet on Tuesday
S. Senators.
extraordinary expenditure lating the election of
evening. The united weight of these eight genpoisoning the processes of justice, perve.t- ot nerve power in going down among the
some beside, and ill come clad in their
tlemen was ItJOii.
The I’rog, Age declines to discuss the best and
ing the very laws ot tlie land into agen- Ku-Klux. The story told by Hester of
so
that
nowhere
holiday attires,
Mabel Hall, an English ballet girl, was >h<u
cies ot robbery and plunder, punishing
which
it
made
and
advocated
is to he seen the same amount of expen- in one of llu refreshment rooms in
his operations in the South is too well proposition
>*. I.>>ijihonest men for being honest, rewarding
theatre,
the war, to shoot and starve Con- sive
Ldgar M. Moore, who tlu n 'ini
known to require repetition now.
He ad- during
dressing, elegant equipages, costly hmiself. byBoth will probably die.
and protecting dishonest officials for bemitted that his proceedings caused great federate prisoners. We don't blame it tor furnished houses and other examples ol
A debating society i> preparing to vvr. 'ii
ing dishonest, and so successfully defying consternation, and that
that record out ot sight as much
high and ruinous living as here, not even with tin* following question : ’’Rcsolwd. Thai
people
against keeping
a man who plays on an uccordeoti and he. ,as possible. It was the most inhuman and
public opinion that the public mind is well whom there were no
in rioting Uolham, where every woman
charges left their
barking dog can’t be a Christian."
exhibition
of
bloodnigh brought to the point where it must homes and tied to the
on
dollar
and
the
shocking
depraved
bottom
her
dress,
Ot
the forgoes
swamps.
The temperance reform movement is stiii
choose between despair and revolution.
thirstiness that the war produced.
men live like princes until they bring up
ing on at Berwick. Epwards of OOO per^oim
ty or fifty men ho arrested, not one was
Let it not be said that we use unwarrantAs a matter of curi- liave signed the pledge, including nearly ill the
in the penitentiary.
indicted, although they were taken before
business men in the town.
Mr. Frank Clark, ol the Mechanic F alls
able language in saying the national govosity, mention to a New York woman any prominent
United States Courts, lie also related his
A young man named Overlork wa- probabA
Herald, recently procured a divorce from other subject than that all engrossing one
ernment itseli is becoming debased into a
recall from Alabama, and said he under- his
in Damariscotta la.-t w< k l.v tic
wile, for cause. On Friday, the di- that has preoccupied the female mind ever fatally injured
fraternity of crime. It is a grievous tiling stood it was because the i’ostmaster-Oensince mother Kve ale the apple, down to explosion of a gun that had been loaded -otic
vorced woman went into the Herald office
to 11 r oil.
time, and which he

Blaine
New

Our

The Democrats ot Belfast have every
reason to he proud of
Monday’s work.
But a few years ago the regular Repub-

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to winch
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

nal will

This is tlie question asked by a leading
Being so highly indorsed, Miss Nellie was
a favorite at
all the shops, and in some conservative
paper ot' the west, in conplaces she succeeded in making bills ol templating the
shocking corruption that
several hundred dollars. Iler

there.
Now. read on.
Mr. Lamar—^ on -a\ that i- iiot a punishment?
Mr. Blaine—<io on.
Mr. Lamar—1 put lh** question to tin- gentleman because of hiinterruption. 1- not removal
from ollice and disqualiin-ation to hold otiiee a

t*‘i;d further than

$;s.uo.

of length in column,) $1.00 for

LIGHT."

Her subsequent course of action shows
that Miss Nellie is a woman of considerable Inrethought, and that she has business
capacity not interior in many respects to
by removal in*m office, not only by disqualifi- that of her “friend” Orville. Having decation to hold office, but also by indictment, cided to make her future home in.St. Louconviction, and punishment.
is, she concluded to take the furniture and
Mr. Blaine—IT ad ii. Bead il from the conall her household goods with her except
stitution.
Orville, She chartered a railroad car, had
Mr. Lamar—Hen n i-, sir.
-Judgment—
everything packed into it, and was ready
Air. Blaine—“Judgment,” and “punishment.” to leave last
Monday evening, when her
Go on. [Laughter.;
intentions accidentally became known to
Mr. Lamer—The gentleman’s oracular wis-!
dom calls lort a laugh. Before we are thro’ tradespeople with whom she had little acthe laugh will be nt him instead o! with him. counts unsettled. Very soon attachments
I he gentleman says "judgment.” and wishes were sued out before different
magistrates
me to explain the word'“./bub///ie/B.”
and some of them before a United States
in
cases
of
Judgment
impeachment shall not ex- Commissioner. The latter were served
tend, lurther tothan to removal from office and dishold and enjoy any office oi honor,
qualification
by the United States Marshall Dr. Sharpe
trust, or prolit under the United States.
who is brother-in-law to the President.
1> not that punishment ?
The furniture was detained at the railroad
Mr. Blaiw—Punishment i- not mentioned
depot, but -Miss Nellie Campbell

qualification to hold and enjoy anv otlice of honor,
trust, or profit under the United .States.
\ tv well.
Now*, sir, the gentleman savs
'u:ti this i> no punishment, and that the
only
uiiishm *111 ill the eye ot the law is that which
ihis provision speaks of in the second clause. I
ha\t too much respect for him as a
lawyer to
o il
him that he is under a mistake on that
point; but there are men who hold a different
opinion on that. May I have thomttention of the
gentleman and ot his admiring accburners and
applaudors to tin- authority which is almost as
high upon question* of constitutional law as
himself.' i read lrom Wallace’s Supreme Court
Now notice.
reports
The court is speaking
of certain constitutional disabilities
imposed,
and uses this language:
The deprivation of any rights, civil or
politial, previously enjoyed, mav be punished31 r. Blaine—“31ay be.”
31r. Oainar—Well, you are nearly run to the
ground. Tin* gentleman has got to the “may
be.”
\\ ell, 1 suppose his
position is this: that
ihc removal from otlice and perpetual
disqualification from otlice thereafter
''may be'9 a punishment. But whether it mav be* or not, the
ofliyer impeached shall.“necertheless'9 be liable
To indictment, conviction, and punishment according to law. 1 have got him to the “may
be” now’. J it* said a moment ago it was not so.
Now he injects an interruption, and
says “it
’nunj be a punishment.” That is promising.
1
can
lead
Inin on a little further. [ApPerhaps

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
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The great crime of Belknap and its consequent excitement has overshadowed
some other investigations that are in pro*

well; but when it
forward, look out for squall-

place,

all is

Lithe I'.ilu'.'
Wald...

"iirt, I 'Itur-tlay. John Spaulding, ot
examined on eharge ..f assaulting John

a

ia a di-putt about a -ew ii*•» machine, lor
job ..t basting, without the aid of the machine
iii question “spauldina w u- lined
ami costs, which
Win-low

tinhe

handed

H i- Honor

..

chasm, in

tin-

having

warranted

manner

a

thus sewed up
to rip, the

n«»t

parties retired.
flu* repot t of an immediate change m the proprie
"f the Sanford line >>t -teamers is rmt correct.

tor-

property is held by

1‘lie

a
corporation, and the old
large portion of the stock.
By the purcha-t of enough of this stock, of course
the control of the line may be put in new hands, hut
ir will take quire a sizeubb- pile to accomplish that
I lie « .iiubrid-e im-hud u large -uni expend
result.
ed upon In r his w inter, and with the Katahdiu w ill

still

owners

own a

very

he in line condition for the season's business.
Miii.':it

number

;i

!;■

a

social

i-'-

in

!•

thi-city

male
one

i-itors called

1 lie conversation turned

ci.it.

on a

evening lu-t week,
at

girl
for

a

la-t from

guosts, hobgoblins, haunted houses, &c..
imaginations were worked to a prett}
high pitch. Presently one of the number glanced
tramps to
until tlieir
into the

next room,

low curtain

when oh. horror' upon the win
baud -the fin
tin shade"

was seen

toward the grony.

death—pointing

ger of

With

fright they rushed from the house, and

of

scream

a
to

the mistress who

was

absent, with -torie> of a

hideous

1 In-

party returned and examined

natur

•.

mo.-t

phenomena, wln-n it was found to lie the shadow
cal la lily half cast, upon the curtain.
Hills walir-t cla-s ghost story spoiled.

the
of
il

a

Hart Woodcock exhibits in
bookstore

\c«

an

llent

painting

tin* window' of the
lrorn lit- easel, rep

resenting an eagle about to pounce upon -oine
frightened lambs on a mountain cliiV. We often
wonder why people in this vicinity who are decorat
ing their houses do not give more orders to our lo
cal artists. IVrcv "unborn i- very talented, and ha-*
produced some excellent pictures. A few days ago
we found him engaged upon a little
gem in oil, rep
resenting a \uung girl swinging upon a grapevine,
old which
.vith

"iir

then

we

there

ar.

purchased,

to

hang

upon the wall. An order
Mr "anboru w ill be filled with better

opier

treasures

*r
picture tconception and more artistic execution than cun be
had in picture.- hrinight from abroad for quadruple

the

\N

mom

fit of

our

e

people

throw out these hints for the benewho

appreciate merit in art.

There is another fuss about the city rum, or that
claimed hv th* late liquor agent. A large quant it v
has be*

n

-tored in tin*

iuee the seizur*
that

Last

cellar of the sheriff’s house
Saturday it was discovered

"f Hu-

casks, that contained 4’J gallons ot
when it was seized, was empty,
-heriff Norton su\ s that in his absence Deputy L. S.
Marshal Marble and Hiram Haggles, internal rev*uin* collector, examined the ca-ks to see if they bore
on*

choice

whi-key

the proper revenue stamps
and that on** of the
casks was left standing on a head that had a gimlet

it, Slc., &c., &c. Then* arises a nice ques
law. 1 his liquor having been purchased by
the city, afterwards seized by the state, put into the
keeping of the count}, and spilled by the careless
hole in

tion of

ness

ily,

of tin- t nited Mates who is to lose it:
Yrr
of contention so prolific as
i- no •••arc*

there

ruin.

The soft weather bus about put an
Isr.i <rou*•
end to the ice harvest in tins locality. Sch. Iona is
loaded w it li ice for New 'i ork. Sch. Louisa Bird-all
is taking a cargo, also for New York, and will stow
i here are others chartered to load
about Ooo tous.
here from ice in stack.

lively here while
belonging to Mrs. ,1. K.
very

ble and died.

The

business made things
lasted.A very fine cow
\\ illiams got hung in the sta

it

A few months ago she lost

a

valuable

hor*e with

epizootic.Capt. S., whose premises
are infested by cats, went on a war of extermination
one night recently with a
gun. He first shot a cat
the

on

to

one

garden fence; then his attention
in the

yard;

was

into each and all of which he

a

But he

oue cat

old

never was

gentleman

suspicion that

has

called

by the well
charge of shot.

then another down
able to
ever

some

changed the position
will be boys.

put
find but

since been

waggish boys

—and the

pervaded by

a

about the house

of thut cut at every shot.

Boys

Fishermen

leaving

an- now

eclipse

of the moon, last week,
in this locality, owing to clouds.
flie

Gloucester.

town for

1

The vote for

largest vote

There has been very little trouble with drunken
ii.cii .-since the liquor agency closed.
H«* careful
—is

which head you set your

on

adage learned from

an

recent

rum

barrel

experience

in this

hoys say they »is«- the radicals notice that
henceforth Belfast j.. a Democratic citv. And they
mean it, too.
lo-duy had
h*-.*' v freight from this city.
she w as
taking it on hoard.
on

unusually

an

hour

er an

o>

I he drizzle of election

day didn't dampen the arboy :t f>ir. I’hev are always

dor of the Democratic

hand, rain

•it

I he

shine.

or

Bangor Amateur Dramatic C ompany and
came from Bangor Tuesday in a
special

i.ieir friends

by

and returned

ur.

the

same.

Lewiston arrived from the east, through
t->g, at a late horn Monday evening, and lay at
wharf until Tuesday morning.
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:hf people, like the surplus revenue of Jackson's
time.
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girl in the kitchen, and she and

up stairs

tin room, where the>
dead in a pool of blood

to

apt. Mc< iilvery lying
v bullet had entered the
right nostril, and come
it at the
top of the head. The pistol was lying by
-id*1. As there was no marks of powder on the
in
the pistol had evidently been inserted in the
1
-1ri 1, when discharged. He had been for some
'•me in poor health, and
complaining of his head
'"■m which it i- thought that sudden
insanity re(

>-

—

-ulted.
1 he deceased leaves the record of an
enterprising
i-'iness man, with an active and sagacious mind
>ud a judgment rarely at fault, lie had been a sue
‘•“-•'fill shipmaster, an extensiv e builde r of shipping
various

at

points in Maine and

>,,uth Carolina.
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President of the
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projected Hay and
severely felt by

state of which he

1

was an

honored citizen—but

by his immediate family, that he devotedly
herished, and to whom he was all that a husband

must

oid father could be.

apt. McGilvery

was

part of Prospect which is
md moved to Searsport
he

has

ever

born 02 years ago, in that
now the town of Stockton,

about -lo years ago, where

since made his home.

His wife

was

Miss Harriet
Hichborn.

Hichborn, sister of the late Hon. N. <h
Ol live children born to them, four sur

eldest daughter married Mr. William
Bueksville, S. C., tin* second married Capt.
Albert V. Nichols of Searsport, tin* third married
The

buck of

Mr. .John Stowers of Sandy
hild being a young man nil 20.
-Lrnated at $300,000.
In politics, Capt. M.

was a

Point—tho youngest
He leaves

Kepublican,

an

estate

and had

"tten been honored by his party with otfice. He w as
twice u member of the Legislature, in 15*72 a Presi-

dential elector, and has often been prominently
mentioned for the Congressional candidacy from the
fifth District.
Brooks.
'be 15th

Staples celebrated
wedding on the even

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac

anniversary

of their

mg of the loth.

A large company assembled, and
many presents were made.The Brooks Dairy Company have decided to run their cheese factory only
through the months of July and August the coming
‘euson.

Skakspori.

At tlie annual town

meeting

on

Monduy, Capt. Deo. A. Nichols was chosen Moderator, and the following town officers were elected
u,r the
ensuing year—Town Clerk, Joseph Fields;
Selectmen, Assessors, and Overseer ol' the Poor,
(dis Black, Daniel S. Simpson and Lihbeus Curtis,
,,r
Treasurer and Collector, (‘apt. Benj. S. Meri'hew; Supervisor of Schools, Rev. .1. K. Adams;
town Agent and Auditor, Capt. Robert Porter.
I he sum of
$2500 was raised for the support of public schools, and
$500 to establish a free High school.
1 he element of
politics did not ostensibly enter into
th» atTairs of the
day, but the vote of the citizens
well represents their
political tendencies at the present time.
>
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Majority
Ward 1.
ed

Ward

I

certainly

Carter.

was

Rep., by

elect0

ma-

Ring'". Rep., was electl.iieio'- II. Muivli. 1 >-oii., by si majority
Albert

<

ed over
—tie* latter candidal*- Tnnoiiij 00 behind his
ticket.
Ward •!.
elected

o\er

.loM-ph Williamson, Dem., wa>
M. R. Woodi-oek. Rep., by 20 ma-

|

jority.
Ward A.

Daniel R. Maddocks. Independent
elected over Simon A. I ‘a y**on. Dem..

Rep., was
by 55 majority.
Ward 5. George W oods. Rep.,
over

«

V. Cottrell. Dem.,
i»:

by

10

was

elected

majority,

\vii.Mi:x.

The following were elected Couneilmen for
the several Ward-. All Republicans with the

exception of Wald

:

W ard I. ( apt. Andrew F. Clark and Horatio
II. Carter. W a»ai 2, Jos. C. Townsend and F.
A. Derry. Ward-5, A. K. D. Moore and Owen
G. White. W ard I. Wales D. Miller and Chas.
Ward 5,

| Dhilhrook.

Charles R.

H.

George <Harding.
Ward
s.

Ward 2.
Ward 3, John W. Nash.

Cunningham.

1, Oliver II. Chase.

Riper.

Ward 5, Nahum

All Republicans, except Nash.
WAUDENS ELECTED.

Ward l.

Finery

Boardman. Ward 2, K. A.
Dyer. Ward#, John T. Frost. Ward 4. Geo.
A. Cobbctt. Ward 5, Edwin Frost. All Re-

publicans. except ward

3.

CLEKKS ELECTED.

Ward 1, Cutter

Sibley.

Ward 2, F. J. Morrison. Ward 3, Frank A. Greer. Ward 4, S.
C. Fllingwood. Ward 5. A. A. Hurd. Greer
is the only Democrat.
In Ward 1 there were two votes cast for Nathan Houston, which were counted in full board
for Nathan F. Houston, making that gentleman's

official majority

Belknap's

as

Frauds

returned in.

Nothing New.,

The < 'hirago Morning Courier published tlie
farts in regard to the liiaekinailing
operations of Secretary Belknap as far back as
the 12th of January last:
Lee & Reynolds, post-traders at camp Supply. Indian Territory, pay #10,000 a year, of
which #5000 is collected every six months. The
manner of collecting will be explained here*
after.
R. \\ Kvans W Bros., post traders at Fori
Sill. Indian Territory, pay an annual blackmail
of #0000 to the same party.
l’aul Curtlett, post trader at Fort Lamed,
Ivan., pays an annual blackmail of #1H00 to the

following

same

party.

period

ot

tour

i i:v\saction.
i<»

lb<-

.\«-w

Voik

hours probably, and
the Committee can
well known gentleman ot un-

forty-eight
as soon

as

will

testify

to a tact

Western

Zephyr.
Chicago, March 11.
Specials report that a most terrific wind,

CONSTABLES ELECTED.
Win.

a

.March 11
World.

A

Stephenson

and Isaac 11. Sherman.
Ward 1,

SHIP* NEWS.
PORT

March ytli, Sclir.-. Litlbi Rook, Stinson, Deer I.lc
March loth, Wm.
Mosi-iy, Boston. Krauc-s
Baker, Y\ ilson, Liucolnville.
March 14th, .1. II. Counts, KIm.11, Islcsboro
'i ll
Pettey, Isle ail llaut.
March 13th, Fairdealer, EmmetU, Castile

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea
Weed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
stomach and liver. Seheuek’s Mandrake Pills
act

Schrs. A ret ■,

liver, removing all obstructions, relax
gall bladder, the bile >tarts freely, and the

the
liver is

March

10th, James Holmes, i^Vuer. New Y ork.
Martha Emma, Burgess, Carver's Harbor.
March 11th, Carrie Walker, Chadwick, Baltimore
March 13th, YY’ni. G. Eddy, Ryder, Rockland.
March 14th, L>. K. Arev, Ryan, Boston. Fairdealer, Emmett, Castine. Eveline, YY’hite, Jacksonville
March 10th, E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland.
MEMORANDA.
Ar. at Portland, Marcli 13th, bark Emma F. Herriman, Whittier, Matanzas.
Ar. at Boston, March 7th, bark Henrv
Knight,
Ames, Palermo, Jan. 4th.
Ar. at New Y ork, March, 8th, brig Gambia.
Tup
per, Cardenas, «>th, Sch. 1. 11. Livingstone, McDonald, Jacksonville.
Sid. from New Vork, March 8th,
brig Josie Mildred,
Ginn, ( aibarien.
Ar. at Mobile, March 5th, bark Emma L.
i’artridge,
Partridge, Belfast. Me., via. Charleston.
Ar. at St. Jago, March 3d, sch. F. E. McDonald.
McDonald. Curacoa.
Ar. at Havana, March Sth,
brig Lizubel, Watson

soon

composed, mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make good
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
surely get w ell if care is taken to prevent fresh
cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenek, either
personally or by letter, can do so at Ills principal
office, comer of Six t it and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday.
Seheuek's medicines are sold by all druggists
‘-’mosoo
throughout the country.
We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNIJFF
and

THOCHK
tf

POWDKIt—a

Positively

the

reliable

reme-

Best

Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry,
ami Horkiiouxd is the very best compound
ever prepared for the immediate relief and permanent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, lironchitas. Asthma, and all diseases of a Consumptive type.
It will thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onehalf the time required to do‘so bv anv other
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other
dangerous
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse
it as the most etlieaeious antidote known for all
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails,
lie sure to obtain Hr. Morris’ .syrup of
Tar. Wild Cherry and Ilorehomul. Trial sfze,
ID cents.
Wm. O. Poor & Sox sole agents for
llelfast. A..I. Jordan agent for Orland. R. II.
Stover, Agent for Rucksport.
ly22eow
Lyon’s Katiiairox prevents the Hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used hv the elite. Price only
50 cents.
lyr

SPECIAL

Boston.
Ar. at Cienfuegos, March 4th, sch. David
Ames,
Porto Cabello.
Sid. from Cienfuegos, March 7th, sch. Thomas \\
Holder. Saunders. New Vork.
Ar. at Queenstown, Feb. 3oth. bark David Babcock.

TAKE

NOTICE.

Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
oi a remedy. The amount of
testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Sclienck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest
respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following
Wednesdays, from 9 to ;< o’clock;
.Jan. 1‘itli and ”7th, Feb. 10th and iMtli, and March
loth and Jth. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed

offering

Ar. at Genoa, March 13th, sch William
Frederick,
Ames. New Y ork, 33 days.
Brig James (Iroshv, (of Brooksville, Me.) Lord,'
from St. Marc for Philadelphia or New
Vork, i- r.
ported by telegraph from Key West to have been
wrecked on Castle Island; materials saved.
The .)
C registered 180
tons, and was built at Prospect, Me.

in

1847.
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Ever offered in this city, at the Lowest
Prices. Walnut Goods, such as
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HAMBURGS!

FEATHERS

hand and made to order.

Mouldas

—AT—

WELLS’

Walnut. Rosewood and in Colors,
«►

1 would call

particular attention

to

my Stock of

Metaiic Cases. Caskets & Coffins
I am prepared to trim in a manner
he excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to .>uit. Remember the place, TO
Main Street, Granite lilaek, Belfast, Me.
to

owner

A. B. MATHEWS.
JPSOSoU

HAMBURGS!
—AT

WELLS’

Sale.

signed by Robert

—

Miles ol

Address

Buckspurt.

JOHNSON ( LARK k CO.,

Boston,

___

Mass.

CAUTION.
WHKUKas

Maple Syrup!
1ST E W

Bucjkwheat Flour!
Fresh Ground. Wheat and Oat Meal,

K.
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Season!
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Important

to

York

or

Persons Visiting
the Centennial.

rain and thunder storm visited the Northwest late yesterday afternoon and evening.
It appears to have extended from Quincy,
111., to the northern portion of Iowa, and
to have been especially severe near the
Mississippi river. At some places it amounted to a tornado, and considerable
damage was inflicted. The town ol Hazel
Green in the southeast corner of Grant
county, Wis., near the Illinois line, which
has about a thousand inhabitants, mostly
lead miners, was struck by the tornado
about 4 o'clock. Messengers were dispatched to Galena and Dubuque lor doctors to care for the injured.
'These messengers told a story of a most
extraordinary destruction ot life and property. One of them affirmed that forty-one
people had been killed or injured, and that
the town was almost totally destroyed.
There is no telegraph communication with
the region. The latest accounts give the
list of killed and wounded. Nine persons
; in all. There was a rumor that eighteen
J were killed, but it caunot be authenticated.
A great many n~e
!
badly injured, some
latally Broken legs, arms and
probably
j
other causalties re reported iu numberless
I cases. The vil .go was made of wood and
1 flie tornado swept a clean track from the
south-east to the north-east, through the
town, destroying twenty-six buildings in

The People Want Proof.
Then* is no medicine prescribed !>v physicians, or sold by Druggists, that carries sucii
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
Bosch kf\s (; i;i:m an Svitt r for sevens Coughs,
Colds settled on the? Breast, Consumption, or
any disease of tlie Throat and Lungs. A proof
of That fact is that any person afflicted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and
try its superior
effect before buying the regular size at To eegts.
It lias lately been introduced in tins country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing everyone that use it. Three doses
will relieve any case. Try it. Sold by 11. II.
’Cmos32
Moody, Belfast.

j

A faro bank on State street,

Hartford,

“That’s going too far.” as the Boston man
said when his wife ran away to San Francisco
with another man.
Before your Lungs
begin to Fester, stop the
rough that may otherwise destroy you, with
Half's Honey or Horehofnd and Tar.
Bike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
It is the wife who lias the making of a mail's
home, says an exchange. True, and now and
then she makes his wig warn too.
Mr. ,1. \Y. McIntosh, of Portland, Maine,
writes: “For a long time I have been a great
sufferer from bronchitis, for which 1 resolved
to try your Forest Tar. The first bottle brought
no apparent relief.
After using the second, my
cough was very much relieved and my sleep
was free from that choking sensation which
made breathing difficult and distressing. Now,
after using a lew bottles, 1 am perfectly
FREE FROM EVERY TRACE OF MY TROFBLK.
1 believe it to be all you claim for it and much

Your

preparations.

Druggist

ANNUAL ST AT F M F N T

New

The brand Cnion Hotel, New York, opposite
the Crand Central Depot, has overlioO elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free.
The restaurants supplied with the best,
buests can live better for less money at the
brand Cnion than at any other iirst-class hotel.
Stages and ears pass the* Hotel constantly to all
part- of the < itv. and to Philadelphia 1 »• pot.
I > r

more.”

Bros,
Jyt'fi

will show yon iliese

“You didn't laugh at my stupidity before we
married: you always said 1 was a duck of
lover,” grumbled a complaining husband.
“Yes, that’s so,” replied the wife; "and a cluck
of a lover is almost sure to make a goose of a
were

a

husband.”

From Nathan Plummer, M. 1>, Auburn, N. II.
“Although averse to countenancing patent
medicines, I cheerfully make an exception of
your very excellent I.ung preparation—Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry. This
preparation I have used in my practice for
more than ten years past,
and have always
found it to be of more effectual service than
within
anything
my knowledge. I recommend
it with the greatest confidence to those subject
to coughs and pulmonary complaints.”
50 ets. and $1 a bottle. Sold by all druggists.
“It doesn't take me long to make up my
mind, 1 can tell you I” said a conceited fop.
“It’s always so where the stock of meterial to
make up is small," quietly remarked a young

AvTNA INSURANCE 00.,

BOSTON MARKET.
Monday. March 13.
liri ii.it -We quote lino \e\v York and Vermont
butter at 32u35r; fair to good lots at 25a2»c; common
and bakers’ at lsa22c; tine Western at 28a30c; fair to
good do at 22a2tic; Western roll at 18a22c.
< liKKsi-:—We
quot<* title factory at 13 1.2al4e; good
do at 12al3e; farm and medium at 11a 12c per lb
fajt;s—The market continues dull, and luc per
dozen for Eastern eggs, and Western and .Southern
are selling at 17al8c.
Beans—Prices for prime mediums have settled
down to $1 2.'*; pea beans are dull at $1 35a 1 00 per
hush; yellow eves sell at si 75 per bush in small lots.
Ve<iKTAM.Ks—-T'he market remains dull at 43a48C
per bush for Pose and Jacksons, Prolitic ami Peachblows Si* 11 at higher prices, but there are not
many
here.
A 1*1*1.1..-—market is quiet at $4 00a4 50 for
and
$2 7.»a3 7>u per bbl for Greenings.
Baldwins,
Hay \m» Sti: uv—We quote line hay at $150ou
17 00 per ton : medium ranges from sl7 duals no, and
coarse at $2<>oon2l oo pm- ton, the latter
price for a
choice article, straw is selling at $23 00a24 00 per
ton.

P Fi ICES

NEW

YORK!

SELLING CHEAP

SELLING CHEAP
B. F. WELLS
BUY YOUB

FEATHERS
B. MATHEWS.

_A.

I

In*

I Jt

day of December, 1675,

made

he

Cattle

Capital Stock

all Paid up,

Arrivals of stock at
and Lambs 40-11; Swine 3S00; number of Western
Cattle 1311; Eastern Cattle—; Milch Cows and
North Cattle 125.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $0 25a0 50c; lirst quality $5 87 l-2a0 12
1-2; second quality $5 12 l-2a5 75; third quality $4a4
75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 25
a3 75.
Brighton Hides7 l-2cper lb; Brighton Tallow0 l-2c
per lb.
Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light
Country Hides 5 l-2a0c per lb; Country tallow 5 l-2a
Oc per lb.
Calf Skins 12 12c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins
$1 25a 1 75 each.
Working Oxen—There were but a few pairs of
Working Oxen in market this week. There is begin
ning to be considerable inquiry for them, and the
prospect looks as though there would be a good trade
for Working Oxen this spring. We quote sales of 1
>air girth 7 feet, live weight 3000 lbs, $170; 1 pair
girth 7 feet 2 niches, live weight 3200 lbs, $100; 1 pair
girth 0 feet 7 inches, live weight 2000 lbs, $135.
Store Cattle —Yearlings $llalf»; two year olds
$15a28; three year olds $25a45 per head. Prices of
small Cattle depend much upon their value for beef.
Milch Cows—Extra $65a05; ordinary $25a50 per
head. Most of the Cows offered in market for sale
are of a common grade.
Good cows always command fair prices.
and
Lambs—From
the West the supply was
►Sheep
some larger than that of one week ago—all owned
bv butchers, and cost from 6a8c per lb. landed at
Brighton. From the North the supply was light and
trade fair at prices ranging from 4 l-2a7 1-2 per lb.
Swine—No Store Pigs in market. Fat Hogs 3800
costing in this market from 0 l-2a'.» 3-4c per lb, live

Weight.

BELFAST
Corrected

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal

II. Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
lty Charles
%
$5.00all.00Corned Beef
luall

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Kye Meal

Kye
Barley
Oats
Beans
Potatoes

Apples

Dried Apples

Butter
Cheese

Kggs

Bound Hog

Fork Back'

Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

?2a77
75
1.50
OOaOO
70
50

$1.75a2.10
35a40

Mutton
Lamb

Turkey

Chicken
Fowl
(ieese
Duck

Hay

60a$l.20 Straw
tfall
2(ia28
16
16
luall
15
16al8
8al0

Washed Wool
Unwashed
Hides
Calf Skins
Lamb
Hard Wood

Soft

Shorts per ct.
8 Lime
5a7 Butter Salt
4 l-2a5 Plaster

8
7a0
18a20
12a 15
10al2
10al2
I2al4

$8.00al4.00
$G.uOaS.OO
44
33
5
12
l.OOal.50

$4.00u4.50
$3.00a3.50
$1.50
$1.25
28
$1.40al.50

l)

In VinnUmven, March 5th, Mr. Rodney L. Mills
and Miss Addie A. Flye, both ot Vinalhaven.
In Ellsworth, March 7th, Mr. Royal Y. Smith and
Miss Caro Brooks, both ot Lamoinc.
In Gouldsboro, Feb. 20th, Mr. Jonas R. Crane and
Miss Lucy J. Grover, both of G.
In Gouldsboro, March 4th, Mr. Nathan A. Cates
of New York, and Mrs. Vesta B. Randal of Gouldsboro.
In Winter Harbor, Feb. 2d, Mr. Russel C. Torrey
and Mrs. Emma A. Mason, both of Winter Harbor.
In Bluehill, Feb. 23d, Mr. .S. Watson Cousins of
Bluehill, and Miss Hattie M. Condon of Brooksville.
In Bostou, March 5th, Edward W. Clark, late of
Augusta, and Evelyn A. eldest daughter of Stowers
S. Rich, Esq, of Monroe, Me.

QUIMBY,

give notice to VEST MAKERS that they
now having plenty of work and can give em
to

good

sewers.

Y

R

vieinitvoi MONRoE

Our customers in the
taiu \ ES'I'n from

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS
Estate unincumbered,
>
;o5,ocu.uo
hund, in Bank, and in Agent’s
hands,
1,120,538.83
United States Securities,
395,332.00
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds, 1,508,190.09
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,330,150.00
Railroad Co’s Stock and Bonds,
1,99?,. in.no
Loans on Real Estate,
>4,500.00
Loans on Collaterals,
13,727.00
Accrued Interest,
5,942.93

Real
Cash

our

SHOP at that

oh

-in

place

AND

on

We

an-

th*- SOLE A (JEN IS «d ihc

....

total

Assets,

1 M l Ml

Domestic

$0,878,127.41

45,s?1.5o
3ou,ol4.0o
1,811,171.02
85,477.40

....

Total,
1875,

500.0U

CLOSING OUT SALE

$4,097,011.05

ME.

1849MARINE RISKS TAKEN.

Prev.ous to taking our annual
shall sell for the next :;o days,

account
our

of stock,
at a

goods

MASS.

l*t, 1816.

$600,000 00

Cash

ASSETS
in Bank?,

:

hand and
hands ot Agents,
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate,
on

In

$

Loans secured by Gov’t and R. R.
Bonds and Bank stocks,
Bank Stocks,.
Railroad Stocks,
Railroad Bonds,
Charlestown City Water Bonds,
Real Estate,
Accrued Interest,

number of MACHINES that have

a

little, which

we

will sell

at a

bargain.
us are re

The partnership heretofore existing under the
of POTE & QUIMBY has this day been dis
solved by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will
be settled and all accounts assumed by
GEO. A. QUl'MBY & CO,
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1876.—L\s

A

\Y4 shall sell goods in this department at COST
All Wool Dress Goods
and LESS THaX COST.
that sold for 67c per yd., we are now offering at 45c
All Wool Merinos, over a yd. wide, former
per yd.
price $1.00 per yd., now selling at 75c per yd.

90,047.4°
60,570.91
435,407.00
99,247.34
189,0609)0
357,270.00
21,140.00
10,000.00

100,000.00
28,222.59

NEW

Alpacas!

Marked down from 67c to 55c. Alpaca? at 50c marked down to 42c, and those at 12c per yd. marked
down to UOo per yd.

s

Jas. W. Clark’s, H

O

No. 18 Phenix Row,
To be Sold at

O

O

REDUCED PRICES
To Suit the

j

Black

LOT

Received at

Just

Dress Goods!

•**

Capital,

a

Parties having machine accounts with
to send for work.

B

STA TEMF'XT.

JANUARY

on

Fearful Sacrifice in Prices !

SPRING-FIELD
Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
——'

will sell

MACHINES

name

Charter Perpetual, i

SPRINGFIEI.D,

we

OLD

Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.

we

NO

Machine!

Sewing

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.

FIELD, Agents,

Incorporated

been used

$3,872,S 10.05

BELFAST,

3w37

>

quested

AT—

Risks written during the year,
$313.,428,005.00
Risks outstanding,
208,195,500.uo
Risks written in Maine duringthe year,
8,988,710.0
Premiums received in Maine in 1875,
123,121.36
Losses paid in Maine in 1875,
74,150.13

COX &

V K 1

exchange.

We also have

$2,143,034.58

Expenditures for 1875,

Total

taken in

<3- !R, ^A IsT ID

CommD-

Agency
sion,
Other Liabilities small,for printing, &c.

Total Income (or

>

the MOST LIBERAL TERMS'

$

Losses unadjusted,
Re insurance Fund,
Return Premiums and

<

BEST in the MARKET, which

The

HARD

T

TIMES!

E

Special Bargains in

■i

Gents’

S

Thin

Boots.

S

COMK AND SKI.

$1,390,965.24
LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses,
Reinsurance,
All other claims,

$52,698.79
413,999.94
9,085.00
$475,783.73

Surplus as regards Policy Holders,
Total
Total

Income.

DWIGHT R.
HALL, Sec.

A

SMITH, President.
A. -J. WRIGHT, Treas. 1

Department,

10

India Striped Double Shawls that sold for $'10.00,
have been marked down to $25.00; those that were
$25.00. are now ottered for $20.00.

Chicago,

III.

J, HARDIHG, General A?ent.
JE. IH A1TZ, Amt’t General Agent.

COX & FIELD, Agents.

Ilanmlx.

CassinuTOs.

ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT

GSE1VES, Sec’y,

WATERPROOFS!
and in fact nearly our entire sto°k has been MARKED DOWN at Prices that must insure a ready sale.

Box

HOUSE

Addrcaa

837, 1‘at*r»on', N. J.

OF

lira im s UL
1780

OF THE

ESTABLISHED IN

1780

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
January 1st, 1876.

MAILED FOU

The Greenbrook 4 Paterson City Nurseries:
or J.

Undershirts and Drawers,

BELFAST, ME.

3w37

CnOICE

81. 10 FERNS, do..si. 10 41 KEEN HOUSE
PLANTS, do., S|. 10 FOLIAOEDPLANTS, do.,81.
10 WINDOW PLANTS, do.. SI. 10 ASSORTED PLANTS (comprising all the above varieties),
do.,SI. 13 ASSORTED 11EDDIN41 PLANTS,
do.,SI. 13 VERBENAS.do.,75cents. 34'boicu
AI bn in ChromoH sent tcit/i each collection.

$679,848.01 !
550,791.32 j

Maine Annual Statement.
S. J.

Lilies. Violets. Carnations- Geraniums. &e.
SHAWLS Roses.DISTINCT
KINDS.

*915,181.51

...

Expenditure,.

Western

_MARRIED.

,|;s

Mate

$3,000,000.00

Losses adjusted and not due,

Market.

Wednesday, Mar. 8.
market—Cattle 1440; Sheep

s>«

of M nine.

LIABILITIES.

Brighton

J

POTE &
ployincut

t.»\

0’i may l S:„

L
Si

are

OF

HARTFORD, CONN.,

OF
4

F-

—<>

Would

HAMBURGS

of which Heb. Smith and Charles Hills are lady.
It requires no debate or controversy to prove
alleged to be the proprietors, was pretty
llamburgs
Capital Stock all paid in,
$1,000,000 We have just received a larger stock ofPlease
look
same party.
than has ever been seen in this City.
ellectually cleaned out Friday night. A that Hunt's Remedy will extripate dropsy,
at the llamburgs we are selling at 12 1 2c per yd.
Fort Union. Mexico, is owned by one of (lie well-known professional
was
ASSETS:
gambler
disease,
bladder
and
Bright's
kidney,
glanduis
Dent family, who
exempt from blackmail,
the game, and accused the dealer
Cash on hand in Bank and Cash
lar complaints, retention and incontinuence of
and Fort Wallace, Kan., bv a nephew of Col. playing
-*•——
DIED
of cheating. Words ensued, and the dealItems,
$507,071.l»i
Babcock, who is also exempt.
nevrous debility, female
urine,
diabetes,
Rents and accrued interest,
gravel,
40,013.00
These are only a few of the posts in a single- er ami a pal pitched into the gambler, but
Obituary notices, beyond tne Date, .Name and Age Real Estate Unencumbered,
well
to examine our Stock and
The
trade
would
do
308,175.00
and maladies of the urino-genital
must be paid for.j
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages
department. The same rule applies to all mili- soon discovered that they had got hold of complaints,
Prices, for we are rigidly in earnest about the rein
either
sex.
In
organs
witnesses
are
tary departments in the country, and the big the
March
son
of
are willing to sacritice
the
and
duction
of
Living
Rockland,
our goods
3d, (Ieorge WM
(First Lien,)
751,750.00
wrong man. He knocked them right
late Ralph W. and Martha E. Young, aged 18 years,
U. S., State, Bank and R. It. Stocks
and little streams flowing into the Belknap cofprotit for the'accomplishmeut of reduction.
willing to bear testimony to its valuable medic- 0 months
and
kicked
over the table, smashed
left,
and
2
and
Bonds
owned
days.
1,328,275.00
fers have their rise in all sections, from the
by Company,
inal and curative properties. Family physiIn Cushing, March 2d, Mrs. L. P. Rivers, aged 33
boundary of British America, to the Gulf of the deal box, scattered the chips tar and
years.
$3,032,184.88
cians
it
for
uterine
and
obstrucan
Mexico.
made
a
regularly
prescribe
wide,
then, procuring
axe,
In East Dixfield, March 2d, Mrs. Rufus Savery,
LIABILITIES
And still further back by many months, as
aged 58 years, formerly wife of Capt. John P. Ken- All outstanding claims,
complete wreck of the chairs, pictures and tions.
$230,044.87
the published letters show, the President was all the furniture of the
dall of Belfast.
the
At
marriage of an Alabama widower one
apartment. No arGEO. L. CHASE, President.
In Ellsworth, March 3d, Benjamin F. Thomas,
informed of these frontier bargains and sales.
and tor that matter, no complaint, of the servants was asked if his master would aged 53
J. D. BROWNE, Secretary.
years.
The parties robbed had to hold their tongues rest,
Hayford Block, Church St,,
take a bridal tour. "Dunno, salt; when old
In No. Ellsworth, Feb. 2d, of Scarlet fever, Frank
for fear of losing their places.
They were but the bank has temporarily suspended missus's alive he took a paddle to her; dunno E. Thomas,
COX & FIELD, Agents,
aged 1 year 8 months and 10 days. Also
business.
threatened and some of I hem cashiered.
if he take a bridle to de new one or not.”
March 1st,
3w37
BELFAST, ME.
MAINE.
Mary,A. Thomas, aged 15 years and 2
BELFAST,
it. M. Wright, post trader at Fort DoJge,
Kan., pays an annual blackmail of #2500 to the

tidy
slipping off, and is easily adjusted
without injury to the furniture

REREADS,

ings of the latest patterns, such

by leaving the same at the store oft’. R. Davis.
Belfast. March 10th, 1870.
j\v*

L’or

invention prevents the

new

PICTURE FRAMES

not

Church street Tuesday evening, while
the way to Hay ford Hall,
LOST
astraelian col
1 he tinder

lar.

This

&C, ifcr. A HOOD ASSORTMENT
SDRINH BEDS, MATTRESSES

Cheap-

from

hand all Kinds of

Which

LOST

Durable and
i

-0on

Season

Useful, Ornamental,

Living

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Hat Trees, Whatnots,Writing Desks, Looking Glasses, Extension Tables,
Side Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts.
oiistantly

Novelty of the

STREET,

ol'the Best Selected Stocks of

FURNITURE

(«ilvery, Queenstown.

NOTICES. A-NOTF.
Me., for

CONSUMPTIVES,

No. 70 MAIN
Is

Lrskine, Sauiarang.
Ar. at Havre, J*eb. 1'Jtli,
siiip Josephim-, Smitn,
New York and Belfast, Me.
SM. troin Rouen, March 3th, bark
Arizona, onant,

L mtod States.
Ar. at Cadiz, March 4th, sch. John <
Smith, June-.
Brunswick, Ga., 34 days.
Sid. from Cadiz. March 3d, sch. Sarah 1.
Davis
Cottrell, Gloucester, Mass.
sld. from Pernambuco, Feb.
13th,'’ship Mnitag, Me

Latest

A. B. MATHEWS,

Ginn, Rock and
Parac. j^uiia,, Rvan. Bos-

YV.'lmington,

**

ton.

relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle.stimulant and alterative; the alkali of which it is

dy.

b&u-u,

gon,

the

Oil

Tidy Button

BELFAST.

OF

ARRIVED.

expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter
is ripe a slight cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this,

Putter,
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.

which places the President in a hardly
less disgraceful light than is Helknap himself This gentleman holds himself ready
to swear that on a certain occasion he
went to the White House and introduced
to the President a gentleman who wanted
a
post-tradership or an Indian agency.
This gentleman made his application, and
having made it, then remarked to the
President, in the hearing ot the witness,
that in coming through the Indian country
Remember This.
Mow is the time (if the year for Pneumonia.
he had come across the finest pair ot IndiLung Fever, Coughs, Colds, and fatal results
an ponies which lie had ever laid eyes
up- of
predisposition to Consumption and other
on. and it the gift would be acceptable he
Throat and Lung Disease. Buschke's German
would like to make a present of them to Svk.pr has been used in this neighborhood for
the President’s boys. Thereupon, without the past two or three years without a single
any hems or haws, the President accepted failure to cure. If you have not used this medtlie gift, and at once sent a telegram to icine yourself, go to your Druggists, K. It.
and ask him of its
the commandant ol the post where the Moody his customers. Two wonderful success
doses will relieve
among
then
them
to
be
imwere, ordering
the worst ease.
If you have no faith in any
ponies
mediately forwarded at his (Grant’s) ex- medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Bosehee’s
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular
pense. Short ly after the applicant received size Bottle
75 cents. Don't neglect a cough to
an appointment, not, indeed, to the
post save 75 cents.
0mos32
or agency for which he had
applied, but
to another equally as lucrative.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

s'

Jacob V. Cottrell. Dem.,

closed,

get at it., a
inpeachable integrity

s.

AI.OKltMl

>K

Henry Austin

over

j jority.

Houston,

lor

\ OTK

3

2

I>t

Within

M \ Vi IK.

HO 110 155

Israi I

11) to the N. Y. World.]
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ANOTIIKU

Belfast

March

months elapsing before it was recorded.
This seems to indicate, that the President
desired to conceal this transaction, or at
least feared inquiry by the Committee ot
the last House. The date of the deed and
the date ot its recording will be brought
before the Committee, and some ot its
members advocate a resolution ot inquiry
directed to the President.

the Idth

the -tore ol Oscar .1.

dy, cutlery,

The Sun says at tin* time the present was
made (icn. Meigs was (Quartermaster-General.
After a good deal ol delay and difficulty in getting (icn. Meigs out of the way, that faithful
and incorruptible public officer was finally ordered abroad on a tour of inspection in Kurope,
and Gen. Ingalls wa- transferred from New
York to Washington, a larger lield of operation-, with great power over contractors, and
larger opportunities than be enjoyed there. In
proof that the gift was really sent to Mrs.
Grant, the statement is made by the Sun that
”<.en. Ingalls himself took the manuscript of
the above to a printer in New York and ordered it printed on satin of three colors—pink,
green and blue—so that lie might select the
color which he liked best to send to Mrs.
Grant, it was Gen. Ingalls himself who stated to our informant the value of the present.
The printer executed the order and delivered
the three copies to Gen. Ingalls.
He also
printed a fourth copv on white satin. This
copy is now in our possession, and is at the
service ol the House of Representatives of the
United States, if that body sees tit to appoint a
committee of investigation or impeachment."

Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in
the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in the lungs ; nature throws it off'by an easy

D0WNFALL! k,

were

charming voung la lies, pupil- of the
-iage appear as blooming a-

twi-ntv

possession.

It has never been worn, and has no duplicate iu
the world.
it is now presented to the first lady of the United
States of America, Mrs. President Grant.
11 7 West. Bith street, New York city, April 18, 1871.
Compliments of Gen. Itufus Ingalls.

THE CENTENNIAL

of

TREMENDOUS

bit of

;i

amateur.

hard time with her frolicsome

a

J ■.

t

e-

precept r*--s,

bad

vvaail

and modest Reilu. and

swi-o

Ik-i bridal di

hi

He-idi

about

a

severe

who

the lum h-tter

-eldom

by

a speedy cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenek,

Twitchell, Champlin

"1 decided talent.
As Naomi
pany lias .in a«!r>
1 ighe, tin- g:ty gu-hing schoolgirl, -lie \Va- sph-n

acting such

the Garter,
with the rose, thistle and shamrock ?n diamonds.
The watch is a stem-winder, chronometer and repeater, st ■iking the hours and quarter-. In order to
hear it strike, push with the thumb nail a small
catch on tin* side of the watch toward the stem.
The setting of the hands is done
pressing on the
opposite side a small projecting pin, and while the
pm i- depressed, regulate by moving stem. The
crystal on each side is cut out of solid Brazilian
stone.
The chain was prepared by Tiffany & Co., New
York city, iu leontine style, and consists of black
enamelled armor plates, linked together with rubies
and diamonds. The pendant is a locket in form of
a
shield, with a lone star of pearl on a black enamelled tield. On tin* reverse side is the letter (I in diamonds.
Before an opportunity ottered to present the watch
to the t^ueen, it was purchased by a friend of Gen.
Ingalls, and shortly afterward fell into the hitter’s
On the reverse is snown tne order ol

lungs are destroyed,

■ran msi!

Glorious News!

—

Heaufoy, sustained hiMr. Gowen, as Dr. Sutcliffe, and
J arinto-h, showed tine acting, es-

Owen,

elk-nth

Ford

as

crystal.

1 UOiillV.!.
In Blueliill, Feb. 8th, Mr. William Carlton, aged
84 years.
In Ellsworth Falls, March 2d, of scarletina, Dellie M. Eastman, aged 8 years 2 months and 22 days.
In Hope, March 7th. James Heal, aged 79 years, !
month and 27 days. A subscriber to the Republican
Journal for upward of 40 years.

feath:

dark

Woodersun,
careless sol-

Mr.

This watch was manufactured for presentation to
Her Majesty Queen Victoria of England by Charles
Oudiu, Paris, France. It represents the coat of
The stein indicates the
arms of (ireat Britain.
crown of England.
Instead of figures on rlie dial,
twelve letters, “Dieu inou Droit,1’ are substituted.
The letter D, next the stein, represents twelve.
Each letter is made of onyx and diamonds, set in

months; children of Nath’l A. and Adelaide V'.

Remedies.

The Standard remedies for all diseases of
the lungs are Schexck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic, and Sciienck’s
Mandrake Pills, and, if taken before the

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff

pupils’acquirements, was a
rollicking kind, and people laughed

most

will be

'hos»* who have been associated with him in bus**•>>, a- well as by the people of his town and ini
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some time afterwards, children
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Heaufoy, shooting upon the
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to an
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Developments.

Dr. Schenck’s Standard

House.

The Xew York Sun of Wednesday publishes
a most extraordinary story in regard to a “gifl
enterprise” conducted by Gen. Rufus Ingalls
for his own benefit, and which has resulted in
making him Acting Quartermaster-General of
the United States—a position which gives him
the disbursement of millions of money for tinarmy and affords a better opportunity for poor
men'to suddenly become rich than even the office of Secretary of War, as conducted hv Belknap. Ingalls had seen service in various departments and in various capacities, and in that
particular department he had doubtless learned
now army ollicers become wealthy by simply
handling Government supplies. He knew, too,
of the President's greediness for gain; that
there was nothing like a gift to secure his favor, and >0 he sent one to the President’s wile.
The present consisted of a unique gold watch,
which was made for Queen Victoria, at a cost
of 84SOO, and was forwarded to Mrs. ({rant in
1ST 1. with the following memorandum printed
upon satin:

my wife, Mary
Patterson, has
Cranberries, Canned Poaches,
ff
my bed and board without just cause.
Mi ssus. Walter ]{\ivi:i: A CV. have pubI liis is to notify all persons from
Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Squash
or trust
harboring
a \cry stvlish book lor gratuitous distrilished
the
into
famspecial investigation
and Corn, homo made and
ing her on my account, as I have made suitable pro
bution, in connection with the exhibition of
visions for her maintenance, and shall
ous real estate pool of this District has at
Crosse & Blackwell’s
pay no bill-*
their goods at Philadelphia next Summer. It
of her contracting.
F. p. PATTERSON.
last reached a point where the witness Iv.il- contains
English
Pickles,
a carefully written description of the
Belfast, March lu, 1876.
3w37*
bourue will be obliged to furnish the ('<"'«•' tree, from the fruit of which cocoa and
Tomato Ketchnames of the secret beneficiaries of the
chocolate are manufactured; an account from
up, Halford’s
FIRST CLASS
trustor he arranged before the House for Prescott and other historians of the extensive
Table
use which the ancient Mexicans made of the
Sauce,
contempt, and on persistent refusal be fruit, both as food and as a measure of
value;
committed to jail. The indications are the
Western Sugar-Cured Hams and
opinions of eminent physicians as to the. dithat the witness will give the names at etary properties of cocoa and chocolate: the
CREAM MUSTARD.
Send for Circular.
the meeting on Monday, and it is believed various articles manufactured by Walter linker
A little ahead of anything of the kind and for less
A
and
tin*
of
methods
them
for
Co.,
that he will implicate, the President and
preparing
money.
Agents Wanted.
All of the above, together with Flour, Corn, Meal,
Lieut. Fred Grant as two of the beneficiar- domestic use: and a number of choice receipts
FRF.D ATWOOD, Wiuterport, Me. Den.
for delicious desserts, made in part from cocoa
Shorts, and everything usually kept in a lirst-elass
Agt.
ies who contributed to the land, but who paste and chocolate. To
Provision and Produce Store, will be sold
the
(irocerv,
work a pergive
have during the last six months paid up manent value they have included some informavery low for P ASH Uy the undersigned at
The
Two
Hits
of
the
their assessment and sold out. Of the tion of general interest, namely :—A list of the
No. 8 Main street
forming the (jo\ eminent of the United
original members of flic pool, it is not be- Officers
C- H.
States; the American Ministers to foreign counlast great Song und r horns, I
lieved that more that three remain, and tries:
H. P. DANK'S
lti-lfust. Fob. -A. isrti.
.Sargent.
a
list of the States, with their areas,
are
real
estate
The
last
they
agents.
pool
population, governments, etc.; and a list of
•
Ole Home in Alabama ’fo’ de
"My
War,"
Fall compromised with tlie Jay Cooke & Sovereigns actually reigning, with their ages
and E. Brooks great favorite
BUY YOUB
Go’s receivership by paying something and dates of accession, compiled from the AlCall IVIe Home Mother,l’
nianach
de
Uotha
for
the
present
year.
over £40,000, which the firm of Jay Cooke
and
Chorus.
Song
Beautiful Lithographic title.
AND TROCHE POWDER,
Price 40 cents each
ik Co., paid in ltfTJ as its contribution.
Published by G. D. RTSS EEL
From the St. Louis Clobo.
A 1)1.1.KiHTFl I. AND l’I.EASANT REMEDY IN
& < O., 120 Treniout St., Boston.
-w.:7
At the settlement was made last year beThe Successful Physician
Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asthtween the pool and the estate in order to
—11
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, (}'<*.,
Then- i- probably no man to whom the comhave the exposure prevented and flic suit
owe so much as to the honest,
And
all
disorders
from
COLDS
in
munity
of
dismissed for the recovery
the Cookes’
resulting
fair-spokA. B.
<•11 physician, who does his actual duty both to
interest. Grant mortgaged his property at himself
and to his patients. Really skillful phy- Hoad, Throat and Vocal Organs.
WHO!- E 6 AI. I.
G ROC i. !i S,
Long liranch, it is believed, to raise the sicians are not so numerous that*their virtues
'i bis Remedy does not “DR V l.’P” a Catarrh but
Noa. 115 A m Commercial Street,
money to pay his portion of the assess- need no mention, and hence the advertisement LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter. !
POliTLAN 1 ), M !•;.
Fierce, of Buffalo, may well claim quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allayment made on the pool, and has since dis- of Dr. It. \
the reader’s attention.
soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is no mild
Dr. Fierce
type of and
posed of the real estate, which consisted a class of men who obtain success is a careful
and agreeable in its effects that it positively
by
SPECIALTIES.
wholly of unimproved lots, to other par- and well-directed effort, not attempting
too
Cures Without Sneezing!
ties.
much, or creating false ideas as to ability. The
Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and
*'f H Trt»c 'tt)
is pleasant to the taste,
reliable
in
P<vwder,
these
of
only
physician
days
compli- and .o»uvr Hu*"i;eatas; when
[Kilbounit1 was brought beloro the I cated
Coffees.
swallowed, instantly
disorders and high-pressure living is the
House on Tuesday, and refusing to give “Specialist,” the man who understands his one gives io the Throat and Vocal Organs a
Coffees Roasted Daily v*iihthe Burns’
Delicious
Patent
Sensation
ol
Coolness
Roaster.
branch of the business. Such in his line is Dr.
& Comfort
the names, was committed to jail ]
\\ holesale Agents for
Fierce. For the benetit of his readers he haIs the best Voice Tonic in the world!
I rom ih*- St. Louis Kepublican.
written a “Common Sense Medical Adviser.”
Globe
Mills
Standard Spiceslust before the investigation ot tlie real which i- well worth reading by those who Try it 1 Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
need -iicli a work. With strietlmsiness honor,
J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman
estate pool by the Forty-third Congress, a
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address
reasonable
tee-, and a
high professional skill,
0mos37
(>iree ot property valued at §S5,0l)0 was large corps of competent assistants, Dr. Fierce
ON THf
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpia.
<leeited to the President by tlie pool, tint will doubtless make hi- name familiar aW. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Cieo. C.
ABSTRACT OF fill
tiie deed was not recorded until the inves- ‘•hniischold w ord-.”
Ooodwin & Co.; Weeks it
Rust
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The Con

chosen,

was

people a-that given bv
the J.angur Amateurs <>u Tuesday evening, in the
presentation of the charming play of school. The
-o

SutliH'e, the

intelligent and prosperous
i,

board.

Cuming

Rusi-

on

give further report.
tin- meudier of delegates i- ex
euiiv

too

Seldom, il
delighti*d

S< ii""i

tainment

dier. and Air.

.rri-pendent at fsb-sboro take- exception to
-lur cast upon that town by the i’rog. Age, in

Committee

by tomorrow

j.ectt d

alleging that In- m-ver sent lor or received
Allard gav* him anothe-r. but nftoi warels learned
mat Small had both uatche
II-nee the- warrant

eying

city

amid. W.

huplain,

(
A

to meet

match making in earnest,

watch,

’he-

Rella-t

"I

Marshal.

Resolution-

one on

ventiou thin

tie

A

in

—

Judge- Johnson ha- i'-ue-t| a warrant again-t lolm
M Smull, of Swanville, for ohfaiuing gooel- under
lulse pretence-mall some- tiine since* brought to
-Mr. A11 aril’s lor re pairs a watch which he sent for
t > another per-on.
Afte r a time Small called for
m-

jority

1

Rev.

at

unable- to do

i-

1

Wilkin-, Belfa-t,

I.vnn, the

in

Mo.-ele-v, ice
Hoo.se Kiser tor Jacksonville- Ha. made
and
I'ueseiay,
attempte-d to le-ave r 11«* wharf, l ut

ill

election.

spring

a

at the White

Corruption

Augusta, C. E. Nash was elected Mayor by 330
majority over W. 8. Badger, Democrat.
In Biildeford, Burnham, Democrat, is elected
Mayor by about 40 majority, with a Democratic maIn

North tout.—Moderator, Yinal Hills; Clerk, W.
A. Pendleton; Selectmen, Amos Pitcher, J. L.
Witherlee, Oscar Hills; Town Agent, Arnos Pitcher; Treas., David Patch; Supervisor, (1. M. Knowlton; Constable and Collector, Lucius II. Duncan.
Frankfort.—Moderator, John T. Rowe; Clerk.
Upton Treat; Selectmen, James Haley, James R.
Frederick Black; Treasurer, Joseph
Kingsbury,
little comes to market.
There is a considerable
Bletnen: Auditor, E. P. Treat; Supervisor of
amount in tin* store bouses, uftd dealers complain of
Schools, A. R. Fellows; Town Agent, James Haley; Collector of Taxes, D. N. Ewell.
a scarcity of vessels for hay freights.
VRKKdo.v.—Moderator, J. H. Fuller; Clerk, 1>.
Ward one now throws th<* largest vote of any B. Johnson ; Selectmen, R. Elliot, J). 1». Johnson,
J.
W. Twitchell; Treasurer, S. K. Fuller; Supt.
ward in the city. Over :»oi> votes were cast there on
Com., A. T. Clifford; Constable and Collector.
Monday last. It was formerly two to one republican, Elisha Johnson.
but it is now contested ground, the Deinociats numArri.KToN.—Moderator, A. 11. Wentworth; So.
lectrnen, William Clark and Elden Burkett; Clerk,
bering o\er b*o.
F. <>. Keating; Supervisor of Schools, B. F. Sprague;
Treasurer and Collector, H. A. Morang; Town Agent,
There wu« a slight lit «■ Tuesday night in one of the
li. F. Sprague. The republicans have the second sesleeping rooms of tin American House, which was lectman,
supervisor and agent; the first selectman
extinguished without a general alarm. It burned a and treasurer may be called independent, and the
remainder
of the officers are democratic.
small It >le through the'carpel and floor, and was
Washington.—The following town officers were
^opposed to originate by the carelessness of the ten- elected on Monday —Moderator, L. M.
Staples;
ant throwing down a match or cigar.
Clerk, Isaac W. Johnson, Selectmen, Overseers,
etc., a. J. 11. Newhall, Nehemiah Poland and Mr.
We hear of an encounter grow mg out of the Stockllullowell; Treasurer, .1. L. Burns; Agent, Randall
tun election, in which a full) mg Republican struck
Albee; Supervisor, L. M. Staples; Collector, J. W.
Johnson.
Two of the selectmen, treasurer, agent,
a wounded soldier, a Hemoerul.
The soldier rallied
collector and clerk are republicans, but politics did
and with his sound anu gave the assaulter a thrash
not enter into the canvass.
tiood
Union.—Selectmen and Assessors, W. G. Hawes,
ing without receiving a -crau-h himself.
Wm. Hilt and J. T. Hatch; Town Clerk, Z. Sim
enough.
moil -; Treasurer, E. F. Joy; Collector, F. A. Seid
ers; Town Agent, E. F. Joy; School Committee, F.
There’s lobe a big crop oi caterpillar- this year.
\ Norcross.
• Jrchardists who remove the
rings ol eggs from the
Bm;iin,i..—Moderator, A. r. Peters; Clerk, V.
limbs of apple trees will save much trouble. Geo.
Ellis, Selectmen, etc., J. T. Hiuckley, II. li. Darf White brought to our office recently some eggs of ling, A. \. Osgood; Treasurer, 1. X. Lord, School
Com., II. A. Tripp; Agent, Thomas S. Osgood; Colthe kind that had hutched in the warm air of his i
lector of Taxes, L. li. Thompson. Amount raised
kitchen, the youngsters active!; foraging along the for schools, $1,500, lor highway in lubor, $2,000,
money, $700.
paper in search ot tender leaves for food.
l-.m n.—Moderator, Alexander Higgins; Select
Nl \v An\ 1-1: USKMIN -. J*» .11.1. Watts, travelmen, etc., Gideon Mayo. Wm. 1 Thonuo, John 1J.
S. S. Com., Mrs. Sidelia Lelaud; Treas
Douglasing agent f«»r the well known whole-ale grocery firm urer and
Collector, Kben M. Humor; Town Agent,
■!' Tw itchell. Champlain X Co. Cortland, advertise**
Lben S. Higgins; Road Agent, W in. T. Lei and;
t heii card in to dav’- paper,
our grocers in want of
Con-table, William T. Lelaml.
I’l-NOiiM oT.—Clerk, A. F. Varnurn; Selectmen,
-neb good-, will lind John agreeable and ready to
Charles Leach, Samuel Farnbam, s. II. Staples
give them bargains.A ladv in this city would like
I rea-urer, Rufu- Leach; S. S. Com., S. II. Staples,
W. S. Haney; Auditor, Horace Perkins,
io —i* lie fimler of an Astrachan collar, see adver,
Dki:k Isi.i:.—Selectmen and Assessors, William
ti-ement.fox <t Field the well known insurance
Small, Wm. Torrey, 31. V. li. Green, Moderator. E.
1'. Cole; Clerk. Augustus (). Gross ; Treasurer, Wm.
agent- make an exhibit of some of their reliable
companies... ..Fred Atwood the agricultural king of Webb, Collectors, Fred Eaton, North District; Joseph c. Judkins, South District. The proposition to
Winterport advertises a horse rak*
build a bridge, to little Deer Isle was voted down.
W \krkn.—Moderator, Mr. R. .Mathews; Clerk,
A < \ici>
At a meeting of tin
Amateur
llangoi
E. Ji. Hinkby; Selectmen, M. R. Mathews, B. li.
Dramatic Association, held at Tin American House,
Pavson, 11. A. Andrews; Assessors, E. li. llinkley,
P»elfnst, on Wednesday March 1 -»th, the following 1.1 iniis JlotTses, Wm. <). Conner; Treasurer, Edwin
Smith; Superintending School Committee, J. 31.
resolution was unanimously adopted
All
Wakefield, Town Agent, 31. R. Mathew.-.
Resolve*! -That the citizens of lielfa-t, by their
1 lomocrats.
courtf-y and unbounded hospitality, have laid uIsi.KsHoRO.—Charles Nash, Clerk; Charles Nash,
under everlasting obligations to them, and we can• ah in
Sherman, James H. Ryder, Selectmen; Calnot lindjword- to express our approbation ot their
vin Sherman, Town Agent; Mark Pendleton, Coliimny|ucfs of kindness. Ou: 'hank- an c-pt-eialF
lector.
due to Messrs Woodcock .uni ('ha-' >f the He] fast
Bangor, 3Iarch 13.— The niunicijial election toi\.-d at tln ir homes
ciuh, to i!m* citizens who n
day brought out a heavy vote, the total being 351b
our voung ladie-. to those ladi.
who provided that
TJO'.i.
Tin- Republicans elected W. li. Hayagainst
do.leious supper and. in general, lotlie ir/m/eofthe
ford Mayor by 325 majority. Laughton (Dern.) had
VI a v 1 rshadow never grow
goodcitvof llelfa.-i.
h'l plurality last year. The Republicans elect six
less.”
aldermen out of seven, the first time for a number
of years.
The Democrats elected councilmen in
fh< ■-taleConvention
Alt-.i t i\'."i Ri.i <u:vji:i:three wards.
of Temperance
Reformers met at 11 ay ford Hall,
Stockton.- .Moderator, C. C. Roberts Clerk, ,1.
31. Lafolly ; Selectineji, C. C. Roberts, E. H. Crockdelegate- were present the
Wednesday. About
er. Frank 3larden;
Treasurer, Stephen Cleaves;
first dav. ('.('. Frost of Auburn was made President
Collector, B. F. Grant; Agent, S. L. Hull; Superwith a \ ice pre-ident 1 "m each club in the state.
visor, Wm. C. Small. All Democrats.
W A. Ra?
i11
Rockland was chosen secretary
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Monday,

on

freight of steamer Katahdin,
a large shipment of doors and sash
from Mathews manufactory.
The mayor elect appeared at the polls Monday
with one eye in a sling.
When the votes were
counted that night, he barely saw hi.* his way clear,
personally or officially.
The price ol hay remains about the same, and but
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Katahdio
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Among the
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city.
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is all clear of ice below Winterport.

The river

failure

was a

Cocoa,Chocolate and
Broma,
IN ALL FORMS KNOWN

TO

MODERN COMMERCE.

...

....

HIGHEST MEDALS received at
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS
in LONDON. PARIS and VIENNA,
and at LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in all
parts of the UNITED STATES.

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

NEW

SPECIALTY

BISEAKFAST

COCOA.

*^“Send for Centennial Book to our Stores ia
Boston and New York.
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Comfort*
BY

ROBERT BUCHANAN.

Lord, with how small a thin?
J'liou oanst prop up the heart against the grave'
A little
all we crave;
The coining ot a love
That hat h no being;
The rbin point of a little star above,
Flashing and tici ing
< <*nt» n:- our l><
ing.
The h-use that never will be built; the gold
i hat never will be told;
The task we leave undone when we are cold ;
The dear face that r turns not, but is lying,
Licked b\ a leopard, in an Indian cavi ;
Tin coming rest, that cometh not, till, sighing,
We turn our wean eve- upon tin* grave
\ud Lord liow -hould we dare
1 hither in peace t«* full,
But lor a feeble glimmering even there
Falsest, perchance, of all?
an as children in thy hands indeed,
And llioti hast en-v comfort tor our need,—
file shining of a lamp, the tinkling of a hell,
ontents us well.

glimmering

»•

And even when thou bringest to our eyes
A little thing to show its worthlessness,
Anon ,ve see another thing arise,
And we are comforted in our distress
And, waiting on, we watch it glittering,
iill in its turn it is a worthless thing,
And even as we weep
Another rise-, and we smile again:
Till, wearied out with watching on in ain.
We fall to sleep.
And often one poor light that looks divine
Is all one soul seeketh along the ground
There are no more to shine
When that one thing is found,
it it he worthless, then wlmt shall suffice*?
I he h nu hand grips a speck that was a
spark,
file heart is turned to ice.
And all the world is dark.

line, almost imperceptibly, might be look at tlie convention. “Well,” replied lie,
ed upon as tlie work of (airy hands. The laughing and blinking, “I don't know
space selected for the outline of the dwel- (Vermont people never do) unless it is
ling measures thirty-five feet in depth by that they are too poor; they wrote and
forty feet in width, and will he so con- asked me who paid the traveling expens-

structed

as

to

contain five

departments,

es, and 1 told them 1

the world shall know

live, it will be

a

people j
plain, simple duelling— j
just

flow

the home ot a person in comfortable eivcumstances. “What I mean by that” said
the commissioner, “is the residence ol a
merchant or man worth about ten thou-

sand dollars.” “This species of building
lias been selected because it represents the
most prominent features in our social organization—that of the middle classes,
such a home, in fact, as your ‘well-to-dopeople live in here.” A tripod, about filteen feet high, to which pulleys are attached, is used for the purpose of pile
driving. The weight employed is an iron
Whenever it is
mass of 1000 pounds.

or

Hill,

or

Hen;

1

both are all our own to-day
Hut ah! 1 Inara warning whispei
i m roseate hour that hits away
Hepeats the Komaii’i sad pnulispei.
Pome back! come back we've need id
J o pay you tor your word ot w arning
We’ll bathe your wings in brighter dew
Than e\ ei wet the lids ol inoi nine
on

>.

Behold this cup; tills mystic wine
No alien s lip has ever tasted;
I he blood ol friendship’s clinging im\
Still how ing. How mg,\et miwa.-ted
Old 1 inn* forgot his running sand
And laid his hour-glass down to till it,
And death him.-elf with gentle hand
Has touched tin chalice, not to spill it
Kach bubble rounding at the brim
I- rainbowed with it- magic store
file shining day- with age grown dim
Are dre--ed again in robe- of glory.
In all its fre-hm-.s spring returns,
With song of birds and blossoms t-•mb
«luce more the torch of pa-sion burns,
And youth is here in all it splendor'

Hope swings her anchor like a toy,
Love laughs and shows the siher arrow
We knew so well as man and boy,
The shaft that stings through bone and marrow;
Again our kindling pulses beat,
W itb tangle*? curls our lingers dull..
And bygone beauties smile as sweet
As fresh-blown lilies of tin* vail*;,.
u

Messed hour!

we

may

forget

It* wreath-, it- rhyme*, it- -ong-, it
laughter,
But not the lov ing eve- we met,
Whose light shall gild the dim hereafter
How
ry heart to each grow* warm
is one in sunshine’- raj v
We -hate ii
\
one
in
*i»rrow
blinding storm'
f
A look, a word, shall help him bear it

“The boy

we w ere, ‘‘the boys” we’ll bt
As long as tlu ee. a- tw«., are creepingi hen litre’s to him—ah ! which is lie
Who live- ii 1 j all the rest are -leeping;
A life with trumjuil comfort ble-t,
The young man's health, the rich man's plenty,
All earth can give that earth has be-t.
And heaven at fore-core years and iw enty
di
r Wendell Holmes in March AtSaniie
>

i<

'pniRlcn- *- Boston 1’nuiseript.
Centennial Eclioes.

on'

Pun.ini 11-inFeb. L'ii, Ls7(i.
i lie ““lid was a
ilay ol universal festivity in tiiis city. Bolls were tolled trom an
arly liour, and every store and liouse displayed bunting in large quantities, while
the long perspectives of our crowded
•treets rendered the sight extremely pretty
lor every liag fluttered
gayly to its tidiest
extent in a brisk northerly breeze.
At
the Centennial buildings, the scene was a

precursor on so extensive scale, of what
we may expect in the summer.
Vehicles
and pedestrians thronged the avenues, and
the proprietors ol several new hotels and
restaurants in that vicinity took advantage
"t tlie opportunity to celebrate their inauguration.
Many parties of excursionists also visited the park.
At night the city was
brilliantly illuminated everywhere, and
the noise and scene of life and excitement
which continued until a late hour, lull}
equalled that ot New Year's eve.
XOUMI

I

KNitINEEKS IIOl-IlINi;

M.OOK.

A few weeks ago, on

reading unofficial
list of English contributors to the Centennial, I saw tlie name ot o.ily one large
agricultural engineering firm, and, in order to ascertain the reason, I wrote to a
member ofoneol tlie largest Lincolnshire
lirms, with whom I am well acquainted.
His reply lately reached me, and tlie iolkiwing extract will snow what tlie general feeling lias been to that
important
branch of English rmlustrv in regard to tlie
Centennial.
“None ol the chief agricultural engineers are going to exhibit,
feeling that it is
not exactly advisable to show our smart
cousins how we perform our tricks, when
they take such good care not to give us a
chance to do business in their country.
At a meeting of the Agricultural
Engineers Association we passed a resolution to
tlie effect that, considering the
prohibitory
duty (from thirty to lorty per cent.) imposed by tlie l nited States Government
this association recomon machinery,
mends its members to btlp aloof trom the

Thiladelphia Exhibition, considering that
such duties are out of harmony with the

spirit of international exhibitions. We
feel,” continues the writer, “that there is
no chance ol our doing a permanent trade
in tlie United States, under such duties plus
cost ol lreight, etc.,and it would therefore
be idle to incur the great expense of exhi-

bition for tlie instruction of tlie Yankees.”
THE

No

JAPANESE.

help tee-ling

interested in
sons of tlie
Alilkado busily engaged in erecting their
structure, which seems to have been designed for the express purpose of causing
speculation as to what it will be like when
finished. The scaffolding looks very rickety, but the workmen are apparently perfectly satisfied with it, and hop and run
about thereon witli the agility ot cats.
While engaged in their work not a word
is spoken by any one save the foreman,
one

can

watching the copper-tinged

individualinvested withsoemingsaered
functions, whose watchful eyes take in the
whole situation of his force, and whose
tongue is almost continuously engaged in
a subdued
yet effective manner. The inan

harmonious character of this gentleman’s
to the monotonous
action of his workmen, and were it not
for this, the queer-looking structure that
is moving into unique and beautiful out-

lingo is the only relief

j

1

Prominent

.a

hereby certify

Liniment will be within reach when
more

U I. T 1

animal creation.

Moudav, Tuesday, Thursday s; Friday at *:1.3 A. 31.
A. 31
at s
Castine
Touehinjr at I<h--boro I'yder’s ('ove fan'll way.

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Call, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,
are

-I.’

little less than marvellous.

From B«•i!':i-1

Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Sts., Cincinnati, O., say
“In our neighborhood a number of teamsters are
using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. \\ e sell
as high as four to five dozen bottles per month to
owners of horses and mules.”
We have volumes of testimonials describing cures
of Sprains, Kicks, Calls, Poll-Evil, Big-Head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which any day may

a I
<

Front Castine .v
For the Bound

Islesboro.Monday Jfc Tliitfs
ftup from Brook.-vill«-,

la

s

v,

1.00

^1.

IAIvKN Af FAIB IIA I F.<

FBKK.in

Wnt. Wasson, Agt., Brooksville; Hooper & slo p
herd, Ayts., ( ustiim; I>• nj. Bytier, Ayt., I- tsboro;
Howard < onatii, Ay!., Belfast.
■

Belfast. 1 >ec. 11. 1>,‘'.

i

CASTORIA.

Druggist
purchased the

duce

an

Cathartic and stonlach regulator

effective

From the Examiner of Drugs,
Boston Custom House, who
is also one of the largest

prescription
druggists in
the city.

which he gave the name of CAS 1<>R1 A.
CASTORIA is as pleasant to take as honey, regti
lates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe.
It is

adapted to all ages, contains
absolutely harmless to the most t*

mb

Try CASTORIA once, and you will

'May Field,

Wharf, B< 1 hl-St, for I-bshoro,
Castiue ami Brook-will* » v«r> M »nd.-:v, :
-«i:i>,
Will

Prepared

Laboratory

at the

«

1

touching

i:, M

!

The

nishes torty-eight spaces of 210 square
feet each, and the four screensol nineteen |
feet long each itirnish eight spaces of UMt
square teet each. The walls of the building lurnish 3320 leet more, together 18,300 square feel.
Add to this the surface
of the T-shaped termination ot tbe screens
towards the middle avenue, and it gives
720 square feet more, making a ti tal of
10,080 feet. This estimate is based >n the
assumption that pictures will not be Iran''
nearer the floor than two and a half leet,
but if only halt ol* that should be covered
(at the option of exhibitors of course) it
would add about 800 square teet more.
The screens stand sixteen leet apart and
in some cases iioor space can lie
gained
for exhibits between them, and iioor space
will be had for the same use all along the
middle avenue between the ends of the
screens. The T-shaped termination of the
screens towards the
middle avenue is
available for pictures, and will be from
two leet to two and a half feet wide.
These ends of the screens being covered
with pictures will greatly improve the eflect in viewing the middle avenue along
its entire length, as in sharp perspective
it has the appearance nearly ot a.continuous wall ot pictures.
It will be seen irom this that there will
be an exhibition of photography here such
as the world never saw, if there is more
enterprise shown in filling the space allotted than there is in subscribing tor the
stock to build it. There will be a very
elegant and interesting collection sent
from Germany, which leaves Berlin this
month. Er. Horning, editor of the 1'uoto.
Arcliiv., in Vienna, writes that a fine collection is coming from his city. He says
“I hope to be able, according to the emulation of our American co-workers, to excite an animated participation of our photographers, and 1 shall be glad if 1 can
succeed, to enable mo to show you my esteem for the extraordinary exertions
you
have made in the interest of our art.”
Mr. Adolph Braun, the renowned carbon art printer and publisher, has applied
for 2Go square leet of space, and promises
to make a famous exhibit. Many French,
English and other foreign exhibitors will
join in the display.
The Dairymen's Centennial Committee
met here today.
Delegates from nearly
every State but Massachusetts were present. it was decided that the centennial
commissioners should erect a separate
building at a cost o£$10,000, fur the display ot dairy products, and two gentlemen were appointed to solicit contributions to the stock. The general feeling
seemed to he that the State governments
would assist the enterprise, and the exhibit will be large and creditable.
The
goods will he sold at the exhibition, and
the proceeds divided, after paying expenses pro rata amongst the holders of the
stock. Canada will also exhibit in this
department. 1 inquired of the delegate
from Vermont (a gentleman who has an
extraordinary habit of blinking his eyes
after the manner ot a frightened feline)
why Massachusetts was not represented

April

Co.,

dinostiS

this paper is on

file with

L_
\Vlw*r«.

1

Advertising Contract*

tan

Before purchasing vonr goods. There von will
lind tomeral I! A RDW A RK. PAINTS, DIRS
ami \ A R N Mil F.s, .NVIRS, BRASS, and
FA KM KIPS I DORS, cnn-Tantlv on hand and
for sub- at ROW'F.SJ pRK |.s. Don’t forget
the place. A N< 11-.R‘S, ,\o 1 Phenix Row,
UR
April •-'0 1S7J

Oyster Market!

VI

I.*m

\i,.—Because it is applied directly to the seat
of
the nasal passagcs.by insufflation, where
it acts, instantly clearing the head of mucous accumulation.-,
pain and soreness, subduing intlammation ami grudually drying up the discharge.
< "Ns rn. noN al—Because it is taken
internally,
where by its alterative and resolvent properties it
tlie blood of the acid poison always present
purities
m 4 atarrli, keeps the ports open, the skin moist and
healthy, gives tone to the nervous forces, improves
the appetite, and enables the system, by its powerful tonic intiiMoice, to completely throw oil' the
disease.

disease,

allaying

I.ach
Dr. Hanford’s
For Sale by

package

contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Improved I nhalingTube. Brice$1.00.
WEEKS &
Druggists everywhere.
BUTTER, Boston, Uenerul Agents.

WC*e SAXFOKIVS JAMAICA Gl.NGEK, after
to cold, wet weather.
4wT>

exposure

day

at homo. Agents wanted, Outfit and
a
v1*- terms free. TRUE &
CO., Augusta, Maine.
*'or a ias'* °** Gough, Cold or Asthma
OUVUU that ADAMSON’S li. C.
BALSAM will
cun**
Sol(l by Druggists at 35 cts.
P,ot
uuuu
Circular free. Address Dh. F. W. KINS■

MAN, Augusta, Maine.
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specialty.

SALOON!

A

NICK

Messina

Providence River

Oysters!

W.

G.

,

Second store south of Court House.

2Tew
•

Street,

yy,

I A. D.

SALE

AND

K E E

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

WADLIN & MERRILL’S
68 MAIN STREET.

Veil.

A \I HP L? IN Ai;ents for the bestselling
VV /V N k Pi I / Stationery Packages in the

w

JUST RECEIVED!
We

are now

receiving

a

FRESH STOCK ot

GEO. E.

paper, 15 Envelopes, golden Pen, Pen-holder, Pencil,
Patent Yard Measure, and a piece ot Jewelry. Single
package, with pair of elgant Cold Stone Sleeve Buttons.. post paid, 25 cts., 5 for $1.00. Watches given
away to all Agents. Circulars free.
BRIDE & CO., 705 Broadway, New York.
.A.

Furnishing Goods,

Hats,

Caps

Ah

CARPE T INGi-S T
To
which

we

invite special attention.

\DING,PSYCHOMANCY, FASCINATION, Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Marriage Guide, showing how either sex may fascinate
and gain the love and affection of any person they
choose instantly. 400 pages. By mail 50 cts. Hunt
& Co., 130 S. 7th St., Philadelphia.

Ten years ago Messrs. Geo. P. Rowell & Co., established their advertising agency in New York City.
Five years ago they absorbed the business conducted
by Mr. John Hooper, who was the first to go into
this kind of enterprise. Now they have the satisfaction of controlling the most extensive and complete
advertising connection which has ever been secured,
and one which would be hardly possible in any other
country but this. They have succeeded in working
down a complex business into so thoroughly a systematic method that no change in the newspaper
system of America can escape notice, while the
widest information upon all topics interesting to
advertisers is qlaced readily at the disposal of the
public.
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FURNISHING GOODS

ANDREWS BROTHERS,
l’henix Row, High St., Belfast.
MARK ANDREWS,
JULIUS ANDREWS.
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FURNITURE
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A. B.

MATHEWS.
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seventy rods to the tirst im ntioned laud, containing
eleven acres and eighty-four rods, conveyed from
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Mudgett to Filet Poland, March 1-. l>m.
Now then-fore the condition of said mortgage I" ing
broken 1 claim a foreclosure ol the same, and give
this notice of my intentions.
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weak eyes.
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HERVEY'S Jewelry Store.
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Dental Plates.

Particular attention given to making and inserting
tf46
artilicial teeth.

N
M.--i

•iw:ir>

corner of Church and
Streets. Has all the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

prefer.

particular.
n\|»|A'SIlli

ready. Price 10Cents, less 1 ban halt’ the <•■ .-t.
William F. Ucwoitcu,G45 Warren St., Bo- ton, Mas

Moore,

ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons
He has the country right for the use of

Will most positively cup- anv ca-e of rheumatism
•r rlo uniat if guilt, no mat ter how long
standing, on
the face of the earth. K« iug an inward application
it does the work»jui• kIy. t horoughiv and permanent
ly, leaving the -y-iem -trong and healthy. Write
to any ]ironiineut pet-on in Washington City, and
-K.»\» statement is true in
vou w ill leurn that tin

Is now

Spring

improved
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful
aiul tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert-

j

My IlliiNtrated Floral Catalogue for 1S?(»

JOHN H. POOR.
tf MATT WELSH.

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,
May

Soarsport.

STREET.

PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that work entrusted to us
will tic faithfully done. ( onsult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, High
Street.
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To ( KK11I A that I have this da;.
1 given in\ minor son Kugeim p. l eather.- inline to transact business for himself, .,s ihougli In
was twenty one years of age, and 1 shall pav no
deht of his contracting nor claim none .it hi.- earn
pansi:i.i:a p u:
i n i.piug-.
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S19.00.
all ami

College.

Admits

Stove.

Milv m o wliat we ar
selling a large size No. >
\\ ood <’ooking Stove lor, all fitted
up complete, only

<

I

students
for
instruction in hook-keening, Penman-hip, M;i
tinunities, Language-- ami all tin collateral studies
pertaining to a complete l.usii » s education. > 85
pays hoard, Tuition, and Stationery V,’ w eeks. Lite
Stmh nts enter any lime. Ad
membership,
dress for catalogue giving *erms wiihout board
Lew iston hu-im -s- College, l ewoston, Ale
:,m
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SECURE A HOME NOW. Full information sent
to all parts of the world.
Address O.
WAVISt, Land Commissioner U. 1*. R. R.t

Onniba,
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JUST RECEIVED! Fanners and

Best and cheapest Railroad Laud
UNION

Lewiston Business

is THE—

HOMESTEADS
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Gray & Patterson's,
complete stock of
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.

This remedy is th
•suit of tin- rt search ot one
the Froprietors who had been a great -uibaa
t
y< ars and who had tried all the :ul\ erti-ed mm di*
and -kill of many physicians without obtaining :
lief. A » adical car*' was obtained and mini.
-ns
m
ii.ur cure- elfected among his friends and ac.pmiut
aliens witlmut au e\.-ejition. induced iiiui to pur it
before th*' public. That i: will cure tin- most -ever*cases of Rheumatism we hav abundant testimony
to show, which may he found in our circulars. All
;
which proof is bona tide and from tIn*-* who hum
been benefited by it- u-.

impart
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cur-

Alilil !•; K. KICKS, will rev ive a
pupil for instruction upon the Piano and
inet Organ. Special care taken with h'-ginm-i
terms in quire at lb’, Main Siro '.
Nov.
-1fyi

&
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OF
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Worm-. (lout. >»

( Hie and on«
0 in. stroke.

Bicknell
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RHEUMATISM iiil; BLACKSMITH ING!
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SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

Remedy for Hard Times!

FREE

Addre-s,
HAPPY th‘I RS Auburn, M--

WRDNFSDAY ot last xveek, between my
hou-« i:. .Morrill, and Poor’s Mills School I loti-e.
Said pocketbook v.;i- of calf kin, ami contained a
-mall amount of moimx and some papers. The lind
er will hr .-uifcabh rewarded bv
leaving the ,-ameto
WAR R. < m IPF.IR
Morrill March u. M71*.
UxxU.'i

a

tfjrN'ice Oysters and Clams

50 Cents a Year,
< 'aids given to

Address

Pocketbook Lost.

door to

keep

CURE

/'■•»/,

wo driving
All in complete running order ami nearly new. Weighs about
lbs. Also, shafting, pulleys, belts. Solid emery
and polishing wheel.
Will exchange the above for
a horse and carriage.
1.
WATTS.
March t h,
•.,w,,.0*
Sandy Point.

stamp lor p'-ciineu cop.
ui's

MARKET.

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & I’SEIT'L.

A FARM OF YOUR OWN

Best

(Next

A-"orled
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I K RS.

every subscriher. scud in your name. All papers
discontinued at t lie 11 me paid lor.
Agent- Wanted

HIGKHL STREET
Where he will

Only
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DON’T To DUET THE PLACE!
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For Sale,
I; I Alt 1.1 S IT. A AT FN<. I N K.
in. cylinder,
half horse power,
VP<
1
win el-. Loromotive boiler.

Happf Mmvlts.
A PI T; FOR B.iYS a XD

ft

<,«)<>]> FAHIFSS or
r« 'U« r > Wagon lor
>alo <'In-aji Itn* < 'a.-li. < ’all
on or adores- M A UK AMMMJVS, Pln-mx Kow,
liel fust.
tfttO

Maine Central Railroad.

l»ellast Hardware Store

MR.F.W. COLLINS

Remedy.
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be made.

Would announce to the citizens of Belfast and
ity that lit has opened a new

Local and Constitutional
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Fish and
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8:00 a., m. connect ing direct to Bangor, Dexter, Skoxv began, Farmington,
l.ewiston, I 'am ill** Junction and Drain! Trunk
Railway, and via Fa-Torn and Boston & Maine Rail
roads, arri»in;' in Mostoti :it 7;55p inReave Bella-1 3:30
p.m connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, tor
P'o'tlai''! and Bo-Ton, arriviu
ro jj:15 a., ni.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snpt.
Mr...
Portland, June
ifT» 1
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Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,
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hursday ami Saturdax. ai I’. AI.
Reluming, leave Brooksville at f

infant.
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never

Dev Street, New York.

Salisiaction.

M

Swan's

e

out it.
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the well-known lacquered ware. ]
l'liere will be no disappointment in Ibis THE VERY HIGHEST AUTHORITY
direction. Nearly every exhibitor—and
S vnHiiin’s Radical <
ui: has
proved so unithe ninety represent nearly even province formly *uoee**ful in the treatment ol < atarrh that I
now recommend '.t exclusively, and consider it far
in Japan—sends ounil. work, writing
superior to any preparation ever before prepared for
desks, vases, trays, bowls, glove boxes ami this ili*ea*e
I
A V'
f. < AMPBF.LL. Druggist,
vessels for holding sweetmeats, incense
Broadway, South Boston,
Jn
And Examinorof Drug*, It <
H.
cups are also largely represented.
bronze ware there will be several braziers
for “warming hands, together with vases,
trays and other articles. Strange as it
Universal
may sound, there will even be an exhibit
of beer glasses. This will be supplemented Has not found a
Case that it
by chinaware, wicker work, all in the
did not relieve at once.
torm of domestic articles.
and
Paper
f— I am
straw work will also torm one of their exhappy to inform you that San
ui'ti's Kaim* ai. 4 t iti: is tin best remedy for 4 'ahibits, and altogether, a glance at the tarrh
1 have ever sold. It gives universal
Satisfacninety invoices indicates that a great sur- tion- I Intro not f ount a rose that it did not relieve
of t/itve, and in many cases a cure is performed
by
prise is ;n store for those who may lie the
usi* «»f one bottle
It nm-t soon lead all otherfortunate enough to see the goods when in the
murk*!. Cieuse semi me another supply.
exhibited.
Respectfully yours,
li vi i

I .-ax

alcohol, and i-

r.o

1816.

w

©

bottb-.

Streets. House fitted up with all the
modern improvements. Furnace, Bunge,
Mantles with half lo'w down grates in
Dining-room, Sitting-room and Parlor. Diningroom and Bath-room finished with Asli and Walnut.
Also a Plueton, Orocery Wagon and Harness. l-dr
further particulars enquire of til/'
P. 1’OIT at
tile house, or Oeo. A. Dtliinbv & Co’.- N, we.
tf
Belfast, March 7, l>7f>.

r i: a m i: i;

>

or

2d,

MARCH
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and Stable with slated roots, dm
VXI.W
of Church and l*ark
ated
the

:

Have removed their business, car
riage painting ami trimming, t<*
the -le.ps over I amoii’.-, iu rent
tie
American
House, und
would invite tin-ir old friends and patrons to call
upon ti.' in .1! till- popular old stand, where they
mac be found at all times ready to attend to the
wants of those n -puring work, in their line.
( arriuge and "h igh I’aint ing and l rimming is out
We will paint and trim new carriages ..•
-p* i:11!y.
urni.sh old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates o.
-port notice, guarrant* eing sati-faction

A. HOWES & CO.. Agents*.
Belfast. Maine.
F*ir -ale by all Ihuiggi -:-, price *•.!*• dollar

For Sale.

things,
twenty years l)r.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to prol

the suh'crib* r.
DAN’. II AKA I»I i .V.
tf;:t

ttV

_

FOR

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lernine Colics, consisting of * acre* grass hud
with House, Kllj W'ood-house and a large Barn.
From y to 1\; Tons Hay cut annually upon tint premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. F -r

d.mrmil Uilice.

e

VvT ales

ca

for

r t:

r

;

*

It

<&

efr*

d

rillII-: 1!( >.M l-:s 1'KAD of ill.- late
JL John llaraden situated on
Church street, i- now ottered for
sal*- to close the e-tate.
The properly consists of over o.ooo
feet of Land, lno feel on Church Street, and more
than i0 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

on

OtlC. Ch.rvb St.,

Carriage Making. Painting, and
Biacksmithing.
REMOVAL.!

•p

Sale!

particulars applv to

I V. MILLER.
Belfast. Mo., Box l$ii.

I-H

si.m

Estate

Heal

>

Pro Bono Publico. I!

i he dewel
houses thereon.
ling house of the late S. S. Lewis,
“corner of Pearl & Court streets,
clirs. f orest i.kni< i-n and Peail. f or particulars enquire of B. O. LLWIS. at A. P. Mansfield &
Iw.ia
Co’s Store.
1*70.
Belfast, Feb.

Belfast, Feb. Id Ini'*.

,

V F. BF..M» >A I.D to their new Babkin
i;
mi
ii.-iom House Square, an* prepared to re
in
Ceive deposit.', placing tl-e -aim .III i uI ere-; on the
tirst da} id dune, .!uly. Augu-t and ''i-ptemli. r, and
December, .January, I ebmar\ and Mar ch. intere.-t
.1 u
being commited on same, tin- lir-t .M on!:a
and D<‘C“inber.
on
Snmlr.
,md
received
daily, except
Deposits
Legal Holidays,, from • o- ! A .M..and .’:•>} J*. u.
at
:
...
closes
no.
Bank
Saturdays
AS V FA l M I.. Ih -t.
.lint x lf.(»r!Mi:v, Trcas.
if
Belfast, dune8lh 1>74.

U.\

pm: i.* wis wimri' with

further

Tin-' si i;ami:i: kataiidin. rapt. i:oix. will
4. make one trip per week to Huston, leaving l.el
last, Tuesdays at v o’nock, i’. M., and Heston Fridays at I o’clock, 1*. M. arriving at Kelfa-i Saturday morning. Freight taken as usual.
l> HANK, Acuit.
.Tan. 1st ls7

Savings Bank.

Belfast

Property for Sale.

Valuable

!..

J875. -tfl::

Belfast, Sept.

Hoi

a.'tincoi Ucturu, "3c.
*•
.<1.00

1 AUK Fob TUI. Ror.Nl) HUB

pas.-enger-

House.

SK with an Acii' ami u hall
of land tor sale «»i nut. Omul' tin* new houses on Belmont
Terms e;i-v. F.nquiru of
Avenue.
I.F.O. C. U F.I.I.s.
tf'A
1S7«».

Belfast, Feb.

k kk.

and fiom lie

to

Sample Booms free to gue-qs.
Livery and Boarding Stable rnmieclcd with

j

Valuable

i :-

lsle«dmro y.Brooksville

t«»

Messrs. .1. McClure &

Front

CURE.

RMM.

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

of

sev« re cases

Its effects upon

j

F. Tn

<

conve\

and boats.

Rent.

or

1 '•

Th» v are superseding all others in the market, and
revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade,
oinj tent judges of tin arious machines agree that
the new Whet ler & W ilson Sewing Machines are
Remember they
all otln r« now iti use.
superior
take fin Lock Stitch and u-e no shuttle, thus obviate
the’ use Ol' a flattering shuttle, and does away the
breaking of thread and needles so much experienced
in tin use of -buttle machines.
And her- 1 w’.-h to -tare that a great many per
sou-buy u-ea iug maching without the knowledge
<>r .-oi'stni>u kin
t any and the\ are afterwards sorry
for it ; ami for tin pn *■ :ion f tlmsi w ho are about
to p'ircha
a machine, should not be governed b>
what ag* lit- for otln r machine- tell you that their
I lie Idea that bis or thut ina
machine i- the best.
e»une is the best is nothing to do with the true merits of a sewing machine.
therefore examine the
new productions of the Wlu-eh-r & Wilson Manufacturing Company ami then \on v\ ill be convinced
which i.- the bo>t
wing machine, t he work runs
either way on the-, machine-'. The\ use any kind
.f thread and sews from tin tine-t muslin to heavy
leather, it f ells. II. in-, i'.raids,< oi l-, I in k-, Rind-,
beautiful Hem stitching and Rutting.
and ina!,'
Machine- -et up on trial on aj.plic i.iou at thisottic*
Mach.ne- sold on ca.-v monthly installments. Old
! machines taken in part payment for new ones. 1
i keep on hand m*. db*- tad aitachucnts for all kind ol
! machines.
I keep a superior .piantity of needle-, which I s,.)l
1
af.’.oet-. p.-r do/.en. Orders for needles tilled b'
mail w! n the ca-ii .mrompauie- the order. All
i»
I good- warrant..! :
the t..--t piality, or mom.
! returned.
ar<

Hotel.

ki it.

to

<

T.

For Sale

Wharf,

FOR CASTINE AND HROOKSVILLE.
at M o'clock I’. M.
On 3Io»d:iys and Thursdays
at U o’clock A. 31.
On Wednesdays and Saturdays
May 1 a\ until 10 o’clock for Boston boat.

and flesh of the

muscles

amt after

on

Leave Belfast, Sanford

<><•

good

tough skin,

to the

until furl her notice ns follows,
Wednesday, I me. lot li

run

Coaches

i i: a m i: i:

(’apt. 'V. 1*. I-' u;.\"\voi: m,

Will

J. H. 11

j

A i. A I \ ! ! I

{PIONEER, |

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
adapted

is

It or r E
>

an accident
than any amount of
for medical attendance. When phvsi-

curs, and will do

THE

ON

on

Sewing Machine

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

{

i-dlhsl ami Cnsliim i,nm!i

testimonials
“Avnorif, D.i.., Dec. 1. 1*0.
My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible sufferer from Rheumatism. She has tried many physiThe only thing which
cians and many remedies.
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment. I am i<
*
*
joiced to say this has cured her.
W. II. RINO, Postmaster.”
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur l.ini
ments are performing cures never before effected by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing, straightening fingerand joints which hail been stiff for six years, taking
the soreness from burns, &e.
One dollar, or even, fifty cents, inve.st.ed in< e"‘aur

money paid
| cians are called they frequently use thi* l.iniment,
and of course charge several prices lor it.

i RECOMMEND !T EXCLUSIVELY

es-

hanging screens are twenty-eight in
number, lour ol them are nineteen feel
long ami twenty-four are twenty-four feet
long each, and as both sides are equally
good for an exhibit, and as a band of ten
feet of pictures may be reckoned, it fur-

sample of a

a

f hat Mr Lawrence
|
which would be as effective as C \s ion on., without
K vdicai. < I KK of me, and from time to time made
me
familiar with hi* case.
1 believe his statement
its unpleasant taste or recoil.
to be true in every particular.
JAK. 1*. DERBY.
The reputation of his experiment extended. PhyI itciihi’li;. Oct. 1-L
sicians and nurses rapidly adopted his remedy, to

seeing

is situated southeast ot' the art gallery,
and north ot the east wing of the main
exhibition building. Jt is being built of
wood, plaster, iron, glass and bronze, and
will cover a space 238 leet long, east to
west by 107 feet wide.
The exterior will
be very beautifully painted, and the interior arrangements will be as Jollows:

is but

thousand similar

disappeared

by

Endorsed

pecially

i-Ii<»i<n‘;i:.vi*nh

following

The

a scar.

and correct all these

laboratories. Textile fabricwill make a line show; silk, cotton and
woollen goods are among the articles. »>1

specimens of Japanese wood work,

will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
cure burns and scalds
without

L

K house

WHEELER & WILSON

Main Street, Belfast. Mo.

quarter story

n
one story

Fnion Str. !, oe%J. Furrow. It icupied by
new, with good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. Flu* house i<
g-lx.’Ut, two stories, Ell one and a half
stories ; three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms and kitchen above, beside*
attic. The house is thoroughly built,and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. In !
W. 1! Sl.Ml’SoX.
quire ol
1 S7->
tf'4
llclt'a-1, duly
j

ryi 11

same night.
Will !ak< passengers and freight for Bangor, eon
me1 no: a fli the railroad at Bueksport.
» "i KPS PATl KKSoN, A-» nt.

the poison from bites and will

and

House for Sale.

morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the ubu\ e mimed
landings, (e\ pt liuekspoi 1, arri\ ing in Portland

ache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc.
The most of these complaint*-the Centaur Liniment

j
!

own

ot

i: it ^

Laboratory

iron, lead, silver, coal steel, plumbago,
blend ; and in chemicals, copperas, vitriol,
sulphur, a id, indeed, all the articles known

expectation

R;iilro:i l Wharl, Pori land

larly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago, Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,
A 1 10 O'CLOCK,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings l’oisons, Scalds, Sciatica, I'or Koekland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buck'
Pastille, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, >o. \V. Harbor,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping port,
'll. Desert, Millbriilge, .l.-msport and .Machiaspon.
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Fair-ache, toothBetimiing will leave .Maehiasport even Momlav

nl'- nii a. -My case is briefly as follow*
1 have
prove worth twenty times its cost.
< atarrii for ten
years, each year with increasSold everywhere, but prepared only at the
ing severity. For nine years I had not breathed
through one nostril, i had droppings in the throat,
of J. B. Rose A: Co.,
a very bad cough, ustluun so bail as to be obliged to
4<» Di v St., New York.
t ake a remedy for it at night before being able to
lie down and sleep, and a constant dull pain in my
bead. My head was at times so full of catarrhal
matter as to injure my sense of hearing and compel
no to get up several
times in a night to clear it and
m v throat Indore I could -deep.
Everyone of these
under the use
distre.-sing symptoms bad
of not
bottles of Sanford's RADICAL
<
lit:.
is
restored.
I have no
My hearing
fully
a-dhmatic symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the
j
throat, no headache, and in every way better than !
Cross, sickly babies ami children may enjoy health,
1 li:i\ e been for yearI could feel the efl'ects of the i
and mothers have rest, if they will use CASTORIA.
»
i;:. on my appetite, on my kidneys, and in fact
'■v.-rv part of mv system.
\Vhat has been done in
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
my ca-i i* wholly the effect of the R adii al CniK. ! stomach and
undigested food make children cross,
Verv respectfully
If. LAWRENCE.
| and produce sickness.
Ei r« iiuria:. < let. H.
Castoria will assimilate the food, expel worms,

quite*three

A

KIIiBY,

Wli.l. 1.1. A V 1.

i: \

American

Ionise
with
Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears :i0 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
w hich w:h formerly the late l>r. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Ale. For sale by
1 1 MOTHV MAYO.
tth-i
Monroe, Feb. .*>, 1870.

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN
C.

j

-oone

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

X. B.—C at a Kit n, Surgical and chronic Dis
kasks, with those peculiartci WOMAN anil < HU.n tiox.
niti.x, will receive his Si*k< iai A 11
Klkctkh itv used in all it> 1'orms—wln-re this
valuable agent is indicated.
He w ill V i-it T vtikxts at their house-, \\ ho
are unable to call at bis rooms.
OFKKT. Hot;its— Ftmu !o A. M. until 1 l\ M.
1’. M., and from ? I*. M. until
From
1*. M. until
tf.::;
0.1*. M.

House for Sale.

C<

mons, and all the other delicate fruits ol
which we thought we had a monopoly. In
minerals the display will be especially
noticeable, and will include specimens of

course, there is an

WEEK!

bail

pebplo.
agricultural i
products there will be displays of plums,
!
peaches, quinces, pears apricots, persim-

to our

I’ ]•; K

CALI'.,
rpiIE good Schooner ABBYsold
low.
I 110 tons u. M., will be
or
S. O TIS \ C<
For particulars enquire of
.1. W. Fredrick & Co.
tf'ta
Feb.
1870.
Belfast,
20,

Late from

Office, 58 Main St., over store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

SALE.

FOR

S T E A M E It

WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is particu-

The

Had Catarrh for ten years. Droppings in the Throat. Bad Cough,
and Asthma so bad as to be
obliged to take a remedy
for it at night before
being able to sleep.
Cured by three

In

amazement to our

tal condition.

Darwin says the male grasshoppers use their
hind legs to fiddle on the edge of their wings,
and that the best fiddler always wins the attentions of the female first. Tire editors of the
Norristown Herald aver that they have frequently noticed this, hut didn't think it worth
while saying anything about it.

>

George,

T II I 1'

j

1 temocrat.

*•

There'.- you, your>t If— there’s you, that other,
1 know >ou now
1 knew you tin n
^ on u-i-d to be your younger hrofhei

nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will ai.i.kviati
axv paix arising from flesh, hope or mu.-cle derangements. We do/not pretend that they will
mend abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in {
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and j
stop the. pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned by whiskey. y.*m
perance is as necessary to a proper physical, as men

said the city youth to the mod“got the hay-seed out o'
your hair yet.:’” "Wall,” was the deliberate reply, “1 judge riot, irom the way
the calves run after me.”
[Rochester

•<

Pencbscot. Mt. Desert & iVlachias

So

“Say!”

bottles of
SANFORD'S RADICAL

I

ONE

est countryman,

CATARRH.

TH E

FO R

Liniments!

hat and turned away
with a wi-e
wink. The Centennial
the
Bureau publish
follow,,ign> bulletin:
“An incorrect statenfent is beings circulated to the effect that NJ*vssrs. (t. V. Powell & Co., ot New York have been officially designated ‘to manage Centennial matters so far as they relate to newspapers.’
This linn simply exhibits a collection ot
American periodical literature, and stands
upon the tooting of other exhibitors without exclusive privileges ol any kind.
M. A. I.. Soudry of Paris, one of the
French commissioners to the Centennial,
and 11. Bartels, imperial inspector of railroads, and technical contractor and associate Centennial commissioner from the
this
Herman Umpire, have arrived in
a. i\
citv.

I

ARRANGEMENT!

own,

ray
posed
lnan-’s

merer!'

its

WINTER

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Physician

The schooner MARTI! \ SARGENT,
about 00 tons register, sails and rigging
in good condition. She is well adapted
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a
good sailer. Apply to
.1. II. LANE, Searsport.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

viz., a parlor or tea-drinking room, stnok- and 1 heard no more.” But, asked I, have
;;ig room and kitchen on the first floor. they no interest in dairy products? "Yes,
The building will measure, twenty feet in ! of course they have,” chimed in the New
1 eight, and will be equally divided be.Jersey delegate, “but you see the fact is,
tween tlie upper a, ,i lower floors.
From Massachusetts people are scarcely taking
one of the smiling,
flttle commissioners. I any interest in the Centennial because they
learn that tlie stiuctm-e, will represent the can't bear the
thought ol anything going on
ordinary Japanese homf .and in this it outside “The llub.” 1 think I would rather
will be peculiarly aceurat*. for the .desire try to'reason with an inverted umbrella,
•>t the Government is that the people 01V .in a storm, than with a
“Spaniard,” so I

necessary to use this, ttie tripod is placed
over a hole in the ground, containing the
loundation pile, tlie weight adjusted by
ilar
an- thv way- w hen that one thing i- brought !
< lose, touched and
means of a rope stayed by a distant stanproven nought.
Far ol! it is a mighty spell and strong
chion, and “all hands”—about twelve in
To help a life along.
number—are called to the rope by some
But ]<■' it darkens hitherward, and now
Droppedh, a rayless -tone, upon the sod.
significant and euphonious expression from
He world i- lost; perchance not even thou
the foreman. The ponderous messenger
vurvivest it, Lord God'
yields to tjie muscle of the copper-colored
1 a poverty, in pain,
laborers, and soon tlie obstinate log is
l or weary years and
long,
One hope, one fear, had comforted Meg Bla..e,
made to sink to the surface of the earth.
\ ea, made her brave and strong;
of these piles form the square
Twenty-one
*
-i
A bop*
faint, it s< med not hope at all,
outline of the building, and serve as its
But a sweet trouble and a dreamy fear,
A burke.i ng for a voice, a soft 1 .Mali.
foundation. I’non these are laid tlie sup>l«e lew ♦ r,bo]ied in sober heart to hear,
ports, at a point where the brickwork ot
bis had )>* eii all her cheer,
an American house begins; ami these are
A ini with t bis balm
IL r soul might have kept calm
to admit of their fitting
so arranged as
f or many another year,
into prepared niches in the piles under the
hi terror and desolation, she
Had bee: sustained,
persuasive intluenee of a well-directed
And never felt abandoned utterly
adze. Deep into the hollow ol these piles
'V bile that remained.
are sunk the wooden pillars, the first, set
Lord, in how small and poor a space can hide
I he luotiv es
being ton teot in height and three leet in
our ti rror and our pride.
1 he clew unto the fortunate man's distress,
circumference. The supports of a similar
I'll* secret ithe hero’s fearlessness!
character with the first describe the outWhat had sustained this woman on the -ea,
line of the second story, and additional
W ben strong men turned to flee?
Not courage, not despair.
sections ot uprights made to fit tiiose be.\>>t pride, not household can
neath, and joined with vise-like security
Not fait ii in tin e
by means of small wooden cramps. For
Nought but a hungry instinct, blind and dim
A feur, a nameless pain.
the latter white oak is used, while all the
A dreamy wish-to gaze again on him,
>he low er wholly hoped to -ee again.
remaining portion of the woodwork—
which, by the way, comprises the entire
building—is made ot red cedar. When
The Boys.
finished the building will have a smooth
I he mu-* of boyhood’.- fen id hour
surface at the front, upon which part not
Grows tame a.- -kit
get chill ami hazy :
a single nail will be employed, and the
U'h. re on
-he sought a pu--ioii-tiow ei,
Sho only lioj>i s to iiml a daisy.
boards will be joined with such thorough
Well, who tin changing world bewails
care that their dividing lines will escape
Who asks to ha\
it stay unaltered
casual discovery. The tools of the .JapanShall grown up kittens cha-e tlu ir tailShall colls be never -hod or haltered?
ese are considered primitive in some quarAre we “the boys" that used to make
ters, but that they are effective is shown
The table* ring with noisy fullie-?
by the character and finish of the work.
W’lio.-e di p-lung'd laugher oft would shake
The root ol the building will lie anguhu,
The ceiling with it- thunder-volleys?
Alt- we tin youths with lip- unshorn.
sloping to the front and rear from tlie
At beauty’s feet unwrinkled suitors,
apex, while the ordinary -diingling ot the
Whose memories read tradition'- morn
American dwelling will gi\e place to the
1 he dav-j of prehistoric tutor.-?
overlapping ol continuous boards. C himI he hi>
w e knew —but who are the-e
Wh')-. head- might sen* for Plutarch's -age-,
neys like turret:', will form the outlets ot
Gr Ko\’s martyrs, if you please,
The walls and ceilings
the fire-places.
* >r hermits of the dismal
ages?
will be carved in curious devices, and the
Hie boy> we know- can these be those?
Their cheek- w 111 morning's blu-li were painted :
rooms will be suitably furnished throughWin n- are tin Harry-, Jim- and Joes
out. Outside id this, the general exhibitWith whom we nin e were well acquainted
ors will reveal some of the wonders oi
If we are they, w e’re not the same
Japan. No less than ninety contributors
II tin y are \< ••, w he then they're ma-kiug ;
l*o tell u-, neighbor What’s \our-name.
have already entered thpir goods, and
Who are you
What’s tin* use of askii a.
these embrace articles which will cause
^
on once were

usually paid my

Centaur

HOMER, Sewing Machines

DR. JOHN

Sale !

For

11

Ipln-n-t

V, l&i

t

that I used Dur
cheerfully
Keinedy w ith decided henetit.
II ST El'll I. NS,
Member of ( ongress, of tia.
state

no n n \i.

Massion,

U u-hiugton, D.
im- it Kent lev

y

.,

April •-.*•!, Is;

l ur t he pa-t -ev en v ears rny wife has bt*i n
n gr- at sutb r« r from rheumatism, her doctors fail
iug to give her relief, -lie used three bottles Durang’s
Kln-uniatio Ketnedy, and a permanent cure was tne
n -ult.
W.M. 11. CROOK,
“Executive Clerk to President Grant.”
Wu hington, L). (
March 3d, 187 ».
In the -pace of twelve hours my rheumatism was
taken
three
of
doses
having
gone,
Durang’s Rheumatic Koinedy. My brother, ,J. K. Cessna, of Bed
fonl, l’a., \va- curt d l-v a similar amount.
JOHN CESSNA,
Member of Congress of Pa.
Price, one dollar a bottle, or six bottles for live
dollars. A -k your druggist for Durang’s Rheumatic
Ki nn dv, manufactured bv
HELPHENStlNE & BENTLEY,
Druggists and Chemists,
Washington, D. C.
For Sale bv DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
Sold by WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS in Boston,
Mass.
3mos23

